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partly cloudy
Partly cloudy with a chance of
rain tonight- and lows near 70.
Rainaending-Thiirsday morning,
becoming mostly cloudy with
highs in the mid to upper 80's.
'Winds southerly to 20 mph. Rain
chan-aes 40 percent tonight and 20
percent Thursday.
Ky Extended
The extended forecast calls for
a chance of rain Friday and
Saturday, with clearing on
Sunday. Highs through the period
will be in the 80s, with lows in the
60s.

southeastern Kentucky.
Truckers parked at various places
along 1-75 and other major arteries
leading into Pulaski, Wayne and
Russell counties, flagging down other
trucks and informing the driyers of
Uteir aims.
Monticello Mayor Carl Shearer said,
"They're about to close us down. Most
(if our stations are out of gas ... There is
virtually no movement of grocery
items."
He said Monticello's Belden Wire and
Cate Plant might have to close
because it is receiving no raw materials
and has no way to ship products.
Russell County Judge-Executive
Terri! Flanagan said gasoline supplies
were running low in his county.
In Pulaski County, after a rush by
motorists to fill their tanks Tuesday,
many stations were out of gasoline
today and others had short supplies.
See TRUCKS,
Page 12, Column 6

Solons Ponder
School Taxes
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) - The
recent law putting a ceiling on property
tax revenues has led Kentuaky
legislators to consider other methods
for raising local school district money. a
An. _ official of the Kentucky
Association of School Boards suggested
Tuesday the repeal of a section of
House Bill 44 to enable districts witty,
low tax rates to raise them.
The proposal was made by James
Melton to the subcommittee on the
talucation and the arts.
HB 44 was passed by the special
legislative session last winter to limit
property tax revenues.
School distrietsAepend on such levies
for three-fourths of their money, according to Legislative Research
Commission statistics.
"It's going to be extremely difficult to
ever replace the property Lax as fun-
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Finance Committee, which is headed
by oil-state Sen. Russell B. Long, D-La.
In related developments:
-Three congressional committees
are considering legislation to promote
development of synthetic fuels, such as
oil extracted from coal, nd other
alternatives to foreign oil.
-Rep. Toby Moffett, D-Conn.;
chairman of a House energy subcommittee, said Tuesday home heating
oil may be in such short supply in- the
Northeast this winter that people may.
nave to leave their homes and go to
public shelters to keep warm.
-Treasury Secretary W. Michael
Blumenthal outlined to the Ways and

Cast Announced For
'To Kill A Mockingbird'
Richard Valentine, director of the
Community Theatre, has announced
the cast for the second Playhouse in the
Park production, "Jo Kill A
M kingbird," based on Harper Lee's
Puller Prize-winning novel.
"To Kill A Mockingbird" is the story
of a potentially violent trial in a small
Alabama town as seen through the eyes
of Scout Finch,a young girl, who-will be
-portrayed by Kelly Howell. Her
brother, Jem, will be played by Mike
lautwell.
Their father, the attorney who risks
his career by defending a young black
man who has been wrongly accused of a
crime, will be played by Richard
Butwell Anthony Dotson will play the

part of the young man who is a victim of
racial prejudice.
Other members of the cast include
Linda Shellard, Vandelene Weatherford, Machree Ward, Gary Martin,
Joyce McCauley, Kenny Hainsworth,
Bill Phillips, Bryan Thacker, Terri
Erwin, Riel Thomas, Charles Cella,
Russ McCutcheon and James Reese.
"I was very pleased with auditions,"
Valentine said. "I think we have a cast
that will make this play a production no
one will want to miss."
"To Kill A Mockingbird" -will be
presented June 28, 29, 30 and July 5,t
and 7. Curtain Wile for the show will be
8 p.m. in the new Murray-Calloway
County Park.

40

ding ,for secondary and elementary
education," Melton said.
He said the repeal ofaa_wction of
H1344-and allowing schobl districts to
impose an additional permissive tax
raise. enough revenue for school
needs.
Melton said public opposition to
property taxes might Be lessened if an
installment payment plan was adopted.
Gilmore Dutton, staff administrator
for the LRC, said there is a serious
problem of taxpayer confidence in the
property tax and that its unpopularity
has limited school districts' abilities to
obtain more revenue.
Dutton said Lite research seems to
indicate that district by district sales
or income surtax could provide a
suitable source of alternative funding.
He added thitt an income tax would be
deductible fofederal income taxes.

Congress Will Act On
Synthetic Fuels Bills

'Profits' Tax On Way To House
WASHINGTON ( AP)- A toughened
"windfall profits" tax is on its way to
the full House where anger over long
gasoline lines and high fuel prices is
expected to iead to prompt approval•.
The beefed-up tax, which would cost
oil companies about $6 billion more
over five years than President Carter's
original plan, cleared the House Ways
and Means Committee on a 20-16 vote
Tuesday.
The bill is scheduled for House action
next week.
After clearing whatever:hurdles it
encounters in the House, the tax
proposal is expected to face a stiff
challenge when it goes to the Senate

ltb

House Bill 44 Prompts Debate

Gunshots Fired
At Two Trucks
On State Roads
By The Associated Press
Gunshots were fired at two trucks on
interstate highways in Kentucky today,
state police said.
No injuries were reported. Police
said- it was not known if the shootings
were linked to the shutdown by independent truckers. Both trucks
belonged to Roadway Transportation
Co.
One, driven by Earl McCorquodale,
was traveling north on Interstate 75
near London about 1:30 a.m. when its
radiathr Wailtriidt by a bullet, said
state police at the London post.
The other truck, driven by James P.
Wheeler of Old Hickory, Tenn., was
four miles south of Campbellsburg on I71 in northern Kentucky when a shot
from a passing car shattered the rear
window of the cab, officials said.
State police at the La Grange post
said the shot apparently was fired from
a small caliber handgun.
Both truckers proceeded on their way
after reporting the incidents, officials
said. No arrests had been Made.
The tightening truckers' shutdown
virtually halted deliveries of gasoline
and groceries into some communities
along Interstate 75 in southeastern
Kentucky, and truckers continued to
block diesel-fuel pumps at trucks stops
in western Kentucky.
A North Carolina trucker was
arrested Tuesday , on terroristic
threatening warrants taken out by
truckers after he ran a blockade on U.S.
27 near the Kentucky-Tennessee line in
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( June 21 .to _July 22.)
natural milieu.
your
are,
You're out to make a good
Birthdate of: Jean-Paul
on
come
don't
but
ion,
impress
sher; Reinhold
new Sartre, philsop
with
strong
too
religious thinker;
,
Niebhur
acquaintances. A demanding
and Mary McCarthy, writer.
relative wants to be heard.
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Friday & Saturday
June 22 & 23
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/

Your Individual
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Summer
'79
Super
Shows
Start
Friday

LEO
.
( July 23 to Aug. 22)J64-iti
Exercise initiative in career
matters. Now's the time to act
on that private idea. Jealousy
may strain one relationship
VIRGO
p.
I Aug. 23 to Sept. 22i'r
Share thoughts with friends.
Get in touch with agents re
creative work. Don't let
financial considerations
dominate outlook.
LIBRA
( Sept. 23'to Oct. 22
You'll speak up for your own
rights now re joirit financial
matters. Don't let emotions
overule reason dealing with
advisers.
SCORPIO
Att'
Oct. 23 to Nov. 21 )
Partners will be forceful in
viewpoints.
presenting
Chaances are you'll keep
some of your thoughts to
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec,-21)
In your haste to get things
done at work, don't be
careless. Be tactful with coworkers Friends may be
querulous or out of sorts.

e

BARBRA STREISAND RYAN 0 NEAL

ocit.v .

CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. I
Your heart may be set on a
planned entertainment, but
don't force your views on
others. Find a way to make
them interested too.

IT'S COOK OUT TIME AGAIN
Come see our Hickory being demonstrated and taste the difference
For That True Kentucky Hickory Flavor
USE

KENTUCKY SMOKIN' HICKORY
•

Use With

k

BAR-B-Q BRAZIERS
GAS CHAR ROCK AND ELECTRIC GRILLS
AND THE BRINKMANN SMOKERS AND GRILLS 11

ii

For Best Results:

Just soak the chunks ,in water. When you stan your lire throw 3 or 4 chunks on coals just
before acidina

TASTE THE DIFFERENCE
REAL KENTUCKY FLAVOR
"NORTH. SOUTH, EAST OR WEST, OUR HICKORY IS THE BEST-

AVAILABLE AT THE K-MART GRAND OPENING
THURSDAY, FRIDAY & SATURDAY
KENTUCKY SMOKIN' HICKORY CO.
A Division of West Ky. Wood Products, Co. Inc.
Manikins:Ky.(502) 876-7161
P.O. llos 31 School Ildg.

•r

•
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It is always amazing to
and the movers will be
wake up and discover how settled,
in around August 1 to
coming
much entertainment we have
right here in our own back take their furniture to
Alabama. Pat's folks live in
yards.
Clanton, and Jim is opening a
+++
there. He's a Sager
The Lakeside Singers are new plant
Glove official.
a
doing
terrific
job
enon kit
+++
tertaining all of the -tourists
of a
Fourteen-year-old Lee Ann
and
also
local
folks
at
:hind
Babb is having a ball-she flew
Kenlake, Barkley Lodge, and
born.
to California for a visit with
Kentucky Dam Village.
her former next door neighFour attactive young-bor, Reagan Burke and her
women and four good looking
Ann and Dr. Bob
family,
young men make up this
and
Ron Babb
group, directed by Dr. Glen Burke. Jane and Dr.
irray
put Lee Ann on the plane in
Wilcox, and from the time
elson
Tenn., and away
they run out on the stage (to Memphis,
."..reat
she went-Fisherman's Wharf
use the term lowly) and roll
Ruth
whole works.
into such old favorites as and the
Ken+++
-Stardust," "Any Time,"
As most of you know, Dot
"Tip Toe Through the Tulips,"
and Tom Emerson spend
and such as these, you will
about three months in the
enjoy yourself. All eight of
winter down in the Florida
these talented musicians play
-well this past week their
Keys
all of the different musical
friends from Key Colony,
good
'instruments toed as their
and John Saundrs, are
Mary
accompaniment. The night we
Murray
enjoying some
were there, the standingJohn is a retired
hospitality.
room-only crowd was well
jet pilot from the Air Force,
pleased.
and Mary is a Georgia peach,
Many familiar faces were
residing in Florida. The
sprinkled around the room,
have taken them
Emersons
including Irma La Follette,
on Kentucky Lake,
Carol Hahn, and Clara Eagle. fishing
and dining all over
Irma had brought Carol and shopping
West Kentucky. We may lack
Clara out to celebrate their
of the Florida glamour,
birthdays, and what better some
but we make up for it with our
way can you find.
warm welcome.
+++
+++
Susan and Dr. Bill Hart are
noticed the
you
Have
welcome additions back home
Times is
to Murray. They are renting a Murray Ledger &
have to
lift"-I
"face
a
having
home on Main Street, and
I had a hand in picking
we're all delighted they have admit
buff colored process.
returned to make their home the new
Hogancamp is taking
here. Parents, Libby and Dr. Ben
of the project. The old
Jim Hart, spend quite a bit of charge
didn't blend with the
time at their cabin on the lake, color
you like
and now, more than likely, atmosphere-see howi
one-it's my favorite
Susan and Bill, will also enjoy this
color.
the lake scene.
+++
Murray
More former
residents are here for the
summer. Bill and Jane Wells
11•1116.
and family are settled at their
A Cookout was held at the
home at the lake after spenlake home of Bill Kopperud on
ding the winter in Colorado.
Friday, June 15, in honor of
+++
Congratulations are in order Miss Julie Outland and Walter
for Wilda and Pete Purdom Jones III who will be married
who were married last week, on June 23.
when Judge Jim Lassiter tied
The hosts and hostesses for
the knot. They have bought the
the occasion were Dr. and
Jim Moore house and will be Mrs. A. H.
Kopperud, Bill
living over by Pete's brother,
Kopperud, and Miss Kathy
Wells and Betty Jo Purdom, Rayburn.
on Dogwood Drive.
The guests were led to the
Jim and Pat Moore are in
Clanton, Ala., getting all deck which overlooked the

NOSPMIL NEWS

1

6-8-79
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Pratt, Baby Girl (Barbara),
209 Walnut Murray, Easley,
Baby Boy (Becky), Rt. 1
Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Deborah L. Kelly and
Baby Boy, 1608 Catalina Dr.
Murray, James F. Ahart, Rt. 1
Bs. 65 Dexter, Mrs. Jo Anne
Alexander, Rt. 1 Mayfield,
Jamie Harold Wilson, Rt. 2
Bx. 157 Murray, Mrs. Joan
Walker, 910 N. 18th St.
Murray, Mrs. Janet M.
Thompson, Rt. 8 Mayfield,
Mrs. Velma E. Paschall, Rt. 7
Bx. 669 Murray, Mrs. Emma
B. Newton, Rt. 4 Bx. 118
Murray, Robert D. Newcomb,
Rt. 2 Bx. 137 Pin-year,
Kylie Leeann Mullinaz, Rt. 1
Bx. 97-B Dexter, Jerry M.
Key, 1616 Sycamore Murray,
Willie A. Grugett,Rt. 1 Bx. 184
Alfno,JoIrs. Eva Farris, Bx.
332 New Concord, Mrs. Lois N.
Elkins, Rt. 3 Bx. 241 Murray,
Mrs. Jean Colson, Rt. 4 Bx. 101
Murray, Kristy G. Burkeen,
Rt. 1 Bx. 256 Dexter, Gerald G.
. 167 Murray,
.
Boyd, Rt. 2 Bs
Mrs. Mary Ann Lemons, 1011
East Blythe Paris, Tenn.,
Mrs. Mary F. Sumter, Rt. 1
Bx. 267 AlitioMrs. Linda B.
Yates, 601 7-Memorial Dr.
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Ellon 0.
Brittain, Rt. 5 Bx. 110 Murray,
Mrs. Corodie E. Whitlow, Rt. 1
Bx. 222-Almo, R. B. Stunson,
401 N. 1st. Murray, 011ie Fay
Roberts, Rt. 3 Bx. 43 Murray,
John B. Riley, Rt. 5 Mayfield,
Leo H. Rand, 510 So. 8th St.
Murray, Mrs. Myrtle Nickles,
800 N. 12th St. Murray, Garvis
L. Lee, Bx. 45 Dexter, Mrs.
Clara L. Jones, 110 N. 12th St.
Murray, Mrs. Gladys M.
Grogan, Rt. 4 Murray, Wildie
H. Ellis, 719 Sycamore
Murray, Willis H. Daniel, Rt.5
Murray, Walter F. Brockwell,
29 Hill Crest Dr. Paris, Tenn.,
Isaac D. Brandon, Rt. 1 Almo,
Jim Lewis Donelson, Rt. 6 Bx.
301 Murray, Mrs. Ora L.
Houston (expired), Fern
Terrace Murray, Mrs. Jessie
Dunn ( expired) MCCH
Convalescent Murray.

Todd-Mason Vows
Planned July 25

HEALTH
Unadulterated nonsense
Lawrence E Lamb M D
I am
DEAR DR. LAMB
15 years old and I weigh 150
pounds. I have tried exercising but that doesn't seem to
help. Most all of my fat is in
my legs and hips. I once
tried an exercise class for
the lower part of my body,
but I heard a rumor that if
you lose fat in your legs that
it will go to your behind. Is
this true? If it is, I don't
know what I am going to do
because my behind is big
enough.
DEAR READER - That's
pure unadulterated nonsense. If you lose fat from
your legs, you'll lose it and it
won't go anywhere else.
There really isn't any such
thing as spot reducingr-If--you follow a program that
causes you to lose fat calories, it will eventually affect
the undesirable fat deposits.
Simply put, that means
you have to be on a diet that
limits your calorie intake
Local
Agent Says—
_

below the level of the guide.
amount of calories your
The Health Letter I'm
body uses. You can affect sending you will provide the
this relationship in two ways framework for a balanced
- through a diet that de- 1300 calorie diet. You
creases your calories or shouldn't consume less than
through an activity program that amount on a daily basis.
that increases your use of
The rest of your weight
calories.
control program should be
Your resting metabolism achieved by exercise. You
is important too because you should not try to lose more
use calories at rest, but than one pound a week and
there's a limited amount you shouldn't stick to a rigid
that you can _expect to do diet, even this one, for long
about that unless you want periods of time. About every
to start a weight lifting pro- six weeks you should enjoy a
gram and develop muscles. I six-week period of a balam sending you The Health anced maintenance diet
Letter number 4-7, Weight without weight gain or loss.
Losing Diet. Other readers
DEAR DR. LAMB who want this issue can send 36-year-old female. For the
SO cents with a long, past two weeks I've been
stamped, self-addressed en- having hunger pains where
velope for it. Send your my heart is located. About 15
request to me, in care of this, minutes after I eat I feel
newspaper, P.O. Box 15511-- Simgry again. The pains are
Radio City Station, New not intolerable but they are
York, NY 10019. You can there. MA drink a cup of
consider this simply as a coffee they go away and
start again in about 30 minutes and then I'll eat a
cookie or some candy. I'm
sizei2 now and I don't want
to Ain weight. Maybe you
can help me. Do you think I
amount of woody, tough, have an ulcer .rpr,7is .it my
inedible stalk varies in nerves or my heart?
DEAR READER asparagus. Generally; thin
There's no way you'll know
ones have a larger aniount of for certain what's causing
fibrous stalk.
your pain without a medical
Buy only what you will use examination. Since you're a
in a few days; unless you plan young woman it's most unto freeze or can it. Asparagus- likely that the symptoms
ages quickly. Store it un- you're describing are reto heart disease, at
washed in a moisture-proof lated
least the type associated
and
bag in the refrigerator,
with heart attacks and fattyuse it within two days for best cholesterol deposits in the
quality.
coronary arteries.
Relief of pain with food is
To prepare, bend the stalk
„so it snaps just below the often a symptom of ulcers
kliagnosis
tender part. Check un- but before such a have Xis made, you should
derneath the scales in the ray studies.
asparagus tip to make sure
In the meantime, I would
you removed all trapped sand suggest that you change
your life style. That may
when you washed the stalks.
Nutritionally, asparagus is significantly alter your
a good source of vitamin C-a symptoms. Don't-use coffee
get rid of your pain.
one half cup serving provides to
Eliminate all coffee, tea,
almost half of an adult's daily colas or chocolate - all of
need. It also provides vitamin which contain caffeine. Also,
A, and other vitamins and if you're a cigarette smoker,
stop at once.
minerals as well as fiber.

Asparagus In Season
Miss Met!_i_cj'irioli Todd
and Barry Rav Mison
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Lee Todd of Kirksey announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Metzi Carroll, to Barry Ray Mason, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Walter B. Mason of Brewers.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Cora Lee
Todd of Kirksey and the late Elbert Cliffton Todd, and of Mr.
and Mrs. Euin York of Benton.
Miss Todd is a 1978 graduate of Calloway County High
School and is employed at K-Mart of Muray.
Mr. Mason is the grandson of Mrs. Lava Burnett and the
late Cliton Burnett, and of Mrs. Jessie Mason and the late
Clifton Mason,all of Brewers.
The groom-elect is a graduate of Marshall County High
School and is presently employed at Leon Riley Ford of
Benton.
The double ring ceremony will be read Wednesday, July 25,
at 7:30 p.m. at the Kirksey Baptist Church, located west of
Kirksey, with the Rev. R. B. Cope officiating. A reception will
follow at the church.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding
and the reception.

By Jean Cloar
.Co. Extension Agent
For Home Economics
We are righf in the midst of
for
the
peak \, season
asparagus. Keep in mind the
following tips to choose good
quality stalks and to maintain
the quality with proper
storage after you purchase it.
You'll want firm. crisp,
bright green stalks. The tips
should be closed tightly and
almost purplish green. There
should be no soft, dark spots
around the tip; soft slimy
•spots are signs of decay.
Take a good look at the
bottom part of the stalks when
you are inspecting asparagus.
The entire stalk should be
plump. If the lower part looks
shriveled the asparagus is old.
Large asparagus yields
more servings per pound or
bunch than thin ones because
there is less waste. The

Kopperud Lake Home Scene
Event For Bridal Couple
lake and a landscaped yard.
They were served chips and
dip, cheese ball, crackers,and
beverages as appetizers. The
meal consisted of grilled
hamburgers, hotdogs, green
beans, tossed salad, wild rice,
and pineapple cake.
The bridal couple received
four iced tea goblets to their
chosen pattern of crystal, and
a crock plate as wedding gifts.
.Seventeen guests were
present to honor thacouple.

mewl-dine
cur
oreat
55th
anniversdary
sale!

Millinery And Ladies' Ready - To-Wear
mce

A good line ofwell selected and reasonably
priced hats. , In addition to millinery I will
handle a small line of ready-to-wear.

Mrs. J. E.LITTLETON

ITTLETONI3
ON THE SQUARE • MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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Edwards-Belcher Vows Golden Wedding
To Be Read Saturday , Event Planned

McCuiston & Taylor
Vows Solemnized
The wedding of Miss Linda
Carol McCuiston, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby T.
McCuiston, and Joe Dan
Taylor, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Cecil Taylor, was solemnized
in a spring candlelight
evening ceremony at the Flint
Baptist Church.
The Rev. Heyward Roberts
performed the double ring
ceremony before a heartshaped canelabrum with a
bouquet of rainbow colored
daisies and baby's breath. On
each side of the altar were
spiral shaped candelabra. The
family pews were marked by
blue ribbonand baby's breath.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Wilson
provided a program of music
before and during the wedding. Their selections included
"We've Only Just Begun,"
"Love Me Tender," "For All
We Know," and the traditional
wedding marches for, the
processional
and • the
-recessional.
The guests were ushered by
Terry Rogers and Steve
•
McCuiston.
Bride's Dress
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Dan Taylor
The bride, escorted by her
father and given in marriage
sister
of
the
bride. apricot. The silhouette styling
by her parents, wore a
Bridesmaids we-Fai._ Carol and keyhole neckline were
southern belle styled gown of
enhanced by a sheer cape that
Cooper and Rhonda Housclen.
white eyelet trimmed in cluny
They wore identical floor draped to fingertip length in
lace. The solitaire neckline
length southern belle styled the back.
and empire bodice were
Attending the register was
,gowns in rainbow hues of
enhanced by ruffled capelet
The
Alicia
McCuiston.
,yellow,
red,
and
blue
organza
sleeves. The full circular skirt'
on white backgrounds. The register table was covered by
was graced at the hemline/
off-shoulder necklines were a yellow lace cloth centered
-with a deep flounce and edged
enhanced by wide self-fabric with a vase containing pink
in lace.
ruffles and the bodices were rosebuds.
Completing the bridal enReception
caught at the waistlines with
semble was a matching eyelet
A reception was held in the
the solid shirred cumgarden hat tipped in a double
berbunds. The full flared fellowship hall of the church
ruffle of lace from which
skirts were graced at the following the ceremony.
flowed a chapel length veil of
The three tiered wedding
hemlines by deep ruffles.
bridal illusion. Her bridal
Each of the attendants cake was separated by
bouquet, designed and made
carried a matching parasol to columns, sugar swans, and
of blue and pink daisies,
which a bouquet of daisies and sugar bells, and was topped by
rosebuds, and baby's breath,
baby's breath was attached. a miniature bride and groom
was attached to an open white
The attendants also wore statuette. Daisies and fern
lace fan.
wrist corsages and a single were arranged around the
The groom's boutonniere
base of the cake.
daisy in their hair.
was made of pink daisies and
Serving for the reception
Serving as flower girl was
baby's breath. 1
Susan McCuiston, sister of'the were Mrs. June Adams,
Serving as matron of honor
floor length Stephanie Wyatt, and Kim
was Mrs. Christine Murdock, bride, who wore a
dress of orange organza Smith.
The wedding and the
similar to the attendants. She
wore a garden hat fashioned reception were directed by
TUSTIAN GIRL
from the same material as her Celia Taylor, sister of the
groom.
Mr. and Mrs. Graham dress.
Following a weddng trip to
'Fustian,/ 417 Mickael Drive,
Kenny Overbey seA'ed as
Alpharetta, Ga., 30201, are the best man. Groomsmen were Gatlinburg, Tenn., the couple
parents of a baby girl, Ashley Ricky Miller and Mark Miller. is making their home in
3
4 The groom, groomsmen, Murra-Y.
Ann,,Weighing six pounds 12/
Rehearsal Dinner
ounces, measuring 21).e2 in- ushers, ring bearer, and
The groom's parents enches, born on Monday, June father of the bride, were-attertained the wedding party
18, at a hospital there.
tired in white tuxedoes.
,/• The father is associated
Bobby McCuiston, Jr., with a rehearsal dinner at the
With his father in the dry ringbearer, carried a white Seven Seas Restaurant.
Following the dinner the
cleaning business, and the satin heart shaped pillow
mother is on leave from a edged in white lace and forget- bridal couple presented gifts
travel agency, both in the me-nots tp_avhich the wedding to the members of the wedding
Atlanta area.
bands were held in place with Party.
Grandparents are Mickael satin ribbons tied in love
Tustian of Ball Ground, Ga, 'knots.
Mrs. Eveline Tustian of
The mother of the bride
FLORIDA TRIP
Atlanta, Ga.. and Mr. and chose to wear a formal gown
Mr. and Mrs. R. J.
Mrs. Milburn Dunn, Atlanta, of maize organza with a
McDougal - and daughters,
Ga. Maternal great grand- separate capelet edged by a
Renee and Shannon, Miss
parents are Mrs. John Work- narrow ruffle. The a-tine skirt
Teresa Jones, and _Miss
man and the late Mr. Work- featured a side ruffle and
Sandra Gallimore have
man. and the late Mr. and flounced hemline.
returned home after a week's
Mrs. Hallet Dunn, all of
The
groom's
mother
vacation in Daytona Beach.
Murray.
selected a quiana knit gown in
Fla.

Miss Karen Edwards,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
William Edwards, and Brad
Belcher, son of Mr. and Mrs.
J. B. Belcher, have completed
plans for their wedding.
The ceremony will be
solemnized on Saturday, June
23, at 7 p.m. at the Kirksey
Baptist Church with the Rev.
David Brasher performing the
ceremony.
A program of nuptial music
-will be presented by Mrs.
Oneida White and Darrell
Gibson.
• Miss Edwards has chosen
Mrs. Sheila Morris- as her
matron of honor with Misses
Bobbie Smith, Rhonda Dar-

(
Of Interest To

Senior
Citizens

nell, and Vicki Edwards as
bridesmaids. Little Misses
Carissa Belcher and Lori
England will he flower girls.
Mr. Belcher has chosen Carl
Doron as his bestman with
Tim Belcher, Keith Edwards,
and Brad Edwards as
groomsmen. Ushers will be
Bill Wilson and Paul Guy.

Nashville Tour
Is Planned
The Golden Age Club and
Senior Citizens will have a
tour to Nashville, Tenn., including trips to Opgyland,
Grand Ole Opry, and tour of
homes of music stars on July
27 and 28.
For more information,
persons may call Thelma
Nanny,437-4517, or 436-5563.

Presiding at the guest
register will be Miss Luanna..
Colson.
A reception will follow at the
University Branch of the Bank
of Murray.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding
and the reception.

Friendship_ ight
For Eastern Star
To Be Held Friday

Hough Mine Scene how,er
Sheree BranJon
For
• Miss
A kitchen gadget shower
was held in honor of Miss
Sheree Brandon, bride-elect of
Jerry Jones, on -aturday
afternoon, June 9, at the home
of Mrs. A. L. Hough.
Serving as hostesses were
Miss Brenda Hough and Mrs.
Tommy tuck, bridesmaids for
the bride-elect.
The honoree chose to wear a
green and white pant suit and
was presented a gift corsage
of daisies. Mrs. Max Brandon
and Mrs. Jack Jones, mothers
of the bridal couple, were
presented corsages of yellav
and blue carnations.
Games were played and •.he
gift prizes were presented to
Miss Brandon. • 4
The refreshment-table :vas
covered with a 'green with a white lace nverla> An
arrangement of daisies and
baby's breath centered he

table. Punch, cake, and mints
were served from crystal
appointments.
The hostesses presented
Miss Brandon with a pierced
tablespoon from her chosen
silver pattern.

jVr.

and Mrs. Orville Moffitt

Mr. and Mrs. Orville Moffitt will be honored at an open
house, planned by their children, in celebration of their
golden wedding anniversary on Saturday, June 30.
All friends and relatives are invited to call at the Moffitt
lakeside home at Cypress Spring Resort near New Concord
throughout the day to visit with the honored couple and their
FLOOD GIRL
family. The family requests that guests not bring gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Flood,
The couple was married on June 29, 1929, by Roy Smith on
Route 6, Paris, Tenn., are the the courthouse lawn in Murray. Mr. Moffitt is the son OT the
parents of a baby girl, Melissa
late W. E: Moffitt and Allie Simpson Moffitt of Graves
LeAnn, weighing four pounds
County. Mrs. Moffitt, the former Grace McKinney, is the
six ounces, born on Wed- daughter of the late C. J. McKinney and Mae McClure
nesday, May 30, at the
McKinney of Calloway County.
Murray-Calloway County
Mr. and Mrs. Moffitt resided in Sterling, ill., until five
Hospital.
years ago when they retired and came to Calloway County to
The mother is the former
reside. One son, Lexie Moffitt of Rapid City, Ill., isdeceased.
Sheila Youngblood. GrandTheir children are Ronald Moffitt, Sterling, Ill., Wayne
Parents- -arre- -144--. and Mrs- --Moffitt.,.-Harrodsburg, Marshall Lipe Mogitt, Las Vegas...
Carvin Flood and Mrs.. Jack
Nev., and Mrs. Patricia Ann Stites, Rock Falls, III., who are
Youngblood and the late MT. an planning to be with their parents for the 50th wedding
Youngblood, Route 6, Paris, celebration. They have 14 grandchildren and one great
Tenn.
grandchild.

4 Ill
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Friendship Night will be
held by Murray Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star
on Friday,June 22, at 7 p.m. at
the Masonic Hall, Highway 121
North at Johnny Robertson
Road.
Hutson,
luta
worthy
matron, said a potluck supper
will be served. This is for all
members, their families, and
friends, Mrs. Hutson said.

Prudye Adams
Group Holds Meet
At Turn bow Home
The Prudye Adams Group of
the Hazel Baptist Church
Women met May 24 at the
home of Mrs. Mary Turnbow.
"Origin of the Church" was
the subject of the program
presental by Mrs. Marie
Garland.
The call to prayer was by
Burlene Vance. A letter of
appreciation from the Rev
and Mrs. George Gray was
read thanking the group for
the shower .recently held for
the Jonathan Creek Baptist
Assembly.
Plans for a Clothing Closet
at the church were discussed.
Twelve members were
present.

RECENT GUESTS
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy
Goatley of Dawson, Mich:,
Ruel E. Garland, 609 Broad,
have been the recent guests of 6-9-79
DISMISSALS
Murray,
Eane Izell Williams
'
NEWBORN
ADMISSION
her sister, Mrs. Earl Wale
Mrs. Willie M. lane, Rt. 3
Conley,
Baby
Boy Bx. 195F, Murray, Mrs, (expired), 104 N. 12th,
Norsworthy and Mr. N ,rI Elizabeth), Rt. 3 Bx. 117A, Wendy I. Wilson, 112 Lank- Murray, Mrs,'Luna L. Cherry
sworthy.
(expired), Murray.
Murray.
ford, Paris, Tenn., Mrs.
Hyburnia Merrell, Bx. 15,
6-10-79
Hazel, Mrs. Carolyn M.
NO NEWBORN ADMISSION
Green, Rt. 7 Bx. 107, Murray,
DISMISSALS
THERMOMETER
Thomas H. Gibson, Bx. 9
Mrs. Barbara A. Pratt and
When cooking meat in a
Hazel, William E. Page, 1615
Baby Girl, 209 Walnut, mcirowave oven it's a good
Magnolia, Murray, Mrs. Mary
Murray, Mrs. Chandra K. ieda to use a thermometer
M. Steele, 1713- Wiswell,
Gipson and Baby Boy, Rt. 1 ,specifically designed for it
Murray, Mrs. Linda K.
Gilbertsville, Jamie_ Douglas, iRemember not to place the tip
Watkins, Rt. 1 Bx. 148,
Rt. 3 Bx. 241, Murray, Arthur against a bone.
By Abigail Van Buren
Puryear, Tenn., Mrs. Wanda
K. Ferguson, CR Bx. 276-B,
Oliver. 4700 Rocklidge,
New. Concord, Mrs. Barbara
Orlando, Fla,, Steven Gough, C. Lemonds, Rt. 1 Bx. 291,
1607 Sunset, Murray. Mrs.
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Judy
For Information
Shirley M. Bagwell, Rt. 2
Adams, 1100 County Cork,
Regarding
Puryear, Tenn., Mrs. Treva I.
Murray, Mrs. Mavis F. Wolfe,
Goodman, Rt. 4 Bx. 115, Rt. 5, Cadiz, Mrs. Inez G.
DEAR ABBY: The house is finally quiet. My husband and Murray. Mrs: Clyde Wrather, Waggerner, 209 S. 16th,
two teenagers are in bed, but I am sonpset I can't sleep.
Rt. 7 Bx. 634, Murray, Mrs. Murray, Charles L. Rimfelt,
Our marriage has been so wonderful, plus we are blessed Lucille Garland, _ 500' Elm, Rt. 2 Bx. 79, Stewart, Tenn.,
(Permanent
with two healthy children who have always been well- Murray, Mrs. Mary L. Mrs. Susie Clark, Rt.8 Bx. 925,
Removal of Nair)
behaved.
Balentine, Rt. 3 Bx. 256, Murray, James H. Hall, Rt. 4
We were an exceptionally happy family until about a year
Murray, Mrs. Era Cochrum, Bx. 296, Paris, Tenn., Mrs.
ago. So what's the problem? LOUD MUSIC!
Abby, why must music be played so loud today? The only Rt. 2. Murray, Harry H. Ermon E. Garner, 513 Broad,
Erwin, 1308 Farris, Murray, Murray.
answer we get from our children is. "Because."
The words exchanged between by husband and son
tonight were terrible. My husband asked our son politely to
please turn down the stereo. Our son ignored him, so his
father turned the stereo off and announced that neither of
the children would be allowed to play music again until they
agreed to keep the volume at a level that was comfortable
for US.
I've never seen my huSband so-angry. The kids are mad
and I'm upset.
1.---r
Do other parents have thA problem? And how do they
Pus crearoc iouchaashIcie rna,litne
handle it'?
goes sou a lot of extra, sou don't hate to
spend a-lot extra for It has a push button
AM-FM
ST11442111
-, .

'Desk -0466v,

Ruptured Disco

Electrolysis

Call 753-8856

_
cREATivE TOUCH

Fasion*Fiachine1036

ripple!
It's Coupon +
Time Again
Clip These
And Save!

•

FREE
Drink
with the Purchase
of any Sandwich
Good Thru Tues., June 26

_

Lb

Juicy Half BBQ

Chicken
OFF PER LB.Good Thru Tues., June 26

Featuring

RealPork,Hickory
Pit Bar-B-O
Mutton, Chicken and Ribs
ALSO SERVING BURGH, POTATO SALAD, BAKED BEANS, AND COLE SLAW!

Hickory Hut Pit Bar-B-Q
,Ask About Our Catering Service
And Custom Barbecueing
You Bring A, We Cook It

HICKORY HUT PIT BAR-B-0
06 Chestnut 753 8370

DEAR AM: Yes, many parents have that problem. And
they handle it the same way your husband handled it-by
exploding and the finally laying down the law.
The upsetting scene could have been avoided had you laid
down the law as soon as the kids started playing music at a
volume that was disturbing to you.
Loud music is "in," but the price one pays for constantly
assaulting his eardrums with loud sounds is impaired hearing.
DEARABBYi My son has a lot of friends, and lately they
have been getting married one after the other. Here is my
gripe. He has to lay out $48 every time he rents one Of those
fancy tuxedos the bridegroom has picked out for him to
wear to the wedding.
•
I think if the bridegroom wants his attendants to wear
.tuxes, he should.. pick up the tab for the rental. What is your
opinion?
PINE BLUFF, ARK., MOM
DEAR MOM: It would be nice if the bridegroom could afford it, ha most cannot, so itiiii-strunary for each attendant
to pay for the rental of his own tuxedo.
DEAR ABBY:I'm expecting ray first child in four months.
All the beauty ntairegnanry and motherhood are slowly be
mg destroyed by the horror stories of other women.
Ladies I hardly know have told me how the doctor had to
break the baby's arm for delivery, cords choking babies during delivery, etc. And as though that weren't enough. I've
been hearing how "dangerous" hospitals are. (Unclean,
mistakes made in the lab and pharmacy.) It's all so frighten
ing,
,
These stories are entirely unsolicited ana very unnerving.
Abby, how can I stop these horror storiek.
FIRST TIM ER
DEAR FIRST: You can't -step them from being started,
but you can stop them him being finished by saying
-Thanks, but I'd rather not bear It.
Who said the teen years are the happiest? For Abby".
new booklet "What Teenager, want to Know," write Abby:
132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Iliac Calif. 90212. Enclave $1 and a
long, stamped l28 cents), self-addressed envelope,'please.

,ett. winding hobbtn. a one.ttcp buttonholer,.and a Lin& st'%4• panel tor sets Ina
in NO to.reach pta.-es I'lut a %RIC
.&ries' of stitches, Int luding mendrng
and
hIrnd herntrttehes Model MI6

-,_:
,

A
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.
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Special
Head Only

_.

00
-350

.-

$

4,0

Repair Special

Ar...,..

oe

1 Week Only

9250
..

'Cotton knits

Large Table

Cotton & Cotton Blends

$1 49

Prints &
Solids_ ..,_ .

diCp

yd.

Includes
Seersucker
Juvinelle Pilots

C
Dott.s....99

.

Murray Sewing Center
Bel-Air Shopping Center _
Phone 753-5323

•
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FROZEN
FOODS

NEU
U.S. No. 1 Red

)n,

sos. 39c
Broccoli
Frosty Acres
Baby Limas 20 89c
Frosty Acres 11 oz.
(evosat 79c
49c Okra

1...1
2,/2c

Cabbage
of

Potatoes

10 lb. bag

Fresh Nome Grown

hes
Peac
California
Cantaloupes

Mils.

0L

be

Lynn Grove
Grade "A" Large

Eggs

tar

thy
per
all
and

Ryan:

Lemonade
Fruit•Punch

Orange, Grape &
1 Bal. Jog

Solarcaine

r.1,

Spray

Gal.
Save 20
I2

PAIN

$179

-r
imorlird

c

Hyde Park

39c

Tomatoes
300
Size

89c

For

6 oz.
Save 10'

6 Lb Bag

0011.A•r•
RIGHT
GUARD
44111

•
.
49 •

Pork & Beans
2oz.
/
141
Save 24'
For $100

OUI

4
4

Hyde Park

Tomato
Catsup

•
•

Save 20'

R.C. Cola
Sun Drop
Diet Rite
Root Beer

69c •
•

Ice Cream it
Salt Ile I.

Showboat

89c

Save 29'

Hyde Park

59c

Sour
Cream

Ham

Cheese Singles +

AIRICAN

Selids Savo 11'

Kraft Prepared

Hunt's Whole

Hormel
Tender Chunk

Kraft

CM)
SIMILES
.• .
—

I

For

oz. V

69c

2 Liter
Throw Bottle
Harrell Head

COUPON ...v..:
Batty Crocker

Mashed'
Potatoes

folger's
Instant

c
69
Coffee
Save 30'

794

s...
16 01.

With This Coupon
Eipires-S-77-79- Good Only At Parkers

•

Right Guard

Anti-Perspirant •

lb.

Soonest

2 99.

Kraft Miniature

Marshmallows
ga
$100
1012

9

8 in
S•y• 39'

II

,41

Save 18'

WIN

<-1

F

25 oz.

•

Fresh Home
Grown

irZioture
Marshmallows ._.

Mustard

•

2c
1
12/

•

1 lb.

Lb.

0

Margarine

Pork
Steak

AV

Cabbage

.A11\11110{1%

-

Lean Tender
Fine For GriHing

dun

at

BP

First Cut

For

•

n a
mod
eter
it
e tip

Field Boneless
No Waste

•

W. •
•

Center
Cut
$1.89 lb.

*. Pork Chops
• Picnics

ne

12 OLPkg.

Lean Tender

Orange
Drink 79c

Bacon

1 Lb. Pkg.

1 Lb. Pkg.

Tropi-Cal-Lo

et

lostet
d.
were

$119

3f3c - •

121
son

a by
r of
Rev.
was
for
for
ptist

With $10.00
Order or More
Save 40'

Bologna
Sap_

Wieners

e•
s yies
Pi

.at

was
ram
arie

Worthmore
Sliced

Field's Sliced

Field's

I ticks
• 59c
•

696

•

fIN'

ork Roast.$1°9

lb.

1'

Lower Overhead
Means Lower Prices

ip of
irch
the

Lean
Meaty
Buten linft
S
I
MEL
Almost Boneless

Frosty Acres Spears

Fresh Nome Grown

nd
a
in-

SPER

Treet

Luncheon Meat

10 oz.

PIPISPAANT

6 oz.
Nog. $2.12
Savo 14'

tret31

$198

12 oz.
Save 26'

.
V

"If You Matc lur •ua i y... ou ant :eat I ur rice
Home Owned
and
Home Operated
Joe M. Parker
and
Sammy Joe Parker
Owners

We Reserve the
Right to Limit
Quantities
We Accept U.S.
Government

Food Stomps

Downtown Shopping Center
1.1

HOURS: 7 a. m.-9

. M. Mon.-Sat.

Prices Good Thur. June 21
Thru Wed. June 27

44
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iq Years Ago
Army iief Warrant Officer George
L. Com on was assigned May 22 to the
50th Transportation Company near
Long Than, Vietniun, as a platoon
leader.
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Rudy
Dunn, located about l;'s miles west of
Halfway off the Hazel Highway, was
d stroyed by fire yesterday afternoon.
William Don Bailey, son of Mr. and
,Mrs. Bill Bailey, was inducted into the
United States Army in the June draft
call from Calloway County, according
to Mrs. Gussie Adams, executive
secretary, Local Board No. 10, Selective Service.
Master Sgt. William C. Chaney,son of
Mrs. Lela Chaney, Murray Route 3, is a
Member of a unit that has earned the U.
S. Air Force "Outstanding Unit Award"
at Maryville, Calif.
Miss Anne Sturm, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Paul Sturm of Murray, was
married to Richard P. Kruger, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert P. Kruger of
Medarville. Ind.

EDITORIAL

Political
Alchemy Bubbles
man out of presidential conAn acid observation widely
sideration.
-.. attributed to Sen. Daniel
If Gov. Jerry Brown should
has
D-N.Y.,
• Patrick Moynihan,
wound the president too
, President Carter operating at
grievously, thereby enhancing
-, the sufferance of Sen. Ted Kenthe Republican chances for the
• nedy,D-Mass.
White House, the senator could
.. This concept, of course, is a
gracefully submit to a draft.
- gross distortion of reality. And
And if intervening cir• yet if it didn't have a humorous
nces should strengthen
cumsta
element of truth, it wouldn't enMr. Kennedy would
Carter,
Mr.
joy its reported currency at
to avoid a party
free
be
still
cocktail parties, on the lecture
wait for a
and
ting
bloodlet
comcircuit, and among
1984.
in
field
clear
mentators.
Meanwhile, no other political
mysterious political
A
figure has given Mr. Carter
Inside Report
alchemy is indeed transferring
emcalculated
more
CarJimmy
power away from
barrassment on such key issues
/ter and toward Ted Kennedy.
as energy and national health
-:Suddenly, Sen. Kennedy finds
care than Ted Kennedy.
himself in Washington's catStill, it seems obvious that so
- bird seat, put there by an
canny a politician as Sen. Kenunusual, unexpected comnedy would recognize the perils
bination of converging inthat accompany his new op-4
fluences.
portunities. He must realize
As President Carter's flawed
adthe liberal Democrats who
The
that
—
WASHINGTON
image has declined with the
ement
encourag
in
again
once
rosa
ed
sub
succeed
ion's
have
ministrat
American people. Sen. Kenof leftist efforts to overthrow
associating his name with the
nedy has been boosted to fill the
Nicaragua's dictatorship now threatens
White House will generate opvacuum at the top. In fact,
Carter's great foreign policy
President
position in the more conwithout an assured GOP
achievement, leading to his emergency
servative ranks of the South
telephone call Tuesday morning to Rep.
president contender, Sen. Kenrealize
must
he
And
West.
and
ly,
John M. Murphy of New York.
nedy has become, ironical
sucliberals
the
if
Carter made this plea to Murphy,
even
that,
to
:the most visible threat
of the House Merchant
chairman
he
ceed in nominating him,
Carter's
'President
Committee, about hearings
Marine
cona
against
would be running
renomination and re-election.
scheduled the next day on gunrunning
to be
seems
that
tide
ve
servati
ed
appear
has
Carter
As Mr.
to Nicaraguan terrorists: don't let your
as
y
countr
this
in
rising
in
tial
hearings interfere with House passage
presiden
less
:less and
n
Wester
the
in
ere
elsewh
of the bill to implement the Panama
statecraft and vigorous leaderCanal treaties. The State Department
world.
ship, his party foundations
asked Murphy to
Then there are serious family; the previous evening
have crumbled from under
closed-door briefings for the
e
substitut
considerations. As head of his
him. He has a tenuous hold on
public sessions; the president IN1request.
clan, the senator has an
famous
plicitly was backing up that
the Democratic Party partly
hearings
the
for
the
bility
pressure,
responsi
the
unusual
Despite
because he has consistently
went on as scheduled, filled with
children of his brothers plus the
neglected its machinery.
of gunrunning to Sandinista
evidence
concern for his wife, who
The party's powerful liberal
from communist Cuba
as
guerrill
resides apart in Boston, and his
wing, which holds Mr. Carter in
democratic Venezuela — and Panama
own children.
That evidence adds to the considerable
lower esteem perhaps than
Chapis
there
,
Finally
troubles to be faced on the House floor
a
whole,
as
e
does the populac
though
June 12 by the bill turning the canal
paquiddick that,
declares the king dead and
over to the Republic of Panama on Oct.
be
surely
will
blurred by time,
swears fealty to the prince of
re-examined anew with a
Camelot.
Instead of telephoning Jack Murphy
potential president of the
June 5, the president might better have
A labor-backed draft-Teddy
United States.
remonstrated months ago 'with his
movement is being Organized in
very
the
until
and
now,
for
So
great and good friend, strongman
Iowa. Kennedy loyalists are
y
Omar Torrijos of Panama. about free-Kenned
Sen.
year,
of
this
end
forming a write-in coalition for
style gunrunning. But far from urging
can but gain stature by conthe key New Hampshire
Panama to keep hands off Nicaragua,
cealing his cards while the bidprimary. A draft-Kennedy
the U.S. government does not even
ding gets higher and higher.
admit that Panamanian hands have
committee is coalescing in Minhis
enjoy
may
he
ile,
Meanwh
been very busy indeed.
of
nesota. A small group
of
place
Furthermore, the Carter adspecial
that
to
return
has
Liberal congressmen
tion is justly regarded
ministra
ofhas
fate
that
national power
organized for Kennedy. And
ut the Western Hemisphere as
througho
s
brother
y
fered the Kenned
similar activists are reported
friendly toward any effort to oust
these
during
time
to
time
from
d
forwar
spring
to
Nicaragua's President Anastasio
to be ready
.
decades
two
last
despite absence of a
Somoza,
.
country
the
across
alternative. Bad enough
ic
democrat
All of this would appear to
ght
e
Thou
Bibl
result in a commu
might
thisthat
place Sen. _Kennedy in a.
regime in Nicaragua, it also might h p
position much to his liking.
kill the Panama Canal bill, with t4ily
endure
therefore
Thou
While expressing pro-forma
horrendous consequences for the
hardness, as a good soldier of
president, the United State/ and
loyalty to the president and
2:3.
y
Timoth
11
Christ.
Jesus
Panama.
denying any intention of
Even some foes of the cap.:1 treaty
Hardships are easier to bear
seeking the nomination, Mr.
defeated
the consequences of
fear
faith.
with
them
when we face
Kennedy gains in power and
bill: a Panamanian tak ver of the
keeps his options by avoiding
canal Oct. 1 by force, obilrzing all
nt against
Latin American sen
"I-will-not-serve"
the
w
then that
der
No
Gringo.
Uncle
took
ago
long
statement that
Jimmy Carter as on the phone
even
Shereh
Tecums
- Gen.
to minimize e impact of what

20 Years Ago
•
05, Rowland Viari.4 and

0. eressan,

Robert

Panama:
Canal And Guns
Federal agents baie submitted sworn
statements to a grand jury that the
Panamanian consul in Miami and an
official of Air Panama, under direction
of Panamanian intelligence, late last
year smuggled arms to Sandinista
guerrillas.
But the U.S. saw no evil. Even after
federal Treasury agents broke the
Miami case, the State Department
could confirm no smuggling to the
Sandinistas from other Latin American
countries. In secret briefings, Lt. Gen.
Dennis McAuliffe, U.S. commander
the Canal Zone, has told congressm
about the arms railroad leading f m
Panama. But there has been no p blic
confirmation to this day.
On May 30 came new eviden : the
plane
landing in Panama of a Cu
e same
carrying 200 Cuban troops.
day, a yellow four-engined plane with a
red star on its tail unsuccessfully tried
to land in northeast Nicaragua close to the fighting, then flew to Panama to
land at the Rio Hato air base.
On May 31, two Republican opponents
of the treaties — Rep. Robert Bauman
rge Hansen of
of Maryland and
Idaho — wrote Murphy asking for
rtant," they wrote,
hearings."It
"to establish th source and extent of

&RAF/frill:

trying
the Panamanians ve been doing.
Actually. Pa manian intensions
were flashed i December 1977, in a
private cony rsation between Gen.
maximum leadeio' of
Torrijos,
d U.S. U. Gen. Gordon
Panama,
Sumner. ow retired but then head of
the Inte -American Defense Board. The.
expan ye Torrijos told how Panama
would help bring down Sanioz.a rn
ne hboring 'Nicaragua. Sumner's
detailed rperrib- on the conversation
,drew more dust than attention at the
/Pentagon.
Once the Senate ratified the canal
treaties. Panama joined fully into
running men and arms into Nicaragua.

Funny,
F.unny World

y
Two neads are said to be better than
one, but in the case of Hedy Lamarr, a
two-headed goat born on a Mann
county farm near Novato and sent to
animal breeder Patricia Costa for care,
the double capacity was something of a
liability at first. Hedy, after nearly a
week of serviving (two-headed farm
animals, when they do occur, usually
die after the first few minutes l, needs
help in supporting her pair of heads.
( San Francisco Chronicle I
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Dear Editor:
I would like to express my appreciation te all the people who helped
make the 1979 Charity !tall a resounding success. The proceeds have been
given to the Comprehensive Care
Center.
A special thanks to those'donating
food, i.e., Big John's, North & South
IGA, Bunny Bread, Owens, Storeys,
Krogers and Gibson Ham Comtiany:
the Morray Ledger & Times, WSJP and
WNBS for the publicity.

I also thank the local merchants and
people that made donations and purchased tickets for this worthy catise.
This has been a very rewarding
personal experience for me: my enduring gratitude to all the committee
members for their cooperation and
many hours of work
Sincerely,
Mrs. Donald ( Janna Hughes
, 1979 General Chairman
of the Charity Ball

financing. of the revolutionary gun
smuggling operation being conducted
by the overnrnent of Panama, particular y since any income to be derivtid

by th4t government from the Panama
Caniil treaties could serve to aggravate
ities in frii
ind'enlarge terroristieCi-ibbean."
Murphy immediately set hearings.
Although he privately advised Carter in
early 1977 not to give away the Panama
Canal, Murphy has been a loyal
Democrat in guiding an implementation bill through the House.
But he is outraged by Panamanian
defiance of congressional opinion. Not
even the call from the president could
gag the hearings.
Nicaraguan officials testified about
the gunrunning, most recently the June
4 shipment on a Panamanian air force
plane to Costa Rica of troops and
equipment to help sanamistas just
-across the border. As expected, U. S.
State Department and Treasury officials dummied up, refusing to talk in
open session. They would not even
acknowledge Panama's connection to
Nicaragua's leftist guerrilas. Coming
less than a week before the House vote,
that could prove fateful for the
Americas.
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Th Story Of
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•

Calloway County
1822-1976

New officers of the Murray C'ivitan
Club installed at the meeting held at the
Kentucky Colonel were Woodrow Rickman, John L. Williams, W.
Ivan Johnson, and Richard Denton.
Deaths reported include Ronnie Lee
Dowdy, 10, and Mrs J. A. Miller, 75.
Miss Carolyn Wrye, daughter of Mr
and Mrs. Dallas Wrye, was married to
Billy Walker, son of Mr. -and Mrs
Robert Walker, on June 15 at the home
of the Rev. and Mrs. 3. H. Thurman
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and Mrs
James R. Harrison and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Alfred Murdock.
Miss Olivia Wells Barnett, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. 011ie W. Barnett, was
married to Dan Thomas Marshall, son
of Mr. and Mrs. T. Carl Marshall, on
June 5 at the First Christian Church.
Sykes Bros. Lumber Company has
2x418 Economy Redwood listed as
selling for $7.50 per hundred.

By Dorothy and Kerby hosing:
Copyrilikt. ISM
*4+4444-44+444-444-+

The first cases to be beard in the Calloway circuit Court
for Night Riding was called in the August term with the case of
Kelsie Kirk, however was passed over with the charge against Jake
Ellis being heard. Additional troops were rushed to the county
as a precautionary move, thus increasing the detachment stationed
here to 50 officers and men, therefore once again incurring the editorial wrath of the Ledger editor. Ellis trial came to an end the
second week of the August term with a hung jury. Six members
of the jury voting acquittal, five for conviction, and one abstaining.
Large crowds of grim men and women attended each session of
the court, however the presence of troops obviously prevented. any
disturbances from erupting.
The hung jury was a manifest victory for Night Riders despite
the fact that the prosecution declared their intent to appeal the
decision of the presiding judge, Thomas Cook, who held "conspiratorial evidence after the fact" was inadmissible. In reflection, it
became common knowledge that to secure a conviction would be
absolutely impossible in Calloway County for any man charged
with Night Riding. In fact, rumors had been circulated during
the trial that the circuit judge and the prosecuting attorney were
both members of the Night Riders. As a result, a grand jury was
ordered 'to investigate the charges. The result of the inquiry was
that the rumors were totally false, without a scintilla of fact to
support, and had been fostered with political intent to harm the
two barristers in an impending election. Incidentally, the venerable
judge was defeated by a small majority, his loss attributed to the
false rumors.
A fire of probable incindiary origin destroyed a barn belonging
to Tobe Robert who lived between Shiloh and Faxon. In addition,
fire destroyed two barns on the Hendricks place near the mouth
of Blood River. Both of the owners of the destroyed barns were
staunch members of the Association. Both areas were subsequently
sealed off for patrol by the state troopers pending investigations.
The general conclusion was that the barns had been fired in retaliation for previous Night Rider activities.

To Be Continued
Editor's Note: To determine the number of hard-bound books
.
of "The Story of Calloway County, 1822-1976" to be printed, the
authors request that prospective buyers indicate number of books
desired at an estimated cost of $15 a copy. Do NOT send any money.'
Printing is to begin this fall and completion anticipated by September, 1980. Mail request postcard to Dorothy and Kerby Jennings,
221 N. 13th Street, Murray, Ky. 42071.

30 Years Ago
The bodies of the five men who
drowned June 16 below Kentucky Darn
have been recovered. They were John
Leak, Dean Leak,Fred Rich, and Miles
Baker,all of West Frankfort, Ill., and J.
W. Morin. Herrin, Ill.
The Bronze Star Medal for Gallantry
in Action was awarded to William
Herbert Thurman at the Nashville
Reserve Armory recently. He is the son
of Mrs. Perry Thurman of Murray and
now resides in-Nashville, Tenn. This
award was •for heroic action near
Ikrent, France, during World War II.
Gordon Crouch of Lynn Grove will be
a representative for Kentucky at the
Sovereign Camp Convention of the
Wpsdrnen of the World at San Antonio,
Texas, June V to July 1.
Preston Ty Holland has been appointed supervisor of the City of
Murray Municipal Park for the summer.
Crop reporters began measuring
tobacco acreage in Calloway County
June 17 and expect to finish in about 30
days, according to J. H. Perkins of the
AAA Office here.

Today
In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, June 20th, the
171st day of 1979. There are 194 days left
in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1789, the French
Revolution was beginning as the Third
Estate defied the king and swore not to
disperse until France had been given a
new constitution.
On this date:
In 1632, the English Crown granted
the colony of Maryland to Lord
Baltimore.
In 1837, the Victorian age in England
began as Victoria became Queen on the
death of her uncle, King William IV.
In 1863, Wt Virginia became the
35th state to be admitted to the Union.
In 1867, President Andrew Johnson
proclaimed the treaty for the purchaie
of Alaska from Russia.
In 1898, the United States seized the
island of Guam in the SpanishAmerican war.
In 1973, Former dictator Juan Peron
returned to Argentina, ending 18 years
in exile.
Ten years ago: Georges Pompidou
was inaugurated President of France,
and he chose National Assembly
President Jacques Chaban-Delmas as
premier.
Five years ago: An international
coriference on the Law of the Sea
opened in Caracas, Venezuela, with 150
nations represented.
One year ago: President Tito of
Yugoslavia warned in a speech in
ilelgrade that EastWest differences
could lead to a world war.
Today's birthdays: Playwright
Lillian Hellman is 74. Country music
star ('het Atkins is 55.
Thought for today: Truth crushed to
earth shall rise again — William Cullen
Bryant, American poet and editor, 17941878.
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Probate Hearing Scheduled
For July 10 On Wayne Estate

Child Left in Serious Condition
After Being Mauled By Rats
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(EDITOR'S NOTE: The
cOntents of the following story
may be objectionable to some
readers.)
By DENNIS MONTGOMERY
Associated Press Writer
LEBANON, Tenn. (AP) —
"She was nearly eaten alive,"
said the pediatrician who
treated Valerie Hearn, a 10month-old child mauled by
rats. "It was more than one
rat, it appears. They'd had to
be big rats, too."
Dr. Bernard Wiggins, who
runs a children's clinic in
Wilson County,said the attack
that left Valerie in serious
condition at a suburban Nashville hospital Tuesday was the
worst he had ever seen.
"She had severe rat bites on
multiple places of her body —
both her hands, her lips, her
ears, her nose, her legs and
arms, her body, back and
shoulders. Her right hand was
nearly eaten through. Most of
the fat pad in the central area
of the hand was eaten out," he
said.

month old, but her mother children lived in a dilapidated
downtown neighborhood
never returned.
The mother called an am- where Wiggins said he had
bulance early Tuesday treated a few rat bite victims
morning after she heard the earlier.
Joanne Smith, county
baby crying and "went right
to it," said Wiggins. He said Human Services Department
the mother "said she had just supervisor, said the other
seen the baby minutes before Hearn daughters, ages 2 and 4,
would be examined.
it was attacked."
Attempts to reach the
Officials say 19-year-old
Carolyn Hearn and her three mother were unsuccessful.

Brother And Sister Say
It Is Love; Won't Part

However, Wiggins said he
believes the child will survive.
, "Her bites look like they're
infected and she's running a
fever, but I think she'll come
out of it," he said.
"I interned at Washington's
Walter Reed Hospital so I've
treated rat bites. But this
attack is the worst one I've
ever seen."
Wiggins said the child might
soon have died of malnutrition
if her mother had not rushed
her to the hospital after
discovering the attack.
"It looks like she suffers
from palsy. And she's a
classic case of a failure to
thrive. She's 10 months old
and weighs just 10 pounds.
That compares with an
average weight for her age of
15 to 18 pounds," he said.
The child had suffered from
a poor diet and lack of health
care even before she was
attacked, he said. "It's not an
intentional thing. It is just a
pathetic thing."
Wiggins said he had treated
the girl once when she was a

the state for separating them
during childhood,
"If they hadn't split us up
we wouldn't be in this mess,"
said Vicki."We felt legally the
state separated us and put us
up for adoption. Legally we
were not brother and sister."
David, who was shot during
a high-speed chase involving a
stolen car in 1977, said, "I'd
rather be shot again than go
through this. I wouldn't wish
this on my worst enemy."
"I 'found Dave in Holyoke
two weeks before Easter,"
said Vicki in an interview with
the Lawrence Eagle-Tribune
published Tuesday. "When we
first met, We didn't feel we
were meeting as brothersister. How can . you have a
a
lationship
brother-sister . ;
after 23 years?- We w each
'.•,\
other as boy-girl.
"It was love at first sight I
guess, but I can't say at this
time whether it was right or
wrong."
when
Goddu,
Mrs.
the
about
questioned
Lawrence story, said it was
the "first I heard of it. I didn't
have any idea where they
were."
The couple was arrested last
When asked if she would
week after Vicki's adoptive
mother, Isabelle Pittormo, - accept the couple at her house
signed a complaint charging she said,"no comment."
"I have no comment on
incest, and a court hearing
was scheduled for July. The anything because we have
Pittorino's lawyer says the been pestered for 48 hours.
parents want their. daughter We're going away tomorrow,"
a she said.
under
and
home
The Pittorinos could not be
psychiatrist's care.
Both Vicki and David blame reached for comment.

LAWRENCE,. Mass. AP)
— A brother and sister who
met and married after
growing up In separate
adoptive families say they are
hopelessly in love and unable
to part.
"It's too late for Vicki and I
to change our feelings," said
David Goddu, 22, who met his
natural sister for the first time
a few months ago."We set our
minds to do it (separate). But
when it comes down to it, we
can't do it. How can we stop a
relfponship that's already
started?"
His sister, Victoria Pittorino, 23, said, "We had
decided before we got
married, we had discussed it,
that we would not have
children, that Dave would get
a vasectomy."
Goddu, who grew up as the
son of James and Eileen
Goddu of Holyoke, Mass.,
married Victoria, who was
raised across the state in
Arlington, three weeks ago.
She had spent six years trying
to find her natural parents and
brother.

SANTA ANA, Calif. ( AP) —
A probate hearing has been
scheduled for July 10 on actor
John Wayne's ss.as million
estate, which excludes his
third wife and a son-in-law.
According to a 27-page will.
filed Tuesday in Orange
County Superior Court, the
legendary film veteran's
estate includes $1 million in
real property, $5.75 million in
personal property and $100,000
in income from his holdings.
Wayne died June 11 of
cancer. The actor's attorney, John
,S. Warren, noted that although
Wayne's wife, Pilar, was not
included in the will, she was
provided for in a 1973
separation agreement.
In addition to Mrs. Wayne,
Donald La Cava, the husband
of the actor's eldest daughter,
Toni, was excluded from the
will. La Cava also will be
FUEL CONSERVER — A giant heat exchanger used in inunable to collect his wife's
dustrial gas turbines is lowered over another unit at the
portion upon her death,
Signal Companies Torrance, Calif., plant The units are
Warren said.
used on gas and oil pipelines.
Warren declined to say why
Wayne made that provision.
The will provides for a
special bequest to his two
children under 18, in the
ROCHESTER, N.Y.(AP)—
The father and son, both amount of $5,000 multiplied by
City police and FBI agents Wells Fargo employees, were the difference between 21 and
arrested early today a father arrested on a fugitive the child's age at Wayne's
and son who allegedly took warrant. They were wanted in death. This provision applies
$400,000 from a Wells Fargo the robbery of an armored to John Ethan, 17, who will get
armored truck in Kentucky truck in which an estimated $20,000, and Marisa, 13, who
because they were unhappy $400,000 was taken.
will receive 940,000.
with their wages.
s Authorities said the robbers Also, when Wayne's three
Hugh Higgins, FBI agent- left a long letter, pierced with youngest children — John
incharge in Rochester, said it an
titled Ethan, Marisa and 23-year-old
and
arrow
appeared all the money stolen "Geronimo's Revenge," on Aissa — reach age 30, they will
Monday in the so-called the front seat of the truck after receive one-half the principal
"Geronimo's Revenge" heist abandoning it in northern in their trusts, then at age 35
was recovered. The money Kentucky on Monday.
they'll get the remainder. It
was being counted.
letter was not known how much was
unsigned
The
Howard T. Kalsbeck, 49, reportedly contained com- in each trust.
surrendered in a friend's plaints that $4 an hour was not Wayne has four children
apartment where he had holed an adequate wage for Wells over age 35. They are Michael,
up with his son, Howard Fargo employees. Kalsbeck 44; Toni, 43; Patrick, 42, and
Dennis Kelly, 28. Kelly was was a security guard for Wells Melinda,41.
captured earlier as he fled out Fargo. Kelly, also known as Each of those four was
a back door.
David Peter Preston, was an bequeathed a trust sum, which
FBI Agent Clinton Van Zant armored car driver.
will go to the qualified spouse
said both men, originally
Rochester residents who
moved to Cincinnati, were
"heavily armed" with handguns, shotguns and ammunition. But no shots were
fired in the arrests.

Father And Son Arrested

her death, the funds will be
divided among her four
children by Wayne.
Wayne's second wife,
Esperanza, died soon after
their divorue in 1953 They had
no children.
Lewis Johnson, Wayne's
Arizonntanch partner, also is
a trustee of the estate. The
ranch is included in Wayne's
personal property. Other
major land holdings include
his Newport Harbor home and
4y4n Puget Sound in
prope4t
Was
bequeathed
Wayne
preferred stock in his movie
production company, "Batjac" Productions Inc., to his
eldest son, Michael, the third
named administrator of the
estate.

Cause Of Senility May Be
Emotional Depression
CHICAGO(AP) —Many old
people are classified as senile
when they actually are sufemotional
from
fering
depression that could be
treated, a University of
Chicago psychologist says.
Memory loss in the elderly,
the psychologist said, is
exaggerated and often may be
associated with depression
rather than senility, a condition that affects only 5
percent of the elderly
population.
Dr. Robert Kahh tested 153
persons ,over age 50 at the
Gerontology
university's
Clinic. These included 113
psychiatric outpatients and 40
others of similar age lor
comparison.
He said in an interview
Tuesday that many of the
of
patients complained
memory impairment but
performed well on memory
tests. Those who were
depressed tended to be the

ones who complained about
being unable to remember,
Kahn said.
The psychologist said
because the symptoms are
similar, depression often is
misdiagnosed as organic
brain disease.
He pointed out that it is a
common myth that memory
loss comes with getting old.
But he said persons of all ages
have memory lapses and that
the elderly tend to exaggerate
their significance.
He said they have more to
remember so there is
sometimes a problem in
sorting it all out.
Kahn said the unstimulating
environment of nursing homes
and sheltered-care facilities
contribute to depression and
its consequent memory loss,
apathy and inability to concentrate.
These facilities provide
little in the way of emotional
treatment for their residents,
Kahn said.

Swing

MAK

OTASCO

upon death. The only exception was that the trustees
continue to administer Toni's
share, which will go to her
children after she dies and
they reach age 21.
Wayne also left $10,000 to
former secretary Mary St.
John, and $30,000 to Pat Stacy,
his secretary at the time of his
death.
All of Wayne's art objects —
paintings, sculptures, and
American Indian artifacts —
were given to organizations
that can provide his estate
with tax deductions.
The remainder of Wayne's
estate will be placed into trust
accounts, one of which will
provide his first wife,
Josephine, with monthly
checks of $3,000 for life. Upon
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6-Leg Gym Set
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Extra Sturdy Gym Set
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•8'2" Top Bar (2' tubing,
•2 non-tilt Swings-2-seat Sky Skooter
•4'3" Slide bed 63 499 r
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Porcelain erarde tub •
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•• Play Center for the whole gang 11'4'iong
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Official Claims Allegations Of
Reactor Wall Defects Unfounded

Storey's
FOOD

.1:

1,1. MAVISON. Ind. (AP) —
negations of defects in the
!eactor containment walls at
public Service Indiana's
1.1zirble Hill nuclear plant and
biat the utility has tried to
bide them from federal inectors are unfounded, the
'I president says.
A former construction
orker claimed in a sworn
. position that improperly
mixed concrete used for the
palls had caused air pockets.
The worker, Charles E.
Cutsan, V,. said he was ordered to patch the honeycomb-

i

type holes so they would be Cutsall, a former employee of
hidden
from
Nuclear Newberg Construction Co.,
Regulatory Commission in- had not workedm on a large
construction project and was
spectors.
The Marble Hill plant is on the Marble Hill job about
under construction along the two months as a "finisher's
Ohio River about 30 miles helper" who carried materials
upstream from Louisville, Ky. to other workmen.
Cutsall's deposition was PSI President Hugh A.
given last month to an at- Barker told a news conference
torney for an anti-nuclear at the construction site
group, Say the Valley, which Tuesday .voids are conurion
disclosed it a week ago after and to be expected for any
calling for a halt to con- large-scale concrete pouring
struction of the twin-reator operation, particularly where
a large number of steel reMarble Hill plant.
The deposition showed that inforcing rods are used. The

BEGLEY'S
MEDICAL ARTS
PHARMACY
300 South 5th St. Adjacent to The Hospital.

With Fast, Friendly Service
for your Convenience.
SHOP AT, BEGLEY'S n AND SAVE!
Oa 4C.

STOOIS

•amm.

Open Mon. Thru Sat. 9 AM to 6 P.M

rods can cause the concrete to
flow unevenly and leave air
pockets that have to be drilled
and hammered open and then
carefully filled, he said.
However, Barker said all
voids are identified and
repaired under approved

procedures, and he said be is
confident NRC inspectors
"will support our assertion
that no unsafe or potentially
unsafe conditions exist."

repaired."

St
8a.
Mo

GIANT

Rafter said-Mat while thost
voids are only a few inches in

size, one severalfeet-widewas
discovered in April. But that
was in the auxiliary building,
which doesn't house a reactor,
he said.
"We reported it to the NRC
as required," Barker said.
"After the proper procedure
was determined and approved, the NRC visited the
site to observe the firstptiase
of the repair job. Uilytieionn
testing around-1 void
revealed no further defects in
the Concrete."
He said he didn't understand
the allegations because
anyone on the site who thinks
something is wrong is
required to report directly to
the NRC.
Barker said he has renewed
his request for a full-time NRC
inspector on the site "to give
us an added measure of
confidence in assuring timely
communication."
It is unnecessary to stop
construction until the NRC
makes its final inspection -on
the voids, the president said.
"That is totally uncalled for,
and the job will proceed under
close supervision. All incidents that have been
identified have been
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$100 Bingo Winners
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FREE
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Gatorade
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Career Exchange

Post 73
Takes 7-2
Decision

Though 'Too Tall' Jones Insists
His Switch To Boxing Is No Joke...

Scott Tucker stymied
Paducah on five hits and
struck out 13 batters to boost
Murray to a 7-2 American
Legion baseball triumph at Ty
Holland Stadium last night.
Post 73, now 9-6, hosts Paris,
Tenn., to a twinbill today at 6
Murra'Y used a five-run
eighth inning to defeat the
visitors, their second straight
triumph over Paducah. Dean
Cherry started the uprising by
reaching on an error, advancing to third on Jeff
Jackson's single and scoring
on Allen Gibbs'single.
Tucker drove in Jackson
with a hit, and Gibbs came
home moments later on John
Denham's single. Bill Milton
followed with another hit to
drive in Tucker, and Brad
Taylor rounded out Murray's
scoring by belting a sacrfice
fly to drive in Denham.
-Ticker, in boosting his
record to 3-2, didn't walk a
batter. Paducah's Ronnie
Scheer, who recently signed a
grant-in-aid to play for
Murray State, was limited to a
hunt single.
Murray 7, Paducah!
ab r h hi
5 1 1 0
4022
40 2 1
20 00
30 00
4 1 00
4 2 20
4 1 2 1
4 1 2 2
2 0 1
2 1 1 1
38 7 13 17

David Mattus,11
Ball Milton. cl
Brad Tay lor,30
Bruce Ta ylor,lb
Mike Vaughn,lb
Dein Cherry.c
Jeff Jackson ss
Allan Gibbs.rt
Scat Tucter,p
Bill Wilson.25
John Denharn.3b
Totals
Murray
Paducah

100 001 0507 13 2
000 200 000.2 5 4

Marra y Melaka(
0 5
9 2
Scott Tuctef

g

13
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By BRUCE LOWITT
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK - Remember
the idle rumors in the 19608
proclaiming those dream
fights - Jimmy Brown vs.
Sonny Liston or Wilt Chamberlain vs. Muhammad Ali?

Would you believe Ed "Too
Tall" Jones vs. Larry
Holmes?
It's not quite as far-fatched
as it might sound - but don't
start lining up at the ticket
booth just yet, either.

It May Be Because Pros'
Free Agency Is Unstable
By HAL BOCK
the original teams retained
AP Sports Writer
the players.
Except for a few close
The NFL players, you see,
friends, until very recently have painted themselves into
nobody knew about Ed "Too a very neat corner. If a team
Tall" Jones' plan to walk does not want to lose a player,
away from professional all it needs do is match his new
football and into the world of offer. If it does match it, he
boxing.
cannot leave.
Why then, with his National
The players have no place to
Football League option ex- go, thanks to the collective
pired, do you think that one of bargaining agreement which
the game's top defensive ends attaches so high a price to
could not attract so much as # signing a free agent that no
single inquiry' from any team team in its right mind would
about whether he might like to want to pay it. The comsack quarterbacks for them?
pensation cost for a player in
Jones' attorney, Don Jones' salary class, for
('ronson, thinks he knows the example, is at least a firstreason.
round draft choice and
''The lid is on," Cronson probably a second as well. Too
•
said. "Free agency is not what Tall is good, but few teams
would be willing to surrender
it's supposed to be."
Believe the man. But that lid that kind of payback to Dallas
has been screwed into place after signing him. The result
by the players themselves. If is that he went unsigned and
NFL players truly enjoyed the left football.
There are some skeptics
right of flight under which
their baseball brethren who believe Jones' boxing
operate, a player with Jones' gambit is nothing more than a
The Giants'Giants' Stacy Smith races for home as the Tigers' Donnie Thompson delivers during
would be in great ploy to squeeze a few more
ability
page.
opposite
Results,
9-1.
won
Giants
The
yesterday's Colt League baseball game.
By Tony Wilson
deman& Too Tall, however, bucks out of the Cowboys. But
Too Tall insists it's nothing
was notw
not get one like that. He says he never
"We di
legitimate phone call from one liked football very much
NFL team," Cronson said. anyway and now is committed
"But I wasn't surprised in the to pursuing his real passion of
prizefighting.
least at that."
gd
Larry' Holmes, sitting next
Not that the phonlIs
. to Jones at the news conwould have done any
Jones insists that he decided ference,shook his head:
"Boxing is not a sport that
two years ago to leave pro
football and that nothing could just anyone can get into," said
have kept him in the game and the Work] Boxing Council
more effective under Martin - wild pitches.
Mariners 7, White Sox 2
away from boxing. But it heayweight champion who
club
good
awful
an
"They're
recently
been
they'd
of
than
Seattle scored a pair
might have been nice if some defends his title against Mike
park,"
this
in
under Lemon. Light-hitting to keep beating
unearned runs in the fourth to.
Weaver in Madison Square
Luis Gomez broke a 3-3 tie said Boston Manager Don spark its third straight vittory team had tried.
significant
Friday night. -Boxing
Garden
no
is
"There
right.
was
He
when he drove in his first two Zimmer.
and 12th in 19 games.
in
out of you and your
lot
agents
a
takes
free
of
movement
runs of the season with a
said. life. But the way he spoke, he
Cronson
NFL,"
the
to
9-8
the
lost
in
Detroit, which
bases-loaded single
A's 6, Royals 5
Only six of 142 even got offers can do it."
Boston Monday night in a
sixth inning.
Mike Heath, acquired in the
Did Holmes have any advice
year. The lack of same
this
a.m.
in
it
1:12
won
at
ended
game that
New York almost
trade for Johnson last week,
Too Tall?
for
itself."
for
speaks
the bottom of the ninth. Tuesday, erupted for six runs hit his first two major-league
back
he said. -Keep
offers
"Yeah,"
those
took
six
All
Steve
on
with
two
off
led
14th,
Munson
in the
Thurman
homers to lead the A's to
and
and your butt
up
teams,
hands
your
original
their
to
a bloop single to center and Kemp's single and another victory. Mitchell Page, Wayne
first refusal, off the floor.''
of
right
the
under
Parrish's
twoa
had
Lance
who
on
pair
Graig Nettles,
Gross and Dave Revering also
rug homer earlier, drove a fly double.
homered for Oakland, which
Wuest Runs IreMarine Corps Marathon
ban to deep right field.
managed an unorthodox triple
Orioles 6, Indians 4
''It was hanging up in the
play in the sixth.
was "just
A pair of eighth-inning
air," said Toronto right fielder
Darrell Porter singled and
EL TORO, Calif. - Dr. Ron minutes, and said he
walks,- followed by Billy George Scott was hit by a Wuest, a 39-year-old Murray happy to finish.
Joe Cannon, who wasinserted
as-a defensive replacement Smith's single, drove in the pitch. Al Cowens then native, was one of over 1.000
"I felt bad from the first
the inning before. -I got back run that gave Baltimore it's grounded to third baseman runners to compete in the
as far as I could and got lucky fifth victory in a row and its Gross, who tagged Porter and second annual Marine Corps step due to the terribly hot
weather," he said. Temand brought it down. I was 11th in 12 games. The Indians threw to second for a force Marathon Saturday.
soared to a high of
peratures
26.2
really trying to keep it from were the victims of Eddie out. Scott ran over second
the
completed
Wuest
Murray's tiebreaking homer baseman Mike Edwards and mile course in three hours, 24 102 degrees.
going out; I think it would
in the seventh and tough relief interference was called, achave hit the top of the fence.
pitching by Tim Stoddard, counting for the third out
"It was a good shot but I'm
Calloway County Booster Meeting Set
proud of the way I timed my who held Cleveland in check
over the final four innings.
jump."
A Calloway County Athletic in the agenda.
Brewers 10. Twins 9
auction
planned
The
Toronto's victory deprived
Butch Wynegar's wild throw Booster Club meeting will be
has
club
by
the
sponsored
of
the
at
10-3,
Angels
2.
p.m.
2
at
Rangers
John,
Sunday
Tommy
on an attempted steal in the held
delayed, a club
John Henry Johnson struck eighth allowed Cecil Cooper to Calloway County Board of been
becoming the first 11-game
spokesman said, but donations
winner in the majors. It was out 10 Angels in five innings score Milwaukee's decisive Education Office.
will still be accepted by
the third straight time he had before leaving with tightness run. Hosken Powell and Roy
Election of officers for the calling 753-3033, or, after 3
in his right leg. Jim Kern Smalley homered for Minfailed to win his llth game.
coming year will be included p.m.,759-4716.
-Two checked swings, one finished up a five-hitter. "I nesota.
anteater to the infield and five was loose and having a good
bloops," was how Martin time," said Johnson, 3-8, who
described the Blue Jays' key was Making his first start for
hits off John, neglecting to the Rangers after being
mention the 'ace left-hander acquired from Oakland last
walked six and uncorked two week.

Martin's Homecoming Is A Loss;
Tigers Avenge Extra-inning Loss
By BARRY WILNER
AP Sports Writer
Billy Martin picked a bad
night to come back home to
Yankee Stadium. Only two
American League home
teams were winners Tuesday
and Martin's Yankees weren't
one of them.
The fiery Martin took over
the defending 'World Champions from Bob Lemon, the
man who replaced Martin
when he resigned last July,
and also coached third base as
Toronto edged New York 5-4.
The Blue Jays were one of five
victorious visiting teams --in-the AL Tuesday.
Elsewhere. Detroit won in
Boston for the first time after
12 successive losses at Fenway Park, 10-4 in 14 innings;
Baltimore won its fifth
straight game, a 6-4 verdict at
Cleveland; Texas edged
California 2-1 at Anaheim. and
Seattle won in Chicago 7-2.
The only home teams to win
were Oakland, a 6-5 winner
over Kansas City, and
Milwaukee, which outslugged
Minnesota 10-9.

AMERICAN LEAGUE

The Yankees weren't much

That was pretty big talk
from a guy whose only
previous boxing experience
was limited to the Golden
Gloves while in high school,
But Jones pointed out: "I
never lost a fight and none of
'em went past the first
round."
Jones said he figured it
would take about two yearsfor
him to be good enough to take
on a contender and that his
whole ring career probably
would run no longer than six
years. Boxing, he said, is
-where my heart lies. At 28, I

don't feel I'm too old."
The 29-year-old Holmes is
the "other" heavyweight
champ, wearing the World
Boxing Council crown while
All lugs the World Boxing
Association title around the
world in a farewell tour. "I'm
the fighting champion," he
said.
Then, looming over Jones
1Holmes was standing; Jones
was seated), the 6-3 Holmes
assessed: "He's not too tall to
fight. And he's not too old.
Heck, Archie Moore didn't win
the title 'til he was 37.
"I think you'll be ready
sooner than two years,"
Holmes said to Jones. "If you
can be ready by November,
I'm willing to take you on."
Jones, who said he decided
several years ago to quit
football after playing out the
option year on his contract,
insisted his retirement isn't a
ploy to squeeze a better
contract offer out of the
Cowboys or to get offers from
other clubs.
"I never liked football, even
though I had the talent to play
the game...I enjoyed it the
first three years with the
Cowboys. 1 was happy with it.
In my second year I made it
all the way to the Super Bowl.
There's lots of guys who
played 15 years and never got
there.
"But the last two years were
tough mentally because I
made up my mind that after I
played my option year I'd go,
into boxing."

•

Mortimer Says He
Has Received Note
Of Al's Retirement
By the Associated Press
DURBAN, South Africa The statement was in a letter
that Mike Mortimer had
received from the camp of
World Boxing Association
champion
heavyweight
Muhammad All. It read:
"1, Muhammad All, agree to
stage my retirement party at
Los Angeles Forum on the
evening of July 5, 1979."
A spokesman for the Forum
said he was not aware of any
such event scheduled for the
Ana.
Mortimer, chairman of the
Championships Committee of
the WBA, said here that the
letter he received arrived with
notification from Barry
Frank, senior corporate vice
president of International
Management Group, which
officially represents Ali,
"I am enclosing Mr.
Muhammad All's agreement
to retire his heavweight
championship as of July 5,
1979," Mortimer quoted the
-as saying.
letter
When asked to confirm if he
indeed sent a letter to Mortimer which.contained a letter
of resignation from Ali, Frank

told The Associated Press in
New York on Tuesday: "1 •
have no comment on that. He
will make the apAll
propriate announcement at
the appropriate time. All I can
say at this point is his
retirement plans are his
own." ,
All, meanwhile, reportedly
was in Libya and has not been
heard from while the announcements were being
made. However, he has said
on several occasions that he
would not fight again.
Under WBA rules, The 37year-old champ must sign for
a title defense by Sept. 15. one
year from the date he
regained the title from Leon
Spinks.
Promotor Bob Arum said
over the weekend that Ali had
sent a letter of resignation to
WBA authorities. However,
Ali's attorney Eugene Dibble
denied that the champ had
sent such a letter.
According to Mortimer,
copies of the letters also were
sent to Fernando Mandry
Galindez of Venezuela,
president of the WBA.

(;
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Paneling Center

Lloyd Survives Match Point,
Whips Smith; Seeds Advance
By the Associated Press
EASTBOURNE, England Chris Evert Lloyd survived a
match point and pulled out 1) 46, 7-6, 6-0 second-round victory
over fellow American Anne
Smith in the Eastbourne
Court
Grass
Women's
Tournament.
Martina
Top-seeded
Navratilova beat Briton Jo
Dune 6-2, 7-5. Anne Hobbs
beat U.S. Wightman Cup
....klayer Joanne Russell 7-5, 6-3.
'Third-seeded Tracy Austin
had a one-sided 6-2, 6-3 victory
over Betsy Nagelsen, and will
meet another AmeriCam
Kathy Jordan, who ousted
Kate Latham of the United
States 6-2,'34,6-2.
-

Brown, once the terror of
the National Football League,
wound up grimacing at us
from movie screens. And
Chamberlain, once the
scourge of the National
Basketball Association,
turned his attention
volleyball.
But Jones, until now a
defensive end with the Dallas
Cowboys, says he has had it
after five years of pro football
- he never liked it to begin
with - and at the age of 28 is
pursuing his first love, boxing.
Holmes, picking up a little
free publicity for his Friday
night heavyweight title fight
against Mike Weaver at
Madison Square Garden,
attended the news conference
Tuesday at which Jones, a 6foot-9, 270-pounder with
mammoth hands, announced
his intention to become the
heavyweight champion of the
world.

In other action, Britain's
Virginia Wade beat Pam
Teeguarden 7-6, 6-4; Wendy
Turnbull of Australia defeated
Germany's Sylvia Hanika 6-3,
6-3; Anne Kiyomura lost to
South Africa's liana Kloss 4-6,
6-3, 8-6; Virginia Ruzici of
Romania defeated Barbara
Potter 6-3, 4-6, 12-10; and
Bettina Bunge beat Betty Ann
Stuart 6-4,6-4_
SURRITON, England
Mark Cox of Britain defeated
Ferch Taygan of the United
States 6-7, 6-2, 10-8 in the first
round of the ..Debenhams
Men's Grass Court Championships.
In other first-round matches, American Tim Wilkison

beat Yannick Noah of France
7-6, 6-1; Vic Amaya downed
Tom Gorman.6-7, 6-4, 6-4 Ulan
allAmerican duel; Hank Pfister of the United States
ousted • Adrian() Panatta of
Italy 6-3, 6-1

Nehemiah Wins
HELSINKI, Finland Reynaldo Nehemiah of the
University of Maryland ran
the 110-meter high hurdles in
13.36 seconds and easily won
his event at an international
track meet. The Soviet
Union's top hiltdler, Viktor
Myashmkov, was second in
1196.

Hwy.641 4 miles South Murray
Phone (502)492-8170

Particle Board

(AU good board, no cracks, chips or broken edges)
srn

Plywood
Paneling

1

'299

4'x8

"2" 4'x8'

Large Selection

Open Monday through Saturday 7 to 6
Open Sun. 1 to 6
We Welcome Cost Quality Comparison
With An one An where '

4'x8'

'639
489
0
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Sports At A Glance
AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST
L
Pei. GI
43 X
Baltunore
OKI Boston
IN
31 25
34%
Milwaukee
37 X
7
563
New York
34 32
511
ri
31 30
Detroit
506 10
32 33
492 11
Cleveland
324 12,
1
n 46
I oronto
WEST
41 ZS
594 t Anthems
35 31
530
1
Texas
4,
522
35 32
5
Kansas City
54
516
32 30
*anomie
31 34
477
Chicago
II
40
420
29
Seattle
12
20 48
294 Xi,
Oakland
Tuesday's Games
Detroit 10, Boston 4, 14 innings
Baltimore 6, Cleveland 4
Toronto 5, New York 4
Seattle 7, Ctucago 2
Milwaukee 10 Minnesota 9
T1114 2 California 1
OakInad 6 Kansas City 5
Weiseadsy's Games
Toronto IMoore•114spd Underwood 14t
at New York (Beadle $.3 and Figueros 3Oar Dant 3-31, 2
Deleon I Morrie 4-3) at Boston Torret
6-4),(a)
Baltimore(D.Martmex 9-2i at Cleveland
. Wads 9-4), In)
Seattle (Jones 1-7) at Chicago (Farmer
1-0(, ()I(
Minnesota Hartzell 3-41 at Milwaukee
Travers 4-31.
Texas (Matlack 4-3; at California
Free 4-3).flI'
Kansas City (Splittieff 8-6) at Oakland
(Hamilton 2-11. tril
Thursday's Games
Toronto at New York
Minnesota at Milwaukee
Kansas City at Oakland
Detroit at Beaton, in(
Seattlest Chicago, r
Texas at California, in
Only games scheduled
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COLT LEAGUE
The Braves scored six times
in the final inning to edge the
Giants 11-7 in the nightcap of
Colt League action yesterday.
In the first game, the giants
beat the Tigers 9-1.
Mike Gough and Vic Marshall chipped in doubles to aid
the Braves sixth-inning rally.
Kim Wilson checked the
Giants on four hits, but one of
them was a home run by Tony
Herndon.
Eddie Requarth and Don
Hagrove tripled in the Giants'
opening triumph, and Jeff
Cartwright doubled to lead the
Tigers.
Tigers 1
Glasts
ab
ab r
4
Requarth 3 3 3 Ails
2
Blodgett
4 2
5 &MN
1
Thompson
Hargrove 42 3
3
Denham
M Smith 30
2
lee
D Ryan in
3
Herndon 4 1 2 Beane
Zimmerman)
Montgmry 4 0 0
1
9Act'uiston
3 1
1
Payne
3 0 0 Cartwright 3
lanky
Totals` 21
Totals 31 9 11

sin

0.0

oh
0
0
1 0
0

0
0
2
3

Wirwurig pitcher Stacy Smith
232 002-9
Giants
001 000-1
Tigers
Glands 7
Irises II
ab
ab r
4 2 3 Requarth 2
Gough
1
Payne
0
2
McCuistori2
3 3 1 Hargrogre 3
Wilson
3
McAlister 3 1 0 M Smith
3
Roberts 4 1 2 S Smith
3
'
Herndon
1
Marshall 4
2
Ryan
3 0
Pact
I Montgmery 3
2
Story
2
Lee
Cartwright
Totals 22
3 0 1
Totals 20 II 10

2
1 0
0
0
1
1 2
1
0
1
7 4

Winning pitcher Run Wilson
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BASEBALL
National League
HOUSTON ASTROS- Acquired Bobby
Sprott, pitcher, from the Boston Red Sox to
complete the trade that sent Bob Watson,
infielder, to Boston Assigned Sprott to
rharies)on of the International League

PARK LEAGUE
The Yanks stopped the Cubs
7-6, and the Cards belted the
Reds 23-9 in games last night.
Scott Foster and Jon Muelhman had three hits each for
the Yanks, while Chris Hays
and Steve Lovett had- two,
apeice for the Cubs.
Daffney Turner rapped two
hits for the Reds, while the
Cards were paced Todd
Sargent, Robert Jones, Don
Easley and Dwain White, all
with three hits each.

LITTLE LEAGUE
The Yanks scored 11 runs in
the first two innings and
coasted to a 13-3 triumph over
the Cards last night. In the
nightcap, John Mark Potts
and Joel Conoley laced triples
its the Twins whipped the
Pirates 8-4.
Dwain Gammons tripled
and Chris Starks doubled to
pace the Yanks, while John
Hassell tripled to boost the
Cards.
Tim Glavin rapped two
singles for the Pirates.

Teaks 13
ab r
4 1
Guthrie
0 3
Eall
McFerron 3 2
Gammons 4 2
3 1
Starks
2 2
Ross
1 0
W'ford
2 1
Butwell
1 0
Outland
Thomas J 0
1 0
Tutsley
totals 22 13

Ii
I
0
1
1
1
1
I
0
0
0
0

(ards3
ab
3
Adams
3
Bolen
3
Kelso
1
Cochrum
2
Hassell
2
Wells
1
Steele,
I
Rogers
16
Totals

r
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
3

h
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
4

Winning pitcher Todd Ross
560 2-13
Yanks
111 0- 3
Cards
Towel
ab
4
Waldrop
1
Watson 2
Potts
3
Conoley
3
Wright
1
McClure
3
Burlieen
1
Billington
1
Mannwg
Morton
3
Totals
22

r
2
2
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
8

S
I
1
I
2
1
0
0
0
0
0

AMERICAN LEAGUE
BATTING (135 at bats) Smalley.
Minnesota, 373, Downing, California,
357 Carew. California, 365, Kemp,
Detrolt, 353, Bodge. Seattle. 136
RUNS Lansford, California, 53, Brett,
Kansas City, 52, LeFlare. Detroit. XI,
California, 49, Otis, Kansas City.
411
RBI Baylor, California, 57; Lynn.
Boston, 53, Bochte, Seattle, 53, Porter,
Kansas City, 50, Rice, Boston, 49
HITS Brett, Kansas City, 0, Lansford,
California. 90, Smalley, Minnesota. IS;
Horny, Boston, 81, Rice, Boston, 11.
DOUBLES Downing, California. IS,
Lemon, Clucago. 18, Washington. Chicago.
IS, Thornton, Cleveland, 17, Brett, Kansas
City. 17. Bell, Texas, 17
TRIPLES Brett, Kansas City. 9:
Randolph, New York, 6, Wilson, Kansas
City, 6, Griffin, Toronto, 5, Bannister,
Chicago, 5
HOME RUNS Lynn, Boston. 16; Gndi,
California, 16, Thomas, Milwaukee, 16;
Singleton, Baltimore, 14, Rice, Boston, 1,4-;-Jones, Seattle, 14
STOLEN BASES LeFlore, Detroit, 35:
Wilms'', Kansas City. 27, Crux, Seattle, 22.
Ohs. Kansas City, 21, Bonds, Cleveland
19, Wills, Texas, 19.
PITCHING ;7 Decisions) Kern, Texas,
6.1, 80, 169. Stanhouse, 43altunore, 6-1,
857. 2.83, Martinez, Baltimore. 9-2, .618,
316, Clear, California. 7-2, 776,2 73, John,
New York, 10-3, 70, 2.29; Ryan,
California, 9-3, 750,2 56, Renko. Boston. 52, 714, 3.24; Parrott, Seattle, 5-2, 714, 3.05
STRIKEOUTS Ryan. California, 109,
Guidry. New York, 60, Jenkins, Texas,75,
!cravat.. Chicago, 68, Koosman, Minnesota, 60
NATIONAL LEAGUE
BATTING (135 at bats), Brock, St Lotus,
148, Murphy, Atlanta, .348, Hendrick, St
Lows, .146; Rose. Philadelphia, .339;
Winfield, sin Diego, .338.
RUM: Lopes, Los A n g eles 59
Kingman, Chicago, 50: North. San
Francisco. 49; Royster. Atlanta, a; Sch..
nudt, Philadelphia, 47
RBI Kingman. Chicago, 56; Winfield,
.i, 53.
unat
Cin_
San Diego, 55; Foster. r
lark,' San
Simmons, St Louis. 49
Francisco, 47
NITS Winfield, San Diego, 90, Garvey.
lips Angeles, 88; Russell, los Angeles, 86,
Rose, Philadelphia, 86, Hern.ande2, St
Louis, 64.
DOUBLES Rose. Phallffelphia, 72.
Reitz, St Louis, 21: Hendrick. St Louis, 20;
Parrish, Montreal, 19. Mazzilli, New York.
IS; Griffey, Cincinnati, 19.
TRIPLES Templeton, St Louis, 11,
Mcftnde, Philadelphia, 7; Scott, St Lows.
7; Winfield, San Diego, 7; 6 Tied With 5
HOME RUNS Kingman, Chicago, 24;
Scitnidt, Philadelphia, 19, Loaves. Los
Angeles. 18. Simmons. St Lows, 16:
Matthews. Atlanta, 15; Winfield, San
Diego, IS
STOLEN BASES. Moreno. Pittsburgh,
X. Scott, St Louis. 24; North, San FranCi3CO. 21; Lopes. Los Angeles, 19; Taveras,
New York. 18
PITCHING 7 Decisions I LaCoss,
Cincinnati, 8-1. 689, 2 47: Niekro, Houston,
10-3, 769, 3.00; Knepper, San Francisco, 62, 750, 3.94, Lee, Montreal, 7-3, 700, 3.66;
Hon, Ice Angeles. 7-3 700, 3.08;
Vuckovich, St Lowe, 6-3, .667, 3.25,
Fingers, San Diego 6-3, 667, 213; Swan,
New York, 7-4, 636, 2 90
STRIKEOUTS Richard, Houston. III:
Carlton. Philadelphia, 76, Perry. San
Diego. 73; Niekro, Atlanta, 72; Swan, New
York, 70; Sutton, Los Angeles, 70.
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NATIONAL LEAGUE
FAST
Pet Gs
L
X
ON
36 14
Montreal
3
SO
33 17
St Lows
4
533
12 IS
Pittsburgh
5,13
34 31
Philadelphia
5.1
506
31 30
auras°
417 11
X 35
New York
WEST
510
40 29
Houston
2‘..i
545
X 30
Cincinnati
6
493
33 34
San Francisco
9
449
31 311
Los Angeles
443
31 39
San Diego
14
369
41
24
Atlanta
Theaday's Games
Montreal 3, Cuicumati 2
Atlanta 10. Philadelphia
Houston 3 Nee York I
&Lows 7, San Diego 2
Chicago 7 Los Angeles 4
Pittsburgh 9, San Francisco 1
Wednesday's Games
Pittaburgh I Rooker 2-11 at San Francisco t Blue 74)
Cincinnati Liiiinear 141 at Montreal
ISanderson 14),(a)
Philadelphia (Carlton 7.7; at Atlanta
(Solomon 3-2),(n
New York (Swan 7-41 at Houston (Richard6,61.(n;
St.LcausI Vuckovich 6-3; at San Diego
Perry 6-Si, On)
Only games scheduled
Thursday's Game
Los Angeles at Atlanta, n(
Only game scheduled
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Baseball Leaders

Major League Standings

II0

Pirates 4
ab r h
4 0 0
Kelly
Wens
4 I 0
3 1 2
Glavin
stalls
4 0 0
3 1 1
Brannon
2 0 0
Duncan
Lotto
1 0 0
1 0 0
Burkeen
smith
1 I
3 0 0
Walston
Total.,
2644

SOFTBALL
The Royals edged the
Cougars 19-18,and the Hawks
shaded the Aces 17-16 in lowerdivison girls softball action
Winning pitcher Rusty Wright
Last night.
101 011 4
Pirates
10 Ili-8
Twins
Kelly Jameson, Kendra
Thurman and Sebrina Smith
KENTUCKY LEAGUE
homered for the Royals, while
Mike Garland ,' doubled, Shelly Howell and Lee
tripled and drove in four runs Holcomb slammed homers for
as the A's beat the Pirates 11-4 the Cougars.
Last night. In the second game,
The second game featured
the Twins shelled the Cards 22- home runs by the Hawks'
5,
Beck Snow and Sherry
Darrell Rogers added three Madows and round-trippers
singles for the A's, while John.by the Aces' SueAnn Brush,
McMillen singled and doubled "Merida Outland and Mel
for the Pirates.
Jackson, who had two.
Ed Hendon and Tony
Robinson each singled and
doubled for the Twins. The
Cards' Chuck Baker drove in
two runs,one with a double.
Pirates 5
A's))
ab
ab r h
3
Galloway
Ty Weaver3 1 0
1 0 0 Whittaker 3
Lovins
3
3 1 0 Thompson
Weaver
3
3 3 3 McMillen
Rogers
2
Garland 3 1 2 Wade
1
Bradley
1
3 I 0 Bursar,
Shields
1
Stills
Eldridge 2 0 1
1
Troupe
1 0 0
Dauday
1
Sargent
McCallon 2 0
1
I 1 0 Banks
Shaw
1
Brock
Armstrong 1 0 0
1
2 1 0 Noonan
King
n
Totals
2 2 0
Newton
1 0 0
Drew
Totabi zs 11 7

r
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5

h
0
0
0
2
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3

Winning pitcher Mike Garland
011 20- 4
Pirates
325 11-11
A's
Twisis22
ab r h
3 1 0
Gupton
1 1
3
Tripp
Maddox 5 2 1
Hendon 5 4 2
Robinson 5 3 2
3 1 1
Knott
1 1 0
IMPS
Butwell 4 2 0
Barrett 4 2 1
Muehlernan
1
4 2
Harrison 1 1 1
1 I 0
Stout
1 1 0
Dunn
1 1 (1
Thorn
TotaLs 39 72 10

Cards
ab
3
Moore
2
Pyla
1
Thweatt
3
Greer
3
Baker
3
Sykes
3
Darnell
1
Mikulcik
McDowell 2
1
1
OuBatillisend
Winchester 0
2
Wells
25
Totals

r
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
11
0
0
0
5

Winning pitcher Tony Robinson
394 33-22
Twins
010 04- 5
Ca rds

h
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
1
0

Thomas Signs
With Trackers
In Pro League
LOUISVILLE, Ky.- David
Thomas, a 6-2, 230-pound tight
end who played football for
Murray State the past four
seasons, signed a contract to
play for t the Kentucky
Trackers of the American
Football Association, an inprofessional
fant
organization, yesterday.
Thomas, chosen All-Ohio
Valley Conference and smallcollege All-America, signed
along with Pat Donley, a
former UK gridder, and Mike
Siganos, a defensive back and
kick-return specialist at UK in
1976 and '77.
The Trackers, currently 0-4,

Niekro Bounces Back
From Beaning With Win

By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
After getting beaned by a
pitch last Friday night, Phil
Niekro laid low between
starts.
"I just stayed in bed for
three days," said Niekro, who
was hit in the head by Craig
Swan in last weekend's game
with the New York Mets. "I
didn't do anything at all, just
rested."
Then it was business as
usual against the Philadelphia
Phillies.
DAVID THOMAS
Looking as good as new,
Niekro beat the Phillies for.the
host the Alabama Vulcans at sixth straight time Tuesday
Fairgrounds
Stadium night, with a 10-4 decision.
Saturday.
"It always seems I pitch
well against Philadelphia,and
I really don't know why," said
Niekro, who hasn't lost to the
Phillies since August 31, 1977
and holds a lifetime mark of
72-12 over his National League
East Division rivals.

Martin Is\Nervous
Before Game,Mad
After Yankee Loss

"I'm not a good loser, I'm
By the Associated rress
NEW YORK -L "I'll not in the happiest mood right
probably be a little nervous," now."
Martin returned looking fit
Billy Martin was saying
Tuesday evening as he put on and relaxed and about eight
the dark blue cap with the pounds heavier than the
familiar NY on the front."I'm drawnfaced manager who
always nervous when I get resigned in a flood of tears last
July after calling slugger
ready toigo to work."
Bill Martin was about to go Reggie Jackson a "born liar"
baciyto the job he loves best- and owner George Steinm aging the New York brenner a "convicted liar."
He was greeted by about a
Yankees.
autograph-seeking
It was a bittersweet return, dozen
The popular Martin received-a youngsters and dozens of
two-minute ovation from the media representatives when
crowd of 36,211 - the advance he arrived at Yankee
sale was 15,000 until Martin Stadium. He went around the
was named Monday to replace clubhouse shaking hands with
Bob Lemon, the man who the players, hugging center
replaced him last July - but fielder Mickey Rivers, and
the Toronto Blue Jays put a trading good-natured obcatcher
with
damper on the celebration scenities
with a 5-4 victory over the Thurman Munson.
"I'm the same Billy Marslumping two-time world
tin," he said.
champions.
"Just being back in uniform
is great," Martin said. "You
don't realize how much you
miss the gaine until you're
gone for as long as! was."
But the thrill of being back
was tempered by a measure of
disappointment when the
lowly Blue Jays trumped 10game winner Tommy John
with the help of two-run
singles by John Mayberry and
Luis Gomez, the latter's first
two RBI of the season.
"You're never happy after
you lose a ballgame," Martin
said as he slumped wearily in
the chair behind his desk.

Mysterious Coetzee
Prepares For Spinks

his arrival in San Remo. He
By the Associated Press
SAN REMO, Italy - The was reported by Tucker "in
manager of South African oustanding physical conheavyweight Gerrie Coetzee. dition."
"He is fit for the fight and is
wants his fighter to remain a
mystery to Leon Spinks until also psychologically ready for
Sunday's fight, and he Spinks," Tucker said.
Coetzee received about 4,000
carefully checks that no spies
from Spinks' camp are around letters from wellwishers and
cables from South African
whentoetzee spars.
"You cannot understand all fans, a great morale booster
qualijies of a fighter from a
training session. But I prefer
Beard Is Leader
not to have disturbing
presences around the ring,"
By the Associated Press
manager Al Tucker said
LAKE BUENA VISTA, Fla.
Tuesday.
The 24-year-old South - Scott Beard, son of former
African, unbeaten as a Kentucky basketball great
professional, fights Spinks, a Ralph Beard, held the firstformer world champion, in the round lead in the National
nearby principality of Monte High School All-America Golf
Carlo. If he wins, he will get a Tournament with a 2-under
World Boxing Association title par 70.
Beard, from Louisville, had
shot against John Tate,
assuming that Muhammad Ali a two-stroke advantage over
four other prep golfers
retires his crown.
Coetzee has been fighting an Tuesday in the 54-hole, strokeaverage of five training play competition on the 7,030rounds a day against sparring' yard Magnolia Course at
partner Randy Stephens since Disney World.

And the event, which gets like to win on the Glen Abbey him up for the two remainin:
started Thursday, holds a Golf Club course, a 7,050-yard major titles of the year the
Open and the
special lure for Nicklaus. it layout playing to a par-7I British
victory would be of more than which Nicklaus designed in American PGA.
Nicklaus had a strong 68.
normal importance for the the Toronto suburbs.
And,.finally, the Canadian one of his better efforts of tl
'man who is struggling through
the poorest season of His. Open is one of the few im- year, in the final round last
portant titles that has eluded week in the U.S. Open. But it
matchless career:
was too late to lift him into
First of all, he hasn't won him.
He comes into the tour- contention. A struggling 77 in
this season. He needs to win to
restore the confidence that nament, which , carries a the second round toolthim out
has begun to erode in an 8350,030 pork, on a mild of that one.
upswing and needs a strong, . Watson, " too, seeks to
erratic,,inproductive season.
Secondly, he'd particularly positive performance to set rebound.
"

NATIONAL LEAGUE-

The Braves have followed
Niekro's lead, holding a 12-5
record over the perennial
Eastern powerhouse the last
two seasons.
In other NL games Tuesday
night, the Cincirmat Reds
nipped the Montreal Expos 32; the Houston Astros defeated
the New York Mets 3-1; the
Pittsburgh Pirates stopped
the San Francisco Giants 9-4;
the Chicago Cubs trimmed the
Los Angeles Dodgers 7-4 and
the St. Louis Cardinals
whipped the San Diego Padres
7-2.
Fteds 3, Expos 2
Bill Lee and Woodie
Fryman combined on a sixhitter and Lee contributed a
run-scoring single as Montreal
edged Cincinnati and handed
Mike LaCoss his first defeat in
nine decisions.
"You know that you're

eventually going to get beat,"
said LaCoss. "The most tinportant thing I wanted was if I
had to lose,7 wanted to lose
with my best•stuff and not get
shelled.
"I had a little inflammation
of the elbow and from the first
inning I was kind of leery
about my arm. I was feeling
DIY way through instead of
concentrating on my pitches."
Astros 3, Mets 1
Joaquin Andujar hurled a
two-hitter and drove in a run
with a fourth-inning grounder
to lead Houston over New
York. Andujar held the Mets
scoreless through the first
seven innings with a one-hitter
before giving up two walks
and a run-scoring single by
Willie Montanez in the eighth.
Terry Puhl scored the
Astros' first two runs, in the
first after drawing a walk
from Andy Hassler and in the
third after hitting a single.
Pirates 9, Giants 4
Two-run doubles by Ed Ott
and pitcher John Candeleria
sparked a five-run, third-

inning rally that triggered
Pittsburgh over San Francisco.
Most of the Giants'
production came on solo
homers by Bill North, Jack
Clark and Larry Herndon.
Phil Garner had a 5-for-5 night
for the Pirates, including an
RBI triple.
Cubs 7, Dodgers 4
Jerry Martin's two-run
single keyed a four-run
seventh inning as Chicago
rallied to beat Los Angeles.
The Dodgers had built a 4-2
lead after five innings as
Reggie Smith slugged his
sixth home run and Ron Cey
his 13th, a two-run clout,
before the Cubs came back.
Dick Tidrow, who relieved
starter Rick Reuschel in the
sixth, earned the victory, with
last-inning relief help from
Bruce Sutter in the ninth.
pressidents Padres 2
John Fulgham surrendered
just two 'unearned runs and
eight hits in his major league
debut as St. Louis snapped a
six-game losing streak by
beating San Diego.

Show Horses Killed
After Blaze Sweeps
Barn In Woodford Co.
the barn were valued at over
By the Associated Press
VERSAILLES, .Ky. - An $100,000 apiece.
The fire started shocily
estimated 2.5 to 30 standardbred show horses were after midnight and was
killed early today when fire brought under control about
swept through a barn on the an hour, later. The building
Castle Hill Farm in Woodford that burned contained 40
stalls, and farm personnel
County.
The cause of the fire was said that each stall was ocunder investigation, and farm cupied.
spokesmen said it would be
Some • horses were\ saved
later today before a damage
the burning barn'\and
from
estimate was available.
However, it was disclosed that other were evacuated frorn`skii
several of the horses housed in adjacent barn.
1011•Mk

TRUCKLOAD

SEAFOOD
SALE

is
Coming To Your Community
4S

possible prices
This opportunity will only come twice a year for you to buy the highest quality seafoods at the lowest

SO STOCK-UP NOW!!
and
SUPPORT
YOUR LOCAL ORGANIZATION

Dates & Times

Murray-Calloway County Jaycees
Sat., June 23, 11:00 a.m. Till Dark

Location

D&W Auto Parts 12th St.

Sponsored By

Nicklaus, Watson Eye Canadian
By the Associated Press
OAKVILLE:, Ontario -- Tom
Watson, Jack Nicklaus and
Hale Irwin top the, strongest
field ever assembled for the
Canadian Open Golf Championship, an event that grows
in stature and prestige on an
annual basis.
"It is a national championship," Nicklaus said.
"Any national championship
is of very • considerable importance."

Recovery

SHRIMP

LOBSTER

FISH FILLETS
SCALLOPS
OYSTERS,
delicacies.
seafood
cook
to
ready
and
quick
other
iAany

This bi.yearly seafood sale is being handled exclusively by
are unconditionally guaranteed.

CRAB

-TODD SEAFOOD-

SOUPS

All of these !terns

N.
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Country Club To Honor
NewMembers At Dinner

Deaths and Funerals
John W. Hughes Is Funeral Thursday
Dead At Age Of 84 , At Local Chapel
John W. Hughes, 311 Soath
Edmonds
13th Street, Murray, died this For Mrs.
•

1
1
!

1

morning at 10:15 at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 84 years of
age.
The Murray man was a
retired carpenter, veteran of
World War I, and a member of
the Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ. Born Sept.
18, 1894. in Calloway County,
he was the soli of the late
Bascoun Hughes and Leona
Doran Hughes.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Car-rye
Lawrence
Hughes, to whom he wai
married on June 26, 1920; two
daughters, Mrs. Bob (Hilda+
Swisher, Paducah, and Mrs.
James !Adolean) Bazzell,
Hazel Park, Mich.; two sons,
James Everett Hughes.
Murray Route 7. and William
Luther Hughes, London,
England; 11 grandchildren; 11
great grandchildren.
Mr. Hughes is also survived
by two sisters, Mrs...Buron
(Nina ) Poyner and Mrs. Lake
(Leeta ) Hall, Murray Route 4;
six brothers, Roy. Soutli.-15th
Street, Murray,--t-eorge,
Detroit,"Mich., Toy, Murray
Route 2, Noble, Puryear,
Tenn., Dudley, Murray Route
4, and Fred. Hazel fterute 2.
In
charge
of
the
arrangements will be . the
Blalock.:Coleman Funeral
Home.

Charlie McKinney
Dies At His Home
The funeral for Charlie
McKinney of Iiika is being
.bel.d..toelay, at 2 pan. at the
chapel of the Smith Funeral
Home, Smithland, with the
Rev. Kenneth Cole and the
Rev. Allen Jones officiating..
Burial will follow in the Iuka
Cemetery.
Mr. McKinney, 77, died
Tuesday at 3 a.m. at his home.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Norean McKinney; one
daughter.
Mrs.
Molly
Boggess, and two grandchildren, Bobby and Becky
Boggess, all of Hardin; three
brothers, K. R. McKinney,
Smithland, Hugh McKinney,luka. and Clyde 'McKinney,
Kuttawa_

Palestine Church
; Plans Homecoming
The Palestine United
Methodist Church will hold its
13.r.s annual homecoming and
memorial services on Sunday.
A
June 24, with the pastor. the
ts
Rev. Fil Boston, to speak ata
the 11 a.m. worship hour.
a
Sunday School will be at 10
a.m. with a basket lunch to be
served at noon. Singing will be
held at 1:30 p.m.
The public is invited to
attend, a church spokesman
said.

funeral services for Mrs.
Betty Edmonds will be held
Thursday at 11 a.m. at ,the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with John Dale
officiating. The song service
will, be by singers from the
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ, where she was a
member, with Jerry Bolls as
leader.
Pallbearers will be Calvert
Harris, James Harris, Mark
Cunningham, Richard
Edmonds, Ralph Ray. and
Edwin Cain. Burial will follow
in the Murray City Ceinetery.
Friends% may call at the
funeral home after 4 p.m.
today (Wednesday).
Mrs. Edmonds. 81, died
Tuesday at 6 a.m. at the Fern
TerraCe Lodge. tier husband,
Buell W. Edmonds, died Oct.
a 1976. Born June 8, 1898, she
was the daughter of the late
Mack and Katie Mayfield
Harris of Calloway Count)'.
The Calloway woman is
survivect, by one daughter,
Mrs. 0. L. Cain, Almo Route
1; one grandson, Dan Cain,
and three grandchildren,
Danna, Melissa, and Tyler
Cain, all of St. Louis, Mo.; half
brother, Willie
Harris,
Mayfield; several nieces and
nephews.

Pentecostal Church
Homecoming Sunday

The New Concord Pentecostal Church will hear the
Rev. Howard Rite of Union
City, Tenn.. speak at the 11
a.m. worship services at the
homecoming ‘planned on
Sunday, June 24.
A gospel singing will be held
in the afternoon with the
Dildine Singers of Martin,
Tenn., to be present along with
other local and area singers.
Sunday School will be at 10
a.m., and a basket lunch will
be served at noon, according
to the pastor, the Rev. W. L.
Melton.. Services will not be
held Sunday night, Rev.
Melton added.

Stock Market
Prices of stock of local interest
at
noon. EDT. today. furrushed
to the
Ledger & Times by First of
Michigan,
Corp.. of Murray, are as follows,
Industrial Average
-0.09
Air Products
30's
American Motors
624
A.shjand
'
40'a •'-'4
Aniericzul Telephone
Bonanza
A
Chrysler
724
Ford Motor
43'..
GAF
11 ""11
General Care
7141 -14.
General Dynamics
31
General Motors
59.tor
General Tire
261
,•-•-*.
Goodrich
......
..ct
Harbees
t.
137.
Heublein
r
IBM
727.
Pennwalt
32's -•Quaker Oats
.
321
Tappan
12 -Is
Texaco
26's --0-4
Wal-Mart
26;
Wendys
16413 171,A
K-Mart
V'm

Captain D's
Summer

1:

Special
Value
CLAM DINNER
Buy One, Get One Free
f
.4.

C
II

You get
• plenty of deep fried clams • french
fries • cote slaw
• cocktail sauce • 1 Southern style hush
puppies

o
Reg $5.58
V

Offer Good Wednesday & Thursday
"5 P.M. to Close"

CLAM DINNER

Buy One, Get One Free
kid *sly W*1. & Ylters. efftr Ewes Joni 21,

Ok91

•

Sp

l• dos*

11179

Also, Greg and Rita
Thirty-four couples and 10
individuals will be honored McKee!, Wallace C. and
Nancy McMillin, Steve J and
Saturday night at the Murray
Kathleen Newton, Mack A
Country Club's annual New
and Deanna Parker, Michael
Member Steak Supper.
T. and Jean Ridley, Edison
Beginning at 6 p.m. with a
and Virginia Schwettmare
social hour, the event has been
arranged by a committee' Willie H. and Pamela Scott, E.
K. and Barbara Stacey.
headed by Mr. and Mrs. Larry
Also, Michael L. and Brenda
Ryan with assistance from
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Baker, Dr. Starks, H. David and Vickie C.
and Mrs. Gary Marquardt, Travis, Jack W. and Ann
Uddberg, Tom L. and Diane
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Maggard
and Mr. and Mrs. Rick Miller. Wagner, Charles arid Renee
Reservations must be made Wynn, Robert and Salome
Wynn, Burton and Cathy
by calling either 7534763 or
753-7687. The charge is $8.00 Young and Gordon and Dinah
"ire.
per person for "old" members
The 10 individuals who have
of the club. The new members
will be special guests of the joined 'with single memberships include: ,
club.
Virginia Blackburn, R. V.
The thirty-four couples who
have joined the club within the Finney, John T. Gingles, Ben
past year through family Grogan, Tim Lassiter, Carr
McCalla, Larry R. Robinson,
memberships include:
Antho
ny L. Fike, David
Don
R.
and
Linda
Garnson and Lynn Gunter.
Alexander, Hunter and Mary
"We hope all our older
Bazzell, K. ThomaS,and Anne
members will come out for
Bloom, James L. and-,..Molly
this. Occasion and join in
Booth, Mim and Sandy
making these new members
Brannon, Darnley and Martha
welcome and right at home in
Chamberlain, Bert M. and
Sandy Coleman, Richard H. the club," said Club President
and Cheryl Crouch, Rex E. Walter Jones. "This truly is
yne of the most important and
and Ann Donelson.
Also, Mike and Marilyn Dill, significant events of the year's
Ronald P. and lashlee.Foster, social calendar."
Ronald L. and Ailene Greene,
B. D. and Jeannie Harrison,
Most Ebstologists believe it
E. J. and Nancy Haverstock, '-took at
least 20 years to build
Gary and Linda Haverstock, each
of the original pyramids,
Clayton and Susan Hargrove, depend
ing on how many men
Mark J. and Barbara were
employed. Estimates
Malinauskas, William M.. and range
from 2,500 to 400.000
Carolyn Jackson.
laborers per pyramid...,

Controllers Put Skylab In
Better Position For Fall
SPACE
CENTER,
HOUSTON ( AP) - Controllers at Johnson Spate
Center today placed the aging
Skylab into a position they
hope will give them better
control when the 85-ton
spacecraft falls back to Earth,
probably sometime next
month.
Charles S. Harlan, chief of
Skylab operations, said the
orbiting laboratory responded
to commands from the Skylab
control center and all systems
still, functioning appeared to
be in good shape during a pass
over the Ascension Islanj
tracking station.
Later passes were to be
checked to verify the success
of the maneuver.
Controllers placed Skylab in

-'•"sommisisliamovr(wm:$4,

Alabama Trucker Killed;
Violence Flares Again
By CHARLOTTE PORTER
expected to pull out of Lake City today. keep truckers from blocking its WorAssociated Press Writer
As many as 100 trucks were expected to
thington, Minn., plant. The firm closed
An Alabama trucker was shot
and join the convoy, but by-9 a.m today,
Monday due to a lack of trucks, but the
killed today as violence flared up
again none had showed up.
plant manager said he hoped to have
in a nationwide protest by
independent
Minnesota Gov. Al Quie declared a-- 400 workers back on the iob Thursday.
drivers. The head of the Americ
an state of emergency Tuesday, saying he
Trucking Association appealed
South Dakota's largest meatpacking
to would call out the National Guard and
President Carter for action to assure
plant, John Morrell & Co., was holding 2
law enforcement officers to shepherd
peace on the highways.
million pounds of meat Monday
truckers who wanted to keep driving.
Vegetables were rotting in
because there were no trucks to take it
fields,
Gov. Otis Bowen ordered police to to
meat remained in packing
market. By Tuesday, "the list is so
plants and restore gas deliveries to fuel-starv
ed
long it scares me," said President
motorists lined up for tighte
ning north Indiana. And National Guardgasoline supplies. Several states
Donald Slotkin. Layoffs were
beefed smen were to refill storage tanks to
up National Guard and police
threatened.
protec- keep some Alabama service Station
s
tion for trucks still on the
road.
In Michigan, Gov. William Milliken
open
Bennett C. Whitlock jr.,
president 01
ordere
d state officials to draw conTroope
rs
along
the
East
Coast today
the trucking association
which were to escort a convoy of trucks
tingency plans for moving food and
represents 16,874 trucking firms,
urged hauling produce from Florida to
medicine to areas paralyzed by the
Carter in a telegram to use the FBI
and markets in the Northeast.
strike.
Juste Department to "keep the
highA spokesman for Florida Gov. Bob
Meanwhile, William J. Hill, chairways open for commerce and for
safe Graham said states along interst
ate
man of the truckers' council, estimated
use by truck operators and motori
sts highways 75 and 95 had agreed to
40 percent of the nation's drivers were
alike."
protect an estimated 100 trucks hauling
idle as the two-week-old protest conAlabama state troopers said Robert
watermelons and other freight..
tinued. ...
Tate of Birmingham
as shot and
"We don't want to hurt the people,"
killed while standing in a cotton
field said Florida gasoline hauler Jim
In other developments Tuesday:
beside his disabled tractor-trailer, rig
-The Interstate Commerce ComDailey. "But somebody's going to
which had jack-knifed off U.S. 72
near suffer when the stations aren't getting
mission said truckers will bit able -to
Tusctunbia. The officers said Tate bled
collect
any
a 6 percent surcharge on
gasolin
e.
You
can't ,gerqund if
to death when a shot fired by a mediu
m you don't-have any gas. You caL.get shipments this week because of the
caliber rifle severed an artery in his
left any produce if the produce tiLlers increased price of fuel. The initial
leg.
surcharge last week was set at 5.6
aren't delivering."
State trooper U. Roy Smith said
Some businesses went to court to
percent, but ICC Chairman - aniel
authorities were searching for a latemake sure their products would be O'Neal Jr. said it will be increas
model pickup truck.
delivered. East Highland Co„ an
fuel prices rise. He said an eventual
Alabama Gov. Fob James posted the Alabama sawmill, filed suit
against 10 surcharge of as much as 9 percentrvas
maximum state reward of $10,000 for men accused of shutting
possible.
down the mill
information leading to an arrest and in connection with the protest
. The
Meanwhile, William J. Hill, chairconviction in the shooting. He posted a company wants $75,000 for
each day it's man of the truckers' council, estima
ted
similar reward in the case of a Georgia closed.
40 percent of the nation's drivers were
truck driver's wife who was shot near
The Arnour pork processing plant
idle as the two-week-old protest conTuscaloosa while riding in her won a temporary restraining order
to tinund.
husband's rig last week.'
The Tennessee Highway Patrol said
two truckers were treated for injuries
overnight during an outbreak of
shooting and windshield smashing.
Officers said Curtis Bowling of Milford.
Ohio, was shot in the right arm as he
drove along U.S. 11W in Hawkins
County. Randy Smith of Alberton, Ill.,
suffered cuts when rocks hit his rig on
Interstate 24 near Clarksville.
Police in Utah reported two trucks hit
by gunfire today after four such incidents Tuesday. No injuries were
reported.

Trucks

Continued From Page One
a sideways position, designed
The supply of crude oil to Somerset rates or the price Of diesel
fuel goes
to stabilize the craft as it
Refinery, which serves stations in a down."
approaches the Earth's atwide area of southeast Kentucky,
waS- About 10 coal haulers drove in from
mosphere.
cut off, and a vice president, Cy Madisonville in an effort to close all the
Scientists believe the
Waddle, said refining might have to be truck stops in the area of
the Penny rile
sideways position will inhalted. "I how this thing is over before Parkway and U.S.
41, said Steve
we have to Istiut down," he said.
crease drag and give conWagoner of Madisonville.
trollers a better opportunity to
Oscar Hornsby, local distributor for
He said truckers were blocking two
help steer Skylab and its
Standard Oil, said, "I'm virtually out of coal-loading docks
at Sebree, that
debris from inhabited areas
product. I'll be out before the end of the normally dispatch 150
trucks each day.
day."
when it begins to disintegrate
"It's our understanding that no truck
during its re-entry plunge.
Hornsby said he had no idea when stops are open from right here south to
The North American Air
The leader of the Independent
tankers could get through to supply the the other side of Nashville," Wagoner
Defense
Command
at Truckers Unity Committee urged the
said.
Standa
rd Oil bulk plant at Somerset,
Colorado
Springs
has , :nation's 100,000 owner-operators to stop
Also blocked were diesel pumps at
which serves more than 1,000 outlets
estimated that Skylab will fall driving at midnight to protest high
the Union 76 Truck Stop and the Northbetwee
n
the
Kentucky-Tennessee line
sometime between July 7 and" diesel fuel prices and the 55 mph speed
and the Lincoln-Rockcastle countty South Truck Stop in Robards.
25, with a 50 percent chance limit.
Henderson trucker Bob Williams
line.
impact will occur by July 16.
conten
ded only four independent
Florida Agriculture Department
In western Kentucky, independent
Space officials have in- officials, worrie
truckers from Henderson had joined
d that ripe produce
trucke
rs
blocke
d
diesel fuel pumps at
dicated NORAD may adjust would rot in
the fields, arranged for
Buster's Truck Stop on U.S. 41 at the shutdown.
its forecast to an .earlier highway patrol escort
"We don't know why they aren't
s and police
Henderson and said the blockade would
impact as a result of today's protection in 10 states
supporting us, but we'd like to talk to
for a convoy. • )continue "until we either
get higher them," Williams
maneuver.
said.
'

First United Methodist Church
Bible School To Start Monday

-Yhe First United Methodist

tivestock Market

LQUISVTLLE. Ky API
USDA
Estimated receipts cattle and calves 600
feeders 30 percent . limited slaughter
steers . and heifers steady, cows full
seedy: bulls steady to 1 OD higher,
'laugher calves untested, vealers Weady
to weak: feeders poorly tested near
steady .
Slaughter steers chow* 3.4 11301212 lb
0060. good and choice 24 770415 lb 64 5065 21), slaughter heifers few choice 3.345 lb
64.10. good 2.1 770480 lb 82.0045 00, cow;
commercial 4-5 53 0345 75: utility 1-3 53 00SO 00 cutter 1-2 52 00-58 00. canner and
cutter under 800 lb 45 0052 00: slaughter
bulls 1320.1450 lb 72 75-73 75. 1260.1690 lb
WI 75-72.50. few choice 175-300 lb vealers
813 301600. calves untested, feeder steers
few choice 445-575 lb 82 7546 00, good and
choice 300400 lb 75.0043 00, good 350-550 16
63 307375. heders choice 3013-500 lb 76 NIS 50. 580440 lb 65 307450. good 300400 lb
80 30-74 50,
Hogs 1800. 'melody's 12012 feeder pigs .
barrows and gilts steady to 50 higher than
Tuesday's close, 1-2 190.245 lb 42 30-42 60
Na 2 510.250 lb 42 0042 25; 2-3 230265 lb
41 00-42 Ob. No 3 255.315 lb 5000-3900,
gOvn 50 lower 1-2 400410 lb 32.5043 10,
few 33.60, No 3400-725 lb 30 50-31 50, boars
over 300 lb mostly 30 50-31 50.
Sheep 25. untested early

Teachers will include Janie
Church has completed plans Ryan, Vickie
Baker, Wendy
for its annual Vacation Bible
School to begin Monday. June Singer, Sandra ,Innes. Doralyn
Lanier. Betty Brockway, Judy
25, and continue through
Stahler, Linda Stockton, Mark
Friday,June 29.
Classes structured for ages .Singer, Dean Poston, Lashlee
3 to 5 and frorn grades one Foster, Pat Page, Betty
through six will begin daily at Thompson, Ann Watson, Pat
and
9 a.m. and conclude at 12 noon. Crawford,
Joann
Mischke.
The theme will be "We Do
The youth workers involved
God's Work."
will be Andy Jobs, Jenny
Smith, Patsy
Crawford,
Sandra
Whaley, Karen
Brandon, Nancy Kiesow,
Kelly Overbey, and Sharon
Whaley.
The support staff consists
of
Mary Grasty, Venita
Winters,
BARDSTOWN, Ky.. AP)- Ruth Ann McLemore. and
A Nelson Circuit Court jury Aurelia Batts.
Committee workers will
began deliberations today in
be:
the murder trial of James E. Refreshments-Julie Smith,
Bean, who is charged with Sara Massey, and
Kurt
killing a Nelson County neigh- Keeslar; Music -Caro
l
bor Aug. 18, 1978.
Thompson; Chapel-Charl
ene
Final arguments were- Buttwell; Publicity
--Ellie
presented and the jury began Christopher; Bus
Trandeliberation shortly after_ 10 sportation-John Thomps
WASHINGTON ( AP ) on.
a.111.
All persons interes
ted and Faced with a massive surge of
Bean, 55, was indicted by a desiring to obtain
information passengers on Amtrak trains,
county grand jury last Sep- regarding the school
program the Carter administration
tember on a murder charge in or transportation to the
school agreed today to give the
connection with the death of may contactSuzanne
Keeslar, system an additional $65
Donald G. Mattingly,33.
director, 753-7939, or
call the million to maintain and inHe entered a plea 'of in- church office, 753-3812.
crease rail service.
nocent in October.
Transportation Secretary
Bean is a retired Air Force
Brock Adams said the adcolonel, and a former Vietnam
Ministration remains firm in
prisoner of war.
insisting that the present
According ti? police reports,
system cannot be maintained
the shooting occurred behind
-because it wastes energy and
Mattingly's mobile home on
Harrison Fork Road in the
an enormous amount of
MIAMI (AP) money.northern part of Nelson
Cuba
County after an argument charged today that the United
Saving it would only be like
over a tractor part. Mattingly States wants to establish
••pumping formaldehyde into
military
was idiot once in the chest.
presence
in a corpse," Adams said.
Nicaragua and said
Nonetheless, he said, the
such
a
move coutii
creating "a administration has become
Vietna
m
Federal-State Market News Service
in the very
heart of convinced that energyJune 20, 1979
I alai America."
Kentucky Purchase lyres Hog Market
efficient trains should be.
The
Report Includes 4 Buying Stations
Havana
permitted to run and perhaps
Radio
Ytectiptil Act 385 Est 60 Barrowl
broadealt monitored
&
atits steady 25 lower Sows stead*
in Miami be expanded.
was
US I-2200-230 lbs
apparently the
14050-41 00
Fidel
11S-2210-240Ni
540 00-40 50
Adairia. said the ad-.
ásTTh-01-Veriunehrs resp-onse
US 2-3 140-250 Ibr
639 00-40 00
to
a
ministration is accepting a
U.S
US 3-4260-261) be
appeal Tuesday
VA 09.3909
for
Sows
'action by the
US 1-2 270-350 Ltd
Orkanization of formula suggested by a House
tat 00.26 00
Americ
transportation subcommittee
an
us 1-3 300-450 lbs.
States to
43 0629 00
mediate
.US 1-3 450-500 Ibis
the Nicaraguan
629 13111-31 00
preserve trains that have
to
civil war.
US 1-3500.650 Ibis
$31 00-33 00
The ()AS is
up ridership. That will
US-1-3 300500 Itet
picked
• $27 00-22 00
schedul
e$1 to'
Boars $24 °Oil 00
meet Thursday. .
cost up to $65 million, he said.

Deliberations
Begin Today In
Murder Trial

Administration
Gives Amtrak
$65 Million

U.S. Charged
For Wanting To
Create Presence

Hog Market

-,aloweavaaweliwaseekewesitsweirsieweriewaseseamaimme

Clear Channel Radio Is 'In
Best Interest' Of Listeners

WASHINGTON I AP)- The
president of WHAS Inc. of
Louisville, Ky., has told a
Senate communications
subcommittee that -clear
channel" radio is "a desirable
link between the various
regions'of the nation."
Barry
Bingham
Jr.,
president of WHAS Inc. and
also publisher of The CourierJournal and Louisville Times,
told the subcommittee that
continuance of dear channel
radio is "in the best interests
of the majority of American
radio listeners."
WHAS is one of 25 stations
designated clear channel,
which entitles the station to
remain on the air for 24 hours
a day and broadcast over a
wide geographical area at
night.
Bingham's
testimony
Tuesday was in connection
with 'a Federal Communications Commisssion
proposal that would limit the
range of clear channel
stations, making room on the
airwaves for an additional 125
radio stations.
Bingham noted a difference
between stations that are
licensed for around-the-clock
operation and those that
provide 24 hours of service. He
noted that WKAY-FM and
WGGC-FM in Glasgow, Ky.,

and WERT-FM in Van Wert, Broadcast
group, said that
Ohio. are licensed for 24-hour clear
channel stations like
programming but actually WHAS
''occupy
and
shut .down each night- at 10 monopolize
huge areas where
p.m.
they have no cultural ties. By
"The decision that leaves doing so,
they prevent the
Glasgow and Van Wert assignment
of nighttime
without local radio service for services to
the local-regional
eight hours each day is one populous,
due to FCC overmade by their owners and protection
of these outdated
managers. The existence of clear channe
l services."
•
clear, channel radio is not the
A member of the subfactor involved," Bingham committee,
Sen. Wendell
said.
Ford, Elt-Ky., made a case for
Palmer A. Greer, an keeping the
clear channel..
engineer with the- Daytime stations.

Look What Your Money
Can Do For You!
1MONEY MARKET CERTIFICATE
Term
6 Months
(182 Days)

Minimum Deposit
810,000.00
Rate:
Effective June 21 Through June 27

9.00%
Federal Regulations Prohibit Compounding
Interest On This Type Certificate.

Jack
Stanley

Ask about our monthly or quarterly intere
st
checks.

Plumbing
Household Repair

Early Withdraw-al Requires
Penalty

Substantial Interest

Offering"
Expert Dependeable Ser
vice At Reasonable Prices
Call if you have
'Clogged Drains
•Drippy Faucets
• Malfunctioning
water
heaters
'Painting
• Carpentry
• Ect., Ect., let.,

759-1021

Murray
Downtown

FSLIC

Murray
'South

Branch HopkinsAlle Branch
Federal Savings &loan Assn.
7th and Main
753 7921

FOuAi Nousooc

LENDER

rs'

7 1 5 So 1 2th St
753 1214

•
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It takes a special chicken
to earn a Country Pride certification number?'

CREAM STYLE OR WHOLE KERNEL

DEL MONTE

rigIsliNseCKTAIL
COFFEE

16 OZ.

100Z.

ft

III SANDWICN

$379

RUNTS JOG-0

BREAD
SAUSAGE

LOAF

ARMOUR VIENNA

2/9° CATSUP
2/79c Pll H
NAM

5 OZ

SALAD
DRESSING

240z. 59c

MO,& VERY

460Z.

59c

Guarantee
CERTIFIED GRADE "A"
COUNTRY PRIDE WNOLE

IGA

FRYING
CHICKEN

32 OZ.

PORK & BEANS

150Z.

CHICKEN BREASTS

3/89c

KODIAK ISLAND

COUNTRY PRIDE GRAVE A
CUT UP

PINK SALMON

FRYING CHICKEN

..(44/42a

IGA

150Z. $149

$189
GAL.

Country Pride

95c
9c

QT

NABISCO PREMIUM

CRACKERS

1 LB. BOX
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& CHEESE

Ha 99c DINNERS

MEANS BEEFY AM
R
A
o
t
7
a
sS

11/401.

4/$1

IGA

ORANGE JUICE

16 OZ.

BACON

LB

BOLOGNA

ISA CANNED NAM

!1"
U.S. CHOICE BONELESS

.
s Aw _ ORE IDA CRINKLE CUT

802.89c

PATTIES

sts9

S

op

CHUCK ROAST V
SLICED OR IN PIECE HALF
LB

$148

39

PORK LOIN

1B.1

DRY SALT SEASONING

LB
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La 69c
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EVER FRESH SUGAR & SPICE

DONUTS
PIES

180L

•

69c

PUNEX TOSS-N-SOFT
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f9
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PAPER TOWEIrGIOLL'71.
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E
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2th St
?14
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959
8:1 99
.

NA

SIRLOIN TIP
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99c
L.. 99c

FIFIRaRiERWASTICKS
Country Pride

Look for the Country Pride calico

IN THE BAG U.S. CHOICE WHOLE

BOLT

$109

Country Pride wilt do you proud.

STEAK

IGA 12 OZ.

LB

8

KRAFT FROWN & 1000 ISLAND
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L.. 89c

FRYER THIGHS

SEALTEST FROZEN

YOGURT

1

50c
LB.
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Woodstock: An Assessment 10 Years Later
generation settled in — his generation, and once the colliding with new economic every day to the young
working, buying, rearing danger of the draft was gone, realities.
workers."
families like almost everyone so was the urgency for acThe Bureau of Labor
Says James &teridan, an
tivism. And as the economic Statistics reports that greater official
else.
of . American
But remnants of their ideals boom of the 1960s ended, the proportions of young adults Telephone & Telegraph Co.,
endure. They have translated Woodstock natitn became Land in white-collar work, with which has one million emthe old slogans of peace and more concerned about self- big increases in the health ployees: "They 'expect some
love into a greater desire to preservation.
field and among management rationale for what they're
"They've
serve humanity and to fulfill
joined
the personnel.
asked to do — which is not all
themselves as well — in- establishment in the sense
Sociologist Vern Bengtsson bad."
creasingly at the expense of that you probably will not be of the University of Southern
Ernest J. Savoie, a Ford.
marriage and children:
able to find distinguishing California, in a study of 2,000 Motor Co. labor relations
Moreover,
business characteristics for them," individuals from
three executive, notices a new
executives note a new skep- says University of Michigan generations, found members hesitation to
work long how's.
ticism among employees and political scientist Arthur of the Woodstock generation
He says the attitude is: "Look,
a reduced willingness to Miller, adding that the group were twice as likely to have
l've got a life. I've given you
sacrifice everything for the does not seem "sharpht dif- gravitated
toward
a /IL, hours. The rest is ours."
ferent"from any others.
job.
profession of social service
the
For
Woodstock
But they never truly were, and half as likely as earlier generation,
Along with a continued wish
self-fulfillment
to "do your own thing," the according to many social generations to have become does not mean marriage
and
Woodstock generation has left scientists.
Lawyers or businessmen.
parenthood right away. The
When the Woodstock nation
as its legacy a more relaxed
Of the country's 25-to 34- Urban Institute says 21.1
view of sex and of drugs. But massed on the late Mai year-old population, 78 per- percent of women
ages 25 to 29
when lots of people took to Yasgur's vast and muddy cent worked last year, ac- were childless in 1950
and 24.4
wearing bell-bottom jeans and dairy pasture to hear such cording to the federal agency.
percent fit that category in
ren Have'
Neutral 'smoking marijuana, these flawed idols as Janis Joplin This compares with 68 percent 1970.
symbols of a generation's and Jimi Hendrix in 1969, it of the same age group in 1968
The institute also reports
protest lost their impact as was the Age of Aquarius. and 65 percent in 1958, despite
the percentage of women
that
"What Woodstock meant that a rise in general unempolitical statements.
never married in the younger
was
really
-The trappings have given
unique was that we ployment.
age group rose from 28.4
way to a search for real were all part of one comBut there was more anxiety percent in 1960 to 42.6 percent
WASHINGTON I AP) — hearings are "not necessary." fundamental meanings
munity,"
sociologist
Richard about the job. Di. Jerry M. in 1976 and, for the older
of
Children enjoy a conThe court's three disseigetl, existence," says Peter Flacks recollects.
Lewis; a..Dallas psychiatrist, group, from 10.5 to 14.8 perstitutional right to have a Justices William J. Brennan Coyote, who went
But the new age already was 'says: "I see a greater comstiaight
cent. Figures for men whotve
"neutral factfinder" decide Jr., Thurgood "Marshall and
when the revolution failed to waning. When a youth was mitment to make out of one's
never married also rose.
whether their parents or John Paul Stevens, said the materialize." A
killed
at
the
Altamont
music vocation something that is of a
member of
What the '60s left as its
guardians may commit them Georgia and Pennsylvania the "Diggers," a
group which festival in California later that fundamental nature."
legacy, then, is the possibility
to a state mental institution, systems are unconstitutional.
sprang up to look after the year, it was a last gasp. .
These and other differences to "do your own thing" but
the Supreme Court ruled
-Children incarcerated in hippies in San Francisco's
Too, by The end of 1970, a often show up on the job.
within society's bounds.
today.
public mental institutions are Haight-Ashbury, he is now near decade of plenty was
"They are more'skeptical of
Says Robert Sutherland, an
But the justices. in a pair of -constitutionally entitled to a chairman of the
ending
as the country slipped institutions," says Donald
California
executive and one-time flower
6-3 votes, ruled that children fair opportunity to contest the Arts Council.
toward
recession.
The Stillman, a United Auto child, "The freedom is to be
have no constitutional right to legitimacy of their conIt was opposition to the Woodstock nation stumbled Workers union executive. whoever I want
to be — ina full adversary hearing in finement,'413renna n wrote
Vietnam War that galvanized into adulthood, its dream "The union has to prove itself
cluding straight."
which they may challenge
their parents' decision to
• •..G;ILAJIP
commit them.
UMIT2
AQUA-FRESH
The important statement on
FLUORIDE
TOOTHPAS
TE
children's rights came in two
6.4 OZ.
related cases from Penn• FIGHTS CAVTT1ES
&FRESHENS BREATH
sylvania and Georgia. In
• ABSORBS UKE MAGIC
separate decisions, the
AIS
Ac., S
GE O 4
JUMBO ROJ.1
BE-GLIEY'S
BABY
OIL
justices reversed lower-court
ASSoRTED COI.QRS OR WHITE
16 OZ
rulings and reinstated the
juvenile
commitment
BARBASOL
procedures that had been used
SHAVE CREAM
in each state.
It 02
REGULAR MENTHOL
"The risk of error inherent
OR LEMON UME
in the parental decision to
have a' child institutionalized
,AtiMIBE VALUABLE COUPON
CID
for mental health care is
GIANT SIZ-E
sufficiently great that some
49 OZ
kind of inquiry'should be made
JIOAL
by a neutral fact-finder, to
12 °2 EACH
Sassoos issors
determine
baby
whether the
• MILD GENTLE
statutory requirements for
16 OZshampoo
admission are satisfied,"
OATH !HIS LOUPON
Chief Justice Warren E.
.„P11471.1
Burger wrote for the majority.
G000 ONLY AT CEDER
Burger said the inquiry
-must carefully probe the
CfFER EXPIRES
NFt
0
A111.11.1111.11.11111111111111.14:01:0 runimar himaysamitarauw-m34 Cs2)
child's background, using all
available sources."
He added that the "neutral
fact-finder" need not be
someone trained in the law,
but may boa staff physician at
the mental hospital "so long
as he or she is fr
o evaluate
independently
child's
mental and eino ional condition and need for treatment."
Noting that states are free to
require full, formal legal
SALE ENDS JUNE 25
DUANTiTv 11§D.sTs RESERVED
hearings, Burger said such
EDITOR'S NOTE — The
whole of the 19Wis seemed to
come together at the Woodstock
Music
Festival,
everything older America
resented: blariag music,
drugs, nudity, shoats of
protest. Ten years have gime
by, and this series assesses
the Woodstock generation and
Its legacy.
By MALCOLM N.CARTER
Associated prcff wrikt
WHITE LAKE, N.Y. 1AP)
— Although it was music that
drew hundreds of thousands of
young people to this Catskills
hamlet. on a steamy August
weekend in 1969, they Also
came to the Woodstock
festival to celebrate the spirit
of social revolution. But no
revolution came.

The Woodstock generation
grew up and became the
establishment it so opposed,
its dream of creating an
alternative society now gone.
Like generations before,
members of the Woodstock
nation
have taken up
traditional lives. Thanks to
women's liberation, more
work than in previous ages.
And, says the National
Association of Home Builders,
they bought a "startling" half
million houses last year.
It was always a generation
of contradictions — of flower
children=pposed the war
and "ha
who waged it
— and differences remain
among its members, now in
their late 20s and 30s.
Most of the Woodstock

Child

GRADUATE EXHIBIT-Victoria James will open her
graduate exhibit on Monday, June 25, for two weeks in the
Clara M. Eagle Gallery at Murray State University. The
exhibit features weavings and various types of textiles including batik, and 'photodyeing with rich ernblishments of
beads, sequins, and fringes. This exhibit is in partial
In
fulfillment of the requirements for her Master's de
Studio Art. Mr*. James will graduate in August. She is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Donald Crawford of Lynn Grove.
and currently resides in Houston. Texas, with her husband.
aine. and daughter. Kern,

Rome'sRockawayMayBe
Most Classified Stretch
Of Coastline On Earth
.; By HUGH A. MULLtfaAN7.: -dates from the time the Italian
AP Special Correspondent '— bikini began to approximate in
OSTIA, Italy
AP) — skimpiness its rival in the
Rome's Rockaway or Coney' Western Hemisphere. the
Island, her subway summer Brazilian string bikini, known
resort by the sea, may well be generically in both countries
the most classified, stratified- as the "tanga," or the thong.
On
stretch of coastline anywhere
the
pasta-packed
poitrines of the Roman sea
on earth.
Like the Italian bikini, Lido nymphs the tanga meets the
di Ostia packs a lot into a tiny eye as a pleasing packaged bit
area.
of folk craft, as if someone had
The grainy gray sands, been hanging bocci balls in
about as inviting as the road macrame. From the rear, two
into a gravel pit, sweep away mandolins seem to be playing
from Rome's Fiumicino a one-string recessional.
airport
The monokini, which jiggles
in a series of
haphazardly fenced off its way down the coast from
beaches that hold something the''French Riviera, soon
for everyone.
made
short shrift
of
There are some elegant traditional Italian modesty in
cabana clubs for Rome's dress, although total nudity as
patricians /and politicians, a practiced in the outer reaches
number. of fine seafood of Ostia's -spiaggia libera" —
restaurants fronting on the, the free beach— is still rare.
sea, family picnic groves
For 400 lire about 50 cents
among the scrubby pine the price of a ticket on the
covered dunes now scarlet Metropolitina, Rome's subwith wind-blown poppies and a way, the visiting voyeur can
number of campsites for easily crash the fences of all
colonies of campers and Ostia's way out watering holes
caravaners who come from all by the simple expedient of
.over Europe.
walking barefoot along the
Any Continental resort can shore.
offer pretty much the same for
All except one, that is. The
its classes and masses.
president's beach at Castel
But only Ostia shakes out its Porziano is guarded by
sands to ,,accommodate in security people with subseparate coves the most ex- machine guns.
traordinary tides of humanity.
There is, almost in order, a
nuns' beach, a tots' beact, a
carabinieri beach for the
police and their families, a
topless beach, a nudie beach,
a beach for gays and a beach
for
' prostitutes.
Democratically but aloofly
SURRY, Va. (AP) — A
sandwiched between the gays congressional panel has
and the prostitutes, there is agreed to investigate charges
also a private beach for the of security and safety
president of the republic, an
problems at the Sorry nuclear
octogenerian who.seldom uses plant brought by two emit.
ployees who say they
"Ostia's decadence began in damaged fuel elements to call
Constantine's time," says the attention to their complaints.
old Blue Guide to Rome, which
An aide to Rep. Toby
is a long time for any resort to Moffett said Tuesday the
be going down hill.
natural resources and energy
Discounting the toga-less subcommittee the Connecticut
tribunes who used to splash Democrat chairs would inabout in the Tyrrhenian Sea vestigate allegations by the
back in PliTy the Elder's day, two men.
Rome's seaside scene wended
The men say they poured
its way onto the wild side only caustic sodium hydroxide on
$30 million worth of new fuel
in the last few days.
This latter day decadence elements in a top security

Factfinder On Mental
Institution Committment

CHARMIN
BATHROOM

1974 Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme, 2 door, color
burgundy with burgundy vinyl roof, Power
steering, power brakes, air conditioner, rally
wheels, bucket seats,con.sole
Sale Price
•
Book Price
$2,725%00
.2/475.00
$
•

Divaifi Taylor

Chevrolet, Inc.
So. 12th St., Murray, My ,75,'t-2617
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VIDAL *
CZCI) SASSOON
SHAMPOO
OR
FINISHING
RINSE

BEGLEY'S
BABY
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414.31
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This is. . . savings at Begley's

DRUG

Congressional Panel Has
Agreed To Investigate
Security, Safety Charges

mac— ausea. mew mow zizew meg! mow
THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL

BOUNTY
TOWELS

storehouse to dramatize
"operational hazards" after
complaints brought no action.
- William E. Kuykendall of
Newport News and Jameg A.
Merrill Jr. of Hampton
surrendered to authorities
Tuesday and were released on
bond pending a hearing
Thursday.
W.L. Proffitt, senior vice
president of Virginia Electric
di Power Co., which owns the
Surry plant, issued a
statement Tuesday denying
the allegations.
"The statements and
;allegations by the two
suspended employees seem
designed to focus public attention away from the fundamental fact involved that
the two....are self-confessed
felons who have been charged
with criminal offenses,"
Proffitt said.
Vepco said security at Surry
was not breached "in that no
one without authorization has
entered the facility. What has
apparently occurred has been
a breach of trust by trusted
employees."
The subcommittee staff
membz said Vepco is
required to guard against
sabotage by its own workers.
The sodium hydroxide
poured into 62 fuel rods April
27 did no permanent damage
but cost Vepco an estimated 11
million for repairs.
Wr, and Merrill;
24, have been charged with
intentional13. damaging a
power - plant,_ statutory
burglary, and entering a
building with intent to damage
its contents. -
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National Smoker Study

Majority ofsmokers confirmEnriched Flavor cigarette
matches taste ofleading high tar brands.
Read what smokers had to say about MERIT in .
a recent nationwide survey.
Confirmed- Majority of smokers rate MERIT
taste equal to—or better than—leading high tar
cigarettes tested! Cigarettes having up to twice
the tar.
Confirmed: Majority of smokers confirm taste
satisfaction of low tar MERIT.
And in research conducted among current
MERIT smokers:
Confirmed:85% of MERIT smokers
say it was an "easy switch" from high
tar brands.
Confirmed: Overwhelming majority
of MERIT smokers say their former high
tar brands weren't missed.
Confined:9 out of 10 MERIT smokers
not considering other brands.
First Major Alternative Ta High Tar Smoking

MERIT has proven conclusively that it not only
delivers the flavor of high tar brands—but continues
. Kings:8 mg"tar: 0.6 mg nicotine1 00's: 11 mg"tar: 0.7 mg nicotine ay. per cigarette, FTC Report May'78

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangifthis to Your Health.
C Philip Morris Inc. 1979

•

to satisfy! This ability to satisfy over long periods
of time could be the most important
evidence to date that MERIT is the
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Gas ARkations Said
TO Be Too Rigid By
Company Economist
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. 1AP) --Federally imposed gasoline
allocations are too rigid to
deal with changes in driving
patterns and have helped
spawn longer lines of cars at
many gasoline stations, according to a Continental Oil
Co. economist.
Robert A. Heine, Stamford,
Conn., said Tuesday motorists
this year have postiloned
vacati,ons and stayed doter to
home because of uncertainty
about gasoline supplies.
He .made the statement
before a committee of the
Interstate Oil Compact
Commission, which has
representatives from 36 states
and concludes a threeday
meeting here today.
Conoco's production is only
89 percent of last year's output
because of a crude oil shortage and an explosion that
shut down its Denver refinery
last October. Heine said.
The government requires 5
percent of Conoco's supplies to
be allocated by states while 9
percent is reserved for
-priority gasoline consumers,
such as farms and the
military." he said.
"Once
these
special
allocations have been handled, only 75 percent of last
year's volume remains
available
for
Conoco's
dealers,"
Heine
said.
"Dealers are given X percent
of last year's volume, whether
theY need it or not.
This change.. means that
motorists will not he consuming the same volumes of
gasoline in the same places
where it was consumed in
1978. Last year, motorists'
headed to vacation spots and
consumed gasoline at the
beach or in the mountains,
while correspondingly less
_gasoline consumption took
place in the cities." he said.
"This year, peopl‘are not
driving to the beach or the
mountains and they're staying
home and consuming gasoline
in the cities. But.tecause the
allocations are based on
where the gasoline was
consumed in 1978, the gasoline
is going to the heach and to the
mountains while the people
are staying at home."
Heine said federal oil price
controls also have contributed
to the gas shortage by effectively cutting oil supplies._
It is apparent that Saudi
Arabia and Ira'i are producing
oil at less than their capacity
and could therefore be accused of withholding oil
supplies," he said. -What may
not .be universally recognized
is the fact that the United
States is also withholding oil
supplies from the market."
Echoing a major theme of
the oil industry, Heine said
domestic price controls are
"one method the United States
uses to withhold oil" because
they
have
"'severely
discouraged" production.
Conoco estimates removing
controls would increase U.S.
oil and gas production by the
equivalent of 1.2 `millierfiN
barrels of oil a day by 1985,"if
no additional windfall profits
tax is enacted," he said.
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Murray Downtown Merchants
Association Members
Allison's Cards 8 Gifts
Bank of Murray
Beale Hardware
Boone's Inc.
Bright's
Burnett's Shoes
The Cherry's
Corn-Austin
'Wee
Crass Furniture
Family Shoes
Graham Jackson
Holland Drugs
Hopkinsville Federal Savings 8 Loan
Jeffrey's
Lermarts
Lindsey's Jewelers
Littletons
Mademoiselle
Murray Appliance

The Murray Ledger 8 Times
Murray Supply 8 Wholesale Electric
National Store
Pagliai's
Parker Ford
Parker's Super Market
Peoples Bonk
Purdom's
-Ryans
Settle-Workman
The Specialty Shop
Thurman Furniture
The Tux Shop
Twin Lakes Office Products
Wallis Drugs
Ward &Elki-ns
Western Auto'
Winchester Printing
WNBS-WAAW
Youth Shop
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By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. 1AP)Although violence is apparently not a major problem
in Kentucky schools, many
people are concerned about
the behavior of students and
would like to see stricter
disciplinary standards, a
random survey by The
Associated Press shows.
State and local education
officials, teachers, students
and education writers with
-Theivspapers agreed
ineinber
that Kentucky does not have
any blackboard jungles in its
schools.
However, they also agreed
that discipline does present
problems and is a major
concern of students, parents,
teachers, legislators and other
citizens.
The issue is being studied by
the Governor's Task Force on
Education and by the
Legislature's Interim Joint
Committee on Education,
suboversight
whose
committee will hold a meeting
on the issue Tuesday.
Several local school systems
have also set up special task
forces to study discipline
problems and revisions in
student codes.
There have been incidents of
violence in urban schools, but
most persons contacted feel
the major problems are absenteeism, drug and alcohol
use, verbal abuse of teachers
and students, thefts and
vandalism.
"I think if you would take a
poll, most people would say
discipline is the number one
state
said
problem,"
Superintendent .of Public
Instruction James Graham.
However, Graham said
discipline has always been a
problem in public schools and
will continue as such because
schools are a mirror of
society.

Graham said he thinks any
increase in school discipline
problems only reflects an
increase in crime and violence
in society as a whole.
''But I don't think we are so
bad off as some other states,"
he said.
Graham said he does worry
about people generalizing
about isolated incidents. "It's
like the person who observed
one soldier out of step and said
that all were out of step."
Graham specifically pointed
to an incident in February at
Lexington's Bryan Station
High School, where a teacher
was allegedly struck twice by
a student.
The student received a 10after
suspeiraion
day
apologizing to the teacher.
That brought an outcry from
_local teachers, who were
quoted in advertisements,
letters and news stories
saying the local board of
education was not supporting
teachers in their quest for
stricter discipline.
County
Fayette
The
Education Association later
recommended stricter
discipline guidelines to - the
school board, which directed
its attorneys to study them for
legal ramifications.
The Bryan Station Student
Council also passed a
resolution supporting stronger
disciplinary measures for
violence against teachers or
other students.
Students at rural McLean
County High School . also
reacted this past school year
against what they viewed as
too lax discipline for four
athletes who allegedly beat a
fellow student.
An estimated 120 students
picketed Nov. 15 in front of the
McLean County Courthouse
before the local board agreed
to discuss their grievances in
a closed session.

Tbe board initially agreed to
change its disciplinary policy,
but later decided not to change
the policy.
An incident at Hodgenville
Elementary School in March
- in which two sixth grade
boys allegedly brought two
pistols to school and one
threatened to go gunning for a
teacher - - also received
widespread publicity.
An overflow crowd attended
a meeting of the LaRue
County Board of Education to
raise questions about the
handling of the incident, in
which the boys were turned
over to their parents for
corrective action.
Those at the meeting
complained that the incident
indicated a softening of
discipline, but LaRue County
Superintendent E.G. "Red"
Sanders denied that.
"I don't think it's soft when
you bring the parents in and
they're supportive of the
school administration,"
Sanders said.

Bullitt County Parents
Use Bib!! As Legal
Defense For Beating Child
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)Should parents be able to use
the Bible as a legal defense for
beating a child?
Mr. and Mrs. Fredrick L.
Bonen of Bullitt County say
yes.
A Bullitt County Circuit
Court jury said no.
Bonen, 41, and his wife,
Nancy, 37, were found guilty
of assaulting their 17-year-old
daughter and began serving
one-year jail sentences
Monday. They plan to appeal
their convictions.

Many State Employees Will
Get Benefit Of Flextime

• The couple was convicted of
assault last October after the
teenager was hit repeatedly
with a belt, so hard that her
back was blotched with
bruises, according to court
records.
The Bonens served as their
own attorneys during the twoday trial last week and
presented the pastor of their
fuPdamentalist Christian
church as their main witness.
Their pastor, the Rev. Gardiner Gentry, frequently cited
the Bible while on the stand.
"In the Old Testament it
says if we spare the rod, we
will spoil our children,"
Gentry said. "The New
Testament says children are
supposed to obey their
elders."
"I believe., according to the
word of God, we should spank
our children."
The Bonens, who believe in
strict interpretation of the
Bible, contend the Bible
permits discipline-including
the striking of a child.
"The Bonens made this an
issue of church vs. state.
rather than a question of
ComBullitt
assault,"
monwealth's Attorney --Tom
Walker said.
The case 1?egan Oct. 18, 1978
when state social workers
investigated complaints about
possible child abuse of the
Bonen's oldest daughter, then
16, according to court records.
The girl was taken to
Children's
Louisville's
Hospital for a medical
examination. Bullitt District
Court Judge Fredric Friske
later . signed a temporary
order putting the girl in a
foster home for 30 days.
Bonen was arrested and
charged with assault Oct. 19.
In March, he and his wife were
indicted by a county grand
jury in connection with the
beating.

would take effect for a year, citizen access to state offices.
although presumably the
Carroll said the later afremainder of that time ternoon hours also would offer
depends on the next governor better coordination with ofwho takes office in December. fices in western Kentucky,
Carroll indicated the great which is in the central time
majority of state departments zone and one hour behind the
would be able to try flextime eastern half.
- under which all employees
The governor cited "the
still will have to work the positive effects on employee
*same 7'2-hour day and 37k-2- morale and productivity"
hour week.
which resulted from the
One 'advantage of the previous trials in certain
system, the governor said; is agencies.
that many state agencies
Each department will have
would be able to remain open its own say on whether to
until as,late as 6 p.m. daily participate in flextime, and it
and begin operations as early is assumed that some will not
as 7 a.m. thus broadening be able to join because of the
nature of their work.
Flextime actually is not that
Now Enjoy C.Jr.
flexible because no matter
how it is arranged, all
agencies have to be at
a1
maximum strength during the
core hours of 9:30 a.m. to 3
p.m.
The pliable aspect allows
workers to come to work or
leave earlier or later than the
standard 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
shift.
However, the governor's
office said, supervisors may
The teenager testified that
have to tell employees to
to the beating occurred Oct. 14
alternatives
select
had
guarantee normal produc- after she and a friend
been smoking cigarettes in the
tivity.
while the
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small
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school
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By SY RAMSEY
AsatiCiated Press Writer
FRANKMiT, Ky. ( AP)Beginning July 2, many state
employees will get the .option
of setting their work schedules
within a limited framework.
After two years of experimentation wjth "flextime," Or state will allow
agencies to implement the
optional schedules.
That means within strict
limits, employees will be able
to set their hours, starting the
day as early as 7 a.m. or as
late as 9:30 a.m.
Gov. Julian Carroll announced Tuesday the policy

Spaghetti Special

a

The March Clark County
grand jury concluded there
was a drug problem at George
Rogers Clark High School and
made suggestions for handling
it in a report to Circuit Judge
James Chenault.
There was agreement that
problems with discipline could
be correlated to the size of the
school.
James Fleenor, principal at
Richmond Madison High
School, said -We don't have
the problems they are having
at bigger schools."
Richmond Madison teacher
Mike Elkins agreed. "In
larger schools, you don't know
a tenth of your students,
where as here, I know every
student's face."
Bryan Station teacher Louis
Hughley agreed that the large
size of his school
Pers
effective discip , since a
teacher often ca ot identify a
student if he finds him
breaking a rule.
"What can I do?" Hughley
said. "I don't even know their
nameS.
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'Butterflies Are Free'
By Frank Blodgett
The Purchase Repertory
Theatre began as first season
last week with a production of
Leonard Gershe's "Butterflies
are Free" at the Murray State
University Theatre.
It's not easy to do a play
which has only two people on
stage for long periods of time
and keep it entertaining.
Director Mark Malinauskas
has managed to do it with
some imaginative staging and
the help of two very talented
players.
Malinauskas, as he did in
last spring's "The Miracle
Worker," uses the orchestra
pit area as part of the stage to
cut down the large gulf between the audience and the
proscenium. This brings the
actors close to the audience
and allows them to speak
naturally and to get the most
out of every facial expression.
He also keeps the actors
moving much of the time,
especially during the play's
lighter moments, so there is
never a chance for the action
to get static even though it
takes place in one interior set.
The two leading players
brought their characters to
life. They also displayed
remarkable comic timing as
well as the ability to handle
the tender moments near the
play's end. Carla Horton, a
newcomer to University
Theatre productions although
she has had a good deal of
experience with the Lakeland
Interpretters, was marvelous
in the giddy, starstruck and
highly disorganized Jill
Tanner. She used her face,
voice and entire body to create
a believable and lovable
character. We are entertained
whenever Miss Horton is on
stage not only by the lines,
which are usually funny, but

by the way she delivers them. person who "intended to go to
University Theatre veteran UCLA but couldn't find a
David Davis does double duty. parking place."
He designed the realistic and
The play will be presented
functional set and played the again this Thursday, Friday
leading man, Don Baker. and Saturday at the Murray
Davis has displayed his acting State University Theatre. The
skill before and does not Purchase Area Repertory
disappoint in "Butterflies are Company will also present this
Free." He plays a blind summer "Star Spangled Girl"
musician who is trying,for the (July 5-7, 12-14) and "Goodbye
first time, to make it on his Charlie" (July 19-21, 26-28i. If
own in New York out from "Butterflies are Free" is an
under his overprotective example of what we can exmother. Not only do we pect from PART, we should
believe that Davis is blind, he see quality, entertaining
sings and plays 'guitar well theatre.
enough that we can also
believe he is a musician. His
comic timing matches that of
Miss Horton so that on stage
together they are a delight.
"Butterflies are Free' is not
just a comedy. It is a warm
and touching story, with some
truly tender moments. The
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)director and cast have
A state official has criticized
the
of
each
play
to
managed
Office of Surface
styles in the play well so that the federal
Mining as uncooperative with
from
taken
is
audience
the
laughter to near tears without - state officials.
Frank Harscher, deputy
knowing quite what happened.
of the Department
-secretary
supporting
two
The
for Natural Resources and
characters, Elaine Bass as the
l
Protection,
mother and William Harle as Environmenta
off-Broadway director Mark spoke to the U.S. Senate's
e on enerey
Austin were adequate though subcommitte
not up to the high standard set resources and materials
in
Tuesday
by Davis and Miss Horton. production
However, one of the most Washington, D.C.
He said there are "grave
touching moments in the play
for Kentucky if
was a scene near the end implications"
the deadline for submitting its
mother.
his
and
Don
between
program for
The story concerns Don permanent
is not exBaker's attempt to break free surface mining
to a news
according
tended,
from the influence of his
mother and his relationship release.
Speaking on behalf of Gov.
with a scatterbrained young
Julian Carroll, Harscher said
girl who moves into the
the Aug. 3 deadline should be
apartment adjoining his. He,
at least seven
wants people to treat him !Wended
same period he
the
months
han.
normally despite -his
OSM to
said
was
granted
dicap. Jill tries hard but can't
its
develop
permanent
her
in
foot
help putting her
program.
mouth. She is the type of
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PLAYGROUOD
Next time you get the urge to
play around in Florida . . .
Come to Daytona's Castaway,
the state's most complete playground for singles and families
alike. Check these features ...
C 650 ft. on Beach & Ocean
E 300 Rooms. Efficiencies,
Suites & Apartments
El Restaurant & Lounge
• Night Club, Dancing &
Entertainment
- 2 Pools, -Kiddie Pool &
(3
Pol lyegyrboaul nl d
V
& Shuffleboard Basketball, Game Room
Sauna, Exercise Rooms
Gift Shop & Beauty Salon
Color TV & Refflgerator
Tennis & Golf Privileges
65 Miles to Disney World
Daily door-to-door Bus
Service available
C Free chaise lounges
E Ample self parking
Come play in.our playground,
it's Daytona's most complete
year 'round fun resort!
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Violence Is Apparently Not A
Major Problem In State Schools

A Review

Daytona's

Castaway)
BEACH MOTEL I
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Here's$1.25
totreat yourselfto
Sunrise coffee.
I $1.00 cash refund.
Just send us an inner seal from any size of Sunrise'
instant coffee mellowed with chicory. We will send
you a bank draft for one dollar.
man. TO Sunrise Refund, PO Box 1237, Boston Moss 02172
.AME
)DIZESS_
TY

STATF

30,1979. bmit 1 refund per family
Seedifstra expires September'
•,1low 34 weeks for delivery. Offer good in U.S.A and is void where
prohibited or restarted by law. This form must be used to obtainsefund
The Nestle Company. Inc.,24 Badge Street. Watertown, Mass 02172

-
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1.90SLC
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off on Sunrise instant coffee
mellowed with chicory.
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We'll pay you $1.00
to try Sunrise" instant
coffee mellowed with
chicory. And before that,
we'll give you 25C off.
We're that sure you'll like
our coffee.
Because Sunrise
blends fine coffees with
roasted chicory'. Chicory
brings out coffee's better
nature—the full flavor you
like. And leaves.the bitter
taste behind.
Right now,tasting Sunrise
pays off in cash. But you'll find the
biggest dividend is the taste.

Sunrise Coffee.Better natured,not bitter.

25t
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loch of these advertised items is required tab,readily available for sele
in *rich Kroger store, except as specifically noted in this ad. If we do run
out of on odvertised item, we will offer you your choice of 0 comparable
item, when available, reflecting the same savings or U raincheck which
will entitle you to purchase the advertised item at the advertised price
within 30 doys.
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1 `•
•
•

19

Fresh Perch or

Pend 'hiked

HADDOCK
FILLETS

FRESH
CATFISH

MEATY

w/

••

E;;;;e Fancy

CANTALOUPES
Jumbo 6
27 Size

lb.
DRISCOLL FANCY RID, RIPE

STRAWBERRIES

PINT

69'

LB.

88'

EACH

52"

EXTRA FANCY

SWEET NECTARINES

All kinds of good things to
eat, aromas and flavors you
just can't resist. . .that's a
Super Summer Celebration in
the Deli! Complete meals,
delightful snacks, fresh-.
baked foods or tempting
desserts at prices you can
afford. When you let the
Kroger Deli do it for you
fixing great foods is no work
all fun.

Li

25C

Liver

(
59

LOIN END PORI

Roast
MRS WEAVERS

Pimento Spread
ALL VARIETIES

Fox Deluxe Pizza
FROM IMPOITED5LS. BAG

Catfish Steaks

• à Fish Sticks

1,11 $ 1 49

HEALTH AND BEAUTY

Super Summer Celebration
-Let The Deli Do It

JUICY

RED
PEACHES

979 $259

DELI—BAKERY

Westside henry

King Size Sweet

9"

Pork Spar •'Ribs

lb.

t

CATFISH
FILLETS

Fryer Backs
StKED PORK

Helps Stop The Greasies
Agree

SHAMPOO OR
CONDITIONER

Bern Of Golden

FRIED
CHICKEN
16 pcs of checken, 1 lb potato

12 123

so1od
or col,slow, 1 lb toked boon
6 dinner roils

$599

oz.

btl.

RED RIPE

HONEYDEW

WATERMELONS

MELONS

FANCY

LARGE AVOCADOS 2

FOR

s oo

EXTRA LARGE FANCY

4

CUCUMBERS

FOR

S1 00

r
*
Es eo

In-Store Baked

MN,COOSID

Roast Beef

DUTCH
APPLE PIE
$169

Os= Mayer Bologna is $1"
NAM'I WM

Olive Loaf

p.

lb.

LIB $ 1 99

VA. BAKED

Horn
This Wesel('Super Hero
z

"SHAZAM"
.RUTGLASS
A PEPSI FOR
AND HIP TIM GLASS
.(Otlf(T THE WSW SIT

$399

MIST QUALITY

Northwest Fancy

BING
CHERRIES

LI.

Ls $399

worker'or Mustard

In-Store Inked

POTATO
SALAD

FRENCH
BREAD

..79c ...69c

SWEAT NUT LIRE MAL101

SWISS ON RTE

Soft

COP6SuMF;Fs
„odI
TCC

can
Pkg
COSI(MP COUPON
Soft or Medium

MID

Gillette

REACH
TOOTHBRUSH

TRACII
BLADES
a

Natural Swiss Cheese LI $299
-Cheese

Shower
ai HT
BODY POWDER
$ 27
8 oz.

sr,

Gelatin Parfait

La 891

MKT FLUFFY STBACURAT

Strawberry Delight

891

$1 9
9 ct.
P49.
with this coupon. Limit one
Expires June 26th

riliIlHIIHlltIIlHIssIllIIIIrnftIJ

ise
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PURE VEGETABLE

CRISCO
SHORTENING
with this coupon and '10 00 additional purchase excluding items prohibited
try law and
in addition to the cost of coupon merchandise. Sublect to applicable
taxes limit one
Expires June 26th .

N

CUT YOUR FOOD COSTS!

1111111111.
111111

SAVE
50c

SAVE

16c

Kroger/
1
2%

vs

111111111111111.1

SAVE

80c

V4W

LOWFAT
MILK

Pure Ye etable

CRñCO
SHORTENING
with
coupon
above

3 lb.
can

plastic
gallon

ORANGE SUNSET

ASSORTED FLAVORS FOUNTAIN MARE
12C1$1 10
PIG.
I

Push-Ups

'7,6411169 .6

Ice Cream

KROGER WRAPPED & SLICED

I

CM

FREEZER MEIER
120LS 1 49
PIG.
11

Cheese Food
FAOGER WEDDED WARP

Twin Pops
110 VALUE

soisi19

Cheddar Cheese

PIG

12 CI
PIG

Fudge Treats

•

12 CT.

69
'
79"

suao
Strawberries

ARGoLima

KROGER

io

Beans

OZ.21894

001 IDA

Tater Tots

954

„
2116
1.

'ROGER NW MOON

21402 $1 00
CANs

PUNTERS

Sesame Nut Mix

;002 $165
CAN

ILKOISCO

Colby Longhorn Cheese

10 01.$ 1 29
PEG.
'

Chips Ahoy Cookies

1302.
PKG.

C
441

Frozen

99"
(..)

Assorted Flavors

BANQUET
POT PIES

111-C
DRINKS

l
I ogzs1 1
444444WA\ --,
FROZEN FOODS

DAIRY DEPT.
KROGER

2 )2401°9
89'
3.401

Cottage Cheese
REFRESIONG KRO(AR

Buttermilk
39

KR

Pu
re-Whipped Topping
Grape Juice

794

Hot Dog Egg Buns

1201. 9
9
PKG..

Mie Ears

89

4
SURIGOLD

Citrus Punch

GAL
Ill

KROGER 2 COUNT

1 19

Deep Dish Pie Shells

59
KROGER

"Zs 654

Pimento Spread
69

p

Vignole

TO Si 09

1241

2002
PIG

Okra

71

Buttercrust Bread
II061
Country
a
Style Bread

2

"outountry Style Rolls

13 01.$ 1 19
. as PKGS.
II •

rlic:;:rcuake Shells

vir

$10°
only
20 01.$ 1 1 9
LOAVES •

9

...

40z.$1• 1 9

Iv PKGS.

ALIADIN

Plastic Pitcher

GOLDEN
CORN

ALL PURPOSE

Dupont Sponge

WAS

KATT DUTY

Reynolds Wrap" Nat 95'
17 02
CANS

NOW

93"

LIQUID

Milk Mate

247
11:

45

$1 41

WAS
MUMMY SUTTER/AKA

22' 5F0a71

PP milli tt.

Cheese

'2"

Kraft Singles

BEANS

$281

ARMOUR

302. 29'
Potted Meat
MOOTED
Kleenex Facials me% 72'
KRA/T GRAPE
Preserves
JAR 89'

pTOMATOES
QUALITY

NOW

,3

1S' z 02
CANS

INIT I LIVES

Cat Food

75'
MOPPED NORSEMEAT
ILL. 02.
Alpo Dog Food CAN 39
'
LIQUID
25
STE,
Snowy Bleach 4002.
DRY ROASTED
MR
Planters Peanuts7402.
'229
PUNTERS COCKTAIL

Peanuts

r..

KROGER FROZEN

GLAZED
DONUTS

Baked Beans
Tea Bags

11101.
MR

S F

45'
S 13)

$1 19

'
99

MILD WAGNITTI

Kraft Dinner

OZ.

ITAIJANORIRIMIG

Wishbone
PETER PAN

Parkay

1 LS.

83'

79'
79'

, „z 69c
WAS

KROGER BUTTER ME NOT

Biscuits"

vs02.
CAN

10.71
Parkay
oz.Two 831 , 79"
Steak Fries
i9" 69"
99' 94'
Glazed Donuts
Cake Donuts
891 84'
Sausage
534 51'
CRAFT SOFT

P10.042

2402.
PKG.

$101

CAN
1102.
CAN

EVERMIN

WAS
$1.43

91'
2/45
'2/41'
A
43'
934

IOCT.
PIG.

SUGAR a SPICE IMMESH

ISO'.
PKG.

10111.
BAG

MOW VIENNA

5

50i.
CAN

NOW

99(
93'
414

3202: S 1 07

MASK SWIST

Butter Stis

83'

MAXI COP KRAFT

WAS

NOW

KW BONNET
VOX
'° 1239

SPRAT CLEANER

Formula 409

Squeeze Parkay .

WAS
94'

KROGER FROZEN

Copt's,Crunch

SUMI'S PEST

WAS

71'
37"
99'
$2'9

NOW

IREAKIAST atm

Dog Food

CAN

WAS

$1 19

STIONdiNART

\141 2 OZ.

NOW
KRAFT

1201.
PKG.

Corn Flakes

5

70"
69'

ALLE
FINE Ns

WAS

I/1E00GS

CIS 1

lUZIANNI

WAS
3ropS 1

KG.

NOW

41'

KRAFT LONGHORN NALFIAOON
002
PIG
1S
AMERICAN
2401

794
394

KODAK PR 10

NOW

Biscuits

2 CT.
PIG.

Instant Print Film

You'N find the cost-cutter symbols on hundreds of tour favorite itIPMS tfirOUghaft
stoori• Min each 'Polk
you'll find cost-cutter weekly ad *wash for *Jim savings on grocery items, (bey, frozon foods, health &
beauty olds, meats and produce.

WAS

I01

20 inch
size

2 GT.
SIZE

COST CUTTERS! •

DEL MONTE CREAM
STYLE 01 WHOLE KERNEL

19

KROGER mum

100050

Half 'N Half

BREEZE BOX
ELECTRIC FAN

21011 19

KROGER SANDWICN MI6 OR

2 oi.$ 1 00
KO CANS •

Totmo's Pizza

79

NOME & FAMILY
Lakewood 3 Speed

cEN
allte"Donuts

ASSORTED VIMIETIES

00

Onion Patch Dips

1301.
TIM

WELCH S FROZEN

.CTN

ASSORTED

It FROZEN

BAKERY DEPT.

1601.

SoftSpread

2 LI
BOWL 1 1
"

FLUSCIIMANWS REG.

Margarine

11.9.

1 03

PIG.
Blackeye Peas II:

I
1 °9

KROGER 910210

99'
99'

OMR 011041 MOM

Baby Carrots

WAS

2
:
1061

$719355

75

A-1

Peanut Butter...."ft; $ 1 9 7

Steak

$193

Sauce

BOGURIAL CREAM

Topping

in.

r

101
CAN 79

e

65'

12.15
\ S
BAG

49'

2

PAG
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Crop-Dusters To Begin Fight

Rebuttal Testimony To

In Great Grasshopper War

Be Scheduled Today In

conditions, have congregated.
dry
BELVIDERE, S.D. (API — dusty,
devastated
200-mile
area
a
The federal government will
The battle begins today in the
great grasshopper war with from Pierre to Rapid City, pay one-third of the cost and
the state Legislature this
three crop-dusting airplanes eating everything in sight.
Today as much as a million
month appropriated $286,000
dropping insecticides on what
South Dakota farmers say is acres of South Dakota for programs throughout
the worst grasshopper in- grassland may have W be South Dakota.
treated with Sevin 4 Oil, a
The insecticide to be used,
festation in 45 years.
"I think they're as thick as common home garden in- Sevin 4 Oil, may cause birth
defects in dogs, tests have
they were in the '30s," F.Fr secticide in the news recently
shown. Its label warns users to
Ireland, a Belvidere farmer, because of objections to its use
avoid streams and lakes.
said Tuesday. "But I 'En-Maine.
Spraying in South Dakota
Despite
environmentalists
remember them moving
was to have begun Tuesday, objections, however, it
• • around more then."
recently was used in Maine to
early 1930s, but was delayed a day by the
the
In
control the spruce budworm,
grasshoppers. which thrive in first rain here in five weeks.
Agricultural specialists say
an insect that threatened
cr9p losses so far have not timber used by paper combeen appreciable. But the
panies.
grasshoppers must be sprayed
within the next three weeks,
the experts say, or the bugs
will lay eggs and present an
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — increased threat next year.
A legislative committee
-They're just to the point
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. (AP)
•. studying the problem of ac- where they're going to develop
— Lawyers for Charles W.
cess
for
the
handicapped
to
:•
wings,"
. .
said - Gene
buildings has voted to draw up Christensen, who ranches Proffitt and Robert A.
death
legislation to enable the 10,000 acres up the White Sullivan, ,whose
Department of Buildings, River near Kadoka in central warrants have been signed by
Housing and Construction to. .South Dakota. "And if we Florida Gov. Bob Graham,
remove reference to a specific don't get them now, they're say they-are confident neither
man will be put to death as
access code.
going to beeverywhere."
scheduled next week.
The interim Joint ComAfter multiplying for two
Sullivan's attorneys
mittee on Cities Tuesday years, the hoppers have inapproved preparation of a bill creased to 250 per square yard Tuesday asked the Florida
: that would allow the agency to on Christensen's ranch. The Supreme Court to delay the
adopt a clearer and more Agriculture Department says executions scheduled for 7
:.; concise building code to insure eight grasshoppers per yard in a.m. June 27. Profitt's lawyers
said they would file a similar
,handicapped access.
an acre eat as much grass as a request in Tampa
circuit court
Kentucky law now requires COS'.
this week.
buildings to meet standards of
"Look at this," Christensen
If appeals fail, the men will
the American Standard said, pointing to the bustling
become
the second and third
Institute Specifications.
stubble that several days ago
But if the proposed bill was a thriving alfalfa field. "I to die in the electric chair in
becomes law in the 1980 can count five in an area about little more than a month. On
May 25, Florida State Prison
--It _session, the state would be as big as my hand."
inmate
John Spenkelink
"..able to adopt the code it deems
'Christensen and 15 of his
-`-'best, which could be the neighbors have put up about became the first man
Building Officials and Code $30,000 to spray a two-mile executed unwillingly in the
Administrators International strip along 24 miles of the United States since 1967.
Proffitt, 33, was sentenced
Inc. code.
White River, where the insects to death for the
1973 murder of

Committee For
Handicapped To
Make Legislation

Allan Todd Hume Trial
LEXINGTON, Ky. (Al') —
is
testimony
Rebuttal
scheauled today in the trial of
Allan Todd Hume, who has
denied on the witness stand
that he shot three persons Oct.
29 at a house trailer in the
of
area
Moberly-Waco
Madison County.

HORSE SHOES — Bob Boteilho of Salinas, Calif., nailed horse shoes to
the soles of his
boot just to bring him good luck and for the benefit of the photographer.

Florida Governor Signs Death Warrants
a Tampa high school wrestling stitutional standards.
When those appeals end, the
coach. The coach, 23-year-old
Joel Medgebow, was asleep two 'men could press similar
when Profitt plunged a contentions in federal court.
That approach spared the life
breadknife into his chest.
Sullivan, 31, was sentenced of Willie Jasper Darden Jr.,
to death for the 1973 shotgun who had been scheduled to die
slaying
of motel and along with Spenkelink.
restaurant manager Donald
Schmidt, who was abducted
murdered
and
in the
Everglades.
"They're not at the end of
the road," said Proffitt's
attorney Jack Boger of the
GREENUP, Ky. ( API -National Association for the
The 900-acre Greenup County
Advancement of Colored
farm of novelist Jesse Stuart
People's Legal Defense Fund.
will be preserved under a cost"Neither of these cases should
sharing plan being drawn up
result in execution anytime
by the Kentucky Nature
soon."
Preserves Commission and
Both med lost appeals after
the newly formed Jesse Stuart
their trials,. but are allowed by
law to try a second round. Foundation Inc.
''We think it's unique to this
Neither has completed those
appeals, which lawyers said country," commission
director Donald F. Harker Jr.
generally deal with whether a
trial met certain con- said Monday."We've seen the
homes of creators like Mark
Twain and Thomas Wolfe
preserved, but this will be the
first time the entire setting
that inspired an American
writer will be preserved for all
generations."
Stuart said the farm
represents nearly all the land
he and his father once plowed
as tenant farmers.

Jesse Stuart Farm
To Be Preserved
By Commission

enter the
OTASCO !Umiak). SWEEPSTAKES

GRAND PRIZE: MERCURY BOBCAT HATCHBACK
Hundreds of other • $1000 OTASCO Shopping spree • Star brite Men s Digital Watches
Prizes including: • Star brite Pocket Calculators
• Prizes in every store!
See your local OTASCO Store for details On entering the Star brae Sweepstakes Void where cirohibled by 'aw

20" Town BMX Motocross
•MX Grips& Number

SAVE
1.26

Plate • Rat-Trap Pedals

• Safety Petlectorized

Maki
wan
is a
miss
grad

Reg

799

REAR CALiRER
r/OASTER BRAKE

JI

"It's pretty easy to say iCs
not an imminent thing, but it's
difficult for my client to
contemplate that they're
going to execute him in a
week," said Sullivan's lawyer,
Roy E. Black of Miami. "He's
got to take it seriously. And I
do, too."
Proffitt, a slightly-built
man, has said he would rather
die in a hospital as a guinea
pig for research than "cook"
in the electric chair.
"I mean, you stick a guy in a
chair, he's hot. He can't help
anybody;" Proffitt said in a
1977 interview.
Sullivan, a former law
student, once said if he had to
die in the electric chair he
wanted it shown on television.
"If people see what they
want, they won't want it," the
articulate, heavy-set man said
in an interview two years ago.
Graham would not comment
on his reasons for signing the
deatb
warrants.
And
lawmakers were divided in
their reaction.
A total of 31,042 Americans
arrived in Curacao by air in
1978. Curacao officials say this
was an increase of 7.5 percent
over 1977. Visitors from all
areas numbered 158,628, up
from 135,838.

Judge Armand Angelucci
said instructions to the jury
rebuttal
follow
would
both
and
testimony
prosecution and defense attorneys then would give
closing arguments.
Both sides rested their eves
Tuesday afternoorf 'after
defense attorney Charles Coy
produced four character
witnesses.
The four, all friends or
neighbors of Hume and his
family, said in brief testimony
that Hour, 25, had a
reputation for honesty.
Hume himself testified
Tuesday morning and charged
that his co-defendant, Michael
Gerald, actually killed Sherri
Brock, 18, and Michael
Richardson, 20, and wounded
Rebecca Davis, 18.
Gerald, 23, pleaded guilty
Monday to two murder
charges, but testified he was
waiting for Hume outsittrthe
trailer when he heard the fatal
shots inside.
Gerald said he and Hume,
25, were burglarizing the
trailer after finding it empty
the night of the killings. Miss
Brock lived at the trailer with
Dale Richardson, 21, a cousin
of Michael Richardson.
The three victims arrived
unexpectedly before the
burglary was completed and
were shot three times each by
Hume,Gerald said.
Dale Richardson, currently
serving a five-year prison
term for drug trafficking, was
in Florida at the time of the
killings. Gerald said Hume
decided to break into his
trailer after threatening to kill
him in an aborted drug sale.

But when Hume was asked
by defense attorney Charles
Coy whether he had shot the
victims, he replied,"No sir."
He admitted he began using
drugs in high school and
continued while teaching in
Campbell and
Madison
counties. He said he was a
drug addict by, 1978, Nit
testified he and'Gerald went to
the trailer so Gerald could buy
a hallucinogen.
"I never do acid 11..SLo,"
Hume said.
Gerald said Hume had a .32.
caliber pistol in his pocket, but
Hume said the weapon was
left in his car.
Both men agreed that Hume
was inside the trailer and
Gerald was outside when the
victims arrived.
Gerald said he entered the
trailer after hearing the shots
and found Hume standing
near the bodies. Hume said he
was being held on the floor by
Michael Richardson when
Gerald burst into the room
with the pistol and began
shooting.
"I wanted to run away"
Hume said, "but the man
(Richardson) grabbed me and
threw me down to the floor. He
had me in ... a wrestling hold.
I was having a hard time
breathing. I was almost unconscious when I heard a shot
and the man fell off of me."
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Chair. 1-inch diameter

aluminum tubing

13 extra wide woven web Straps'.

3

HEAVY DUTY
QiJSSFTED FRAME
CT-4100A VASRBONE
FORK

41r EX-TRA

•

kr4:171Y

TOROUE CRANK
"A6 HIG"

I

CeiROINE WHEELS

397

Peg 1799

From 5:00 to 900

Flying()
FROM ONE OF
AMERICA S LARGEST
BICYCLE
MANUFACTURERS

•••
••••

•.

Thursday Night June 21

SAVE 4.12

Ns
Sale Price

EVEN LESS WITH TRADEEN
Dalaiiy assembled in the ca-ton

David and Charles want to thank you for the
fine increase in business this year and are
having a special sale in addition to our regular
weekly specials and everyday low prices.
Items below in effect Thursday night from 5
to 9 only.

Chaise Lounge.
13
87

LAYAWAY TODAY
NO EXTRA CHAR.GE

I -inch diameter
aluminum tubing 22 extra
wide woven web straps
7-PoSition adiustable back

USE OTASCO CREDIT
Charles Shelby
Southside Mgr.

David Livers
Northside Mgr.

Reg. 3.19

OUR USUAL NM MLITT

GROUND BEEF

Jobe Decanter.
2mart Pdfy plaryfe
with /Myer se •
I OW. Juke Cie:enter
5 ,,'o
73t

tair Conditioner Filter. Fti,rquest. Cut to tit v

Carden Home. Vinyl. e0 %at by Yr'ech

434,11

Darden Hose.$ett a %-in. nt-na

4_97_ _

IGA
ICE MILK

19
LS.

Wifoon

69'J.F.G.
Is
49'

Save ? Per Lb.
MUST LIMIT AT THIS PRICE

CHOICE
QF JUNIOR
OR ADULT
SIZE

RS NO. 1
SAVE 1.13
Reg
697 Ea

"Omega" Spin Cast Set 2 p'

EACH
.
12 A1
4.14411
.
,.iza

Ultra-Light roc) with

Sale Price

closed race Spinning

19099

plate with line f

Omi
reel Ej.,

IV. 4

SAVE
410
E VEN Ef SS
WIN TRADE IN

ICA

Reg 5988

SANOWICII
__Aro
214nch Solid staso Deluxe Lawn-Boy
7 7 Cu 3 2-speel supreme engine with
oreavon needle bearing4 Ohiolf switch
tingar tip recoil Li primer 5 position
20 MOWER
7" wheels fully baffled
tection

deck

Lamm r2;0% M.P. Mower 117

Life:Guard PTO. •

/6

119.97

OuTtlehlite wheel adiustment doubie
wall cast aluminum deck with to tone
muffler. 'se

Lawn Boy Sea Propelled 20" Utility
Mower•
1990$

Friendly Folks

SALAD

Bel-Air Center
753-$391

9-6 Daily
Fri. 9-8

LIMIT 1
SAYE 806

GRADE A LARGE

EGGS

NZ.
LIMIT 2

20 Window Fan. Electrically reversible multi-sbekv/
rotary switch 3 large Paddle aluminum blades FIN
all standard windows'
,lie.

PRIM CODE titgouSN SATURDAY AT ALL DIASE0 STORES AND PARTICIPATING DIALERS
Friendly Service
for Over 61 Years

LIMIT 2

1Leni
laner

Sale Price

life

/
1
2 GAL.

RED POTATOES

77" Spin Coot Set. 2 piece rod with enclosed
Zebco reel Complete with lineri 'sr

"Sovereign" Tennis Rackets.6 Ply tLtrdwood bow frame Recessed nylon
strings fibre shoulder over-lay

frfl

.„

LOAF

LIMIT 21

cur
b
Calf

OP j74
7

A

_

Thanks for shopplog with us
The Total on the Taps will toll err prloos aro lower
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Making FBI List Like Winning Admission
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ti) JAMES H. BURIN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Making the FBI's list of most
wanted criminals these days
is a little like winning admission to a top-notch
graduate school.
There are few openings and
only those with outstanding
qualifications get accepted.
There is even a complicated
quota system.
For example, the FBI
frowns on having more than
one representative of a Puerto
Rican terrorist group on the
list of its 10 most wanted
fugitives. There's also one
airline hijacker, one drug
smuggler, one police killer,
and one woman.
-We're after the best
fugitives," said Raymond A.
Connolly, who has headed the
FBI's fugitive unit for four
years. "We select the ones
who are most violent prone

who have demonstrated
high mobility."
The idea is to use publicity
where it can be most effective,
by increasing the visibility of
a particularly dangerous
suspect to make capture more
likely.
However, highly publicized
cases are left.off the list to
leave room for those who have
gone unnoticed. For that
reason, Patty Hearst was
never on the top 10.
The list plays another role,
Connolly said, in raising the
morale of agents by giving
them a trophy to shoot for.
"Most agents never capture
one of the top 10," he said.
But when you do, you can go
home and tell your wife the job
was worth it."
The list was created in 1950,
and FBI officials say it has
undergone significant change
since the death in i#72 of the
bureau's first di tor, J.

Edgar Hoover.
Critics have said over the
years that to enhance the
bureau's reputation, some
names were placed on the list
just as the FBI was closing in.
The record short stay on the
list is two hours.)
In the early 1970s,some said
the list overemphasized leftwing radicals and other_
charged it always made too
much of second-rate holdup
men and others whose threat
to society was exaggerated.
The new emphasis on
quality was adopted by
Clarence M. Kelly and carried
on by the current director,
William H. Webster. The two
have attempted to shift the
focus away from routine bank
robberies and toward white
collar crime, organized crime
and terrorism.
Now is also the time,
Webster says, to deflate FBI
rhetoric and stress quiet

professionalism and political
detachment. To a degree, the
most-wanted list reflects that
goal.
At one time under Hoover,
the list swelled to 16 names
with the addition of extra leftwing radicals.
But now, Katherine Ann
Power, the list's only woman
also is the only one whose
reputation is inseparable from
radical ties developed in the
early 1970s, The FBI says she
was
in
"a
small,
revolutionary -type
organization which advocated
violent attacks against
established society and
contribution of its robbery
proceeds
to
such
organizations as the Black
Panther Party."

Socialist Candidate
Withdraws from
Race For Health .
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) —
The Socialist Workers Party
candidate for governor has
withdrawn from the race,
citing health reasons.
Liz Jayko, 29, of Louisville,
declined to throw her support
to either the Democratic or
Republican candidate. She
said her party will not enter
another candidate in her place
because the filing process
makes it impossible for a
substitute minor-party candidate to qualify.
Addressing a party rally in
Louisville Sunday night,
Jayko called on working
people to get involved in her
party rather than the two
major parties.

away."
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to Graduate School

Now 30 and on the list since
1970, she allegedly took part in
a Boston bank robbery that
resulted in the death of a
policeman.
Two others on the list have
ties to terrorist groups, according to the FBI.
Raymond Luc Levasseur,
32, added in 1977, is said to
belong to the so-called Sam
Melville-Jonathan
Jackson
Unit of the People's Forces.
The FBI regards him as an
expert on making bombs. He
too is accused of taking part in
armed bank robberies.
Carlos Alberto Torres, 26,
was added to the list in 1977.
The FBI says he headed a
bomb-making operation in
.Chicago for the FALN, a"'
terrorist group advocating
Puerto Rican independence.
The most recent addition to
the list indicates the FBI's
new focus.
Leo J. Koury, 44, added in
4‘pril, is described as a Richmond, Va., businesianan tied
to organized crime. He has
been indicted for murder,
racketeering and extortion.
Investigators say he killed one
of his competitors and tried to
1 another to keep a virtual
monopoly in bars and
restaurants Catering to
homosexuals in Richmond.
His place on the list had
belonged to Anthony D.
Liberator0 an
alteged
Cleveland
mobster.
Liberatore, indicted in an
alleged plot to kill an underworld rival, was the only
one on the list captured this
year. Six from the list were
captured in 1978.
Liberatore was at large for
nearly a year, a typical time
to be on the top 10. There have

been 366 f ugiti‘es on the list in
its nearly 30-year history,
including six women. Some
340 were captured.
Here are the others now on
the top 10:
—Charles Lee Herron, 42,
sought since 1968 and believed
to have had some connection
with the black power
movement years ago. Herron,
the list's only black, is wanted
in the killing of two Nashville,
Tenn., policemen.
—Willie Foster Sellers, 45, a
prison escapee and convicted
bank robber. He allegedly
took part in 10 armed robberies of banks in the
Southeast that netted more
than $500,000.
—Ronald Lee Lyons, 31,
added in late 1978, wanted for
air piracy and kidnapping. In

1977 he escaped from a Ten- nessee jail in 1974. He was
nessee prison where he was being held in connection with
serving time for robbery.
the shooting of a deputy
—John M. McDonald, 61, sheriff.
.
.
who the FBI says belonged to
a Boston gang involved in
loanshariung and gambling.
FANTASTIC SHOW
He is wanted in connection
NEW YORK AP - The
with transporting a valuable
"Fantastic
stolen stamp collection across exhibition
Design in
Illustration
and
state lines.
view
—Charles Evere!t Hughes, Britain 1850-1930" is on
Cooperthe
2
at
Sept.
through
34, an alleged di-uf smuggler
Museum,
the
on the list since 11978. He is Hewitt
Institution's
Smithsonian
accused of killing two men and
Design.
two teen-age 'Sisters who National Museum of
says the show
museum
The
accidentally discovered a
original drawings
million-dollar shipmknt of focuses "on
illustrations and
book
for
marijuana being Unloaded
related niaterials in the along the Florida Coast.
arts." It includes
—Billy Dean Anderson, 44, decorative
drawings, prints,
225
about
added to the list in 1975,
furniture and other
sculpture,
allegedly a career criminal
who escaped from a Ten- decorative objects.

REVIVAL

Noithside Baptist Church
Hwy.641 North
Dates:June 24 thru 30
Sunday Night Service 7:00 P.M.
Monday-Saturday 7:30 Nightly
Speaker:
Bro. Billy Turner
Pastor at
Altona Baptist Church
Pastor: Larry Salmon

Everyone Welcome

BIG SAVINGS —4 DAYS ONLY
Thursday through Monday —June 21-25

BODY ON
TAP

Electric Ranges

SHAMPOO
11 Oz.

NOW $1A095

$148

Sensational Buy
during Truckload Sale!

•11011111IL
01111T
0010

KOTEX
PROPA PH

HEAVY DUTY

ACNE MEDICATION

TAMPONS
-

$1 88

SAVE 135
ON SALE
15.1 ft. model
wr"595

KLEENITE

26495

DENTURE CLEANSER
6 Oz.

99c

EXCEDRIN PAIN RELIEF

SAVE
$60 to $80
19-in. Color TV

Each of these advertised items is readily
available for sale as advertised.
• Shipping and installation extra • Prices are catalog prices
• Ask about Sears credit plans
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back

EAU

9

DECANTERS

.$181,

04228(not shown
was $569.95. Now 11489.9S

MANY OTHER MODELS NOT SHOWN HERE
ARE INCLUDED IN THIS SALE
ASK ABOUT THEM!

STAR WARS
MUGS i BOWLS

100
TABLETS

42161

COLLECTORS EDITION

1.50z.

QUANTITY RIGHTS
RESERVED
SALE PRICES GOOD THRU 6-23 •

L753:83

*Bel Air: Center
Murray, Ky.
04

IIIMOUNT IIRI'II (ESTERS
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Father-Son Team Arrested In
New York For Wells Fargo Theft
ROCHESTER,N.Y.(AP)-led by a heavily
armed SWAT team and FBI
agents seized a father and son
early today who allegedly took
$400,000 from a Wells Fargo
armored truck in Kentucky
because they were unhappy

ficers grabbed Howard Dennis
Kelly, 28, as the son fled out a
back door.
Hugh Higgins, FBI agent-incharge here, said it appeared
all the money was recovered.
Agent Clinton Van Zant said
the money was being counted.
men, originally
Both
Rochester residents, lived at
the, same residence in north
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Father and son. Van Zant
said. were "heavily, armed"

City police

with their wages.
There was no shooting

as 30
lawmen moved in at 12:30
a.m. on a house in "nice, very
quiet" blue collar neighborhood where the pair were
holed up in a ground floor
apartment of a multi-family
dwelling, police Capt. Charles
Sorochy said.
Howard T. Kalsbeck, 49,
surrendered to police in the
apartment shortly after of-

r

with handguns, shotguns and
ammunition. He said the

people who owned the house
where the siege took place
were friends of the suspect.
They were not involved.
Van Zant arranged for the

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

ACROSS
, Tilt
4 With
3 Cover .12 Man s name
"3 Toil
,14 female
sneep
5 Abate
Wet down
19 The ones
here
21 Insect
22 Maple
genus
24 Shade tree
26 Trial
29 Hebrew festival
31 Tennis
stroke
33.0bserve
34 Tanta4um
symbol
35 Wit
37 Hit lightly
39 State: Abbr.
40 Worm
42 Scottish cao
44 Narrates
46 Network
48 Bushy
clump
50 Comfort
Paddle
53 Chimes
55 Coated with
hair
58 Defeated
61 Before
62 Water wheel
64 Time period
55 Goal
56 Molars
67 Arid
DOWN
1 Sesame
2 Anger
3

4 Toward
shelter
5 Parsonage
3 Siberian
river
7 Bow
3 Snatch
9 Indian tents
/0 Be in debt
'1 Sty
16 Termagant
18 Encounereol
20 Cloth meai- ore
22 Showy
:lower
23 Stop
25 Witty remark
27 Vends
28 Plague
30 Rodent
32 Flying mammal
36 Ship chan.3e1
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Ohio border in Newport, Ky..
pair's surrendii.
"I talked to both of them at when Kalsbeck appeared anh
different times. It took a while said he had been assigned to
to get them on the phone. I had the truck because the comto keep going back to pany suspected • a robber
might occur.
bullhorn."
The agent said he arrived at
Addis was overpowered at
the scene around 8 p.m. gunpoint and the truck was
Tuesday, but didn't get the driven east and abandoned In
suspects on the telephone until Sifver Grove, Ky., officials
midnight.
said. He was left handcuffed
A factor in the peaceful and with his eyes taped.
capture of the two was the fact
An area resident discovered
that Van Zant arrested Kelly
the truck and Addis, and
in 1977 on a charge of in- notified authorities.
terstate transport of stolen
A call from a television
motor vehicles. He said Kelly station employee to the
was convicted and received a apartment under seige
suspended sentence.
prevented what could have
Kelly told Van Zant that he been a hostage situation.
remembered him and thought
Debbie Fosco, whose father
he was a honest guy.
works at WOKR-TV . Channel
to
' "Basically, I was trying
131, the ABC affialiate here,
arrange their surrender and received call from her.father
a
let them know thak nobody tpat -something -a-Br-going
was out to hurt them," Van
on- about a block away froni
Zant said."I told them that we her apartment one floor above
wanted tb help them." Van
the apartment tinder seige,
Zant told them he would not
Ms. Fosco and Dennis
make promises he couldn't Marinilli walked out a side
keep.
-door of the building and "sa.w_
- Although Kelly said he was an FBI agent who told us what
going to place tes trust in Van
was going on, Marinilli said.
Zant, he fled out the back door
- Marinilli said the agent told
in an attempt to escape.
Police had surrounded the them, ''it's good you're out,
house on the city's northeast because we didn't know how
side and sealed off a siX-block we were going to get you out."
area around the building-with
a dozen cruisers. The
.department's 12-man SWAT
team was brought in about
10:15p.m.
Authorities said the pair left
a long letter, pierced with an
arrow and titled "Geronimo's
Revenge," on the front seat of
the truck after taking it across
the state line and abandoning
it in north Kentucky on
Monday. The driver of the
truck was left handcuffed and
with his eyes taped.,

'II

2
IIIIIIIII
59

63

1

67

letter
unsigned
The
reportedly contained complaints that Stan hour was not
an adequate wage for Wells
Fargo employees.
Kalsbeck was a security
guard for Wells Fargo, Kelly,
also known as David Peter
Preston, was an armOred car
drive?"
FBI agent John Kelly said
the armored truck's driver,
Lester Addis, had told
authorities that he and
Preston were in the truck at a
shopping mall just across the

By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press-Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP Peggy Hiett says her school
district's experience with
early school age testing this
year was not only unpleasant,
-it was a traumatic one.':
Ms. Hiett, director of the
diagnostic center for the
Paducah school system. told a
legislative subcommittee
Tuesday the testing program,
aimed at granting exemptions
to a new school age.entrance
law, is unfair.
"Nowhere else do we make
a decision on a child based on
one test," Ms. Hiett said.
She was among several
local educators who appeared
before the subcommittee to
strongly complain about the
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EXCUSE ME..I THINK
'1OU'RE STANDING ON
MA;N STREET
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NANCY
LOVES TO DO
SOLLaR. .
DANCES

I THINK I'LL
BUY HER A
RECORD

OH NANCY-.
I BOUGHT
YOU A
QUA'RE
DANCE
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BUT MY --/PHONO GRA P
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WHA
THAT
NOISE?
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(EVERY NOW
AND THEN HE
GETS RED LIP

'
S
THE GENERAL
FRAC-ICING
PUTTING IN
HIS OFFICE
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Iskt„ke

MINNIE ...
I-40W DO '''''
VDU LIKE MY NEW
DRESS
I
'-'•••'T'OT$i Es,
,-- c....,
1

HEY, CAP„ALL THIS
GOL(. L IKE TAKING
CANDY FROM A
VeRE
MORE TRIBES
AROLJNP HERE ?

PORTRAITS
753-8298

Ws A

Fact
Free Gift
Wrapping
Is A Specralt) At

Starks Ilardieare
12th & Poplar

753-1227
FREE PARKING'
SWAN BOATS READIED - Mark Padget
prepares
Swans used on Swan Boats on the Boston, Mass,
Public
Garden. The Padget family owns the SwanBoats which
are being used in their 102nd season.

To.4AT WAS DACAMOOD
REACTION, TOO

WE CANNOT
LET THEM
STEAL OUR
IREASURE

WHAT CAN
WE DO ?
THEY HAVE
TER ISLE
"VO

". 'WITTE MECUM
Commercial
or

Residential
wiring.
Free Estimates. 7674044 or 753-8560 after 5
p.m.

Hospital To Be Renovated
PARIS; Ky.
AP) Renovation of a former
• tuberculosis hospital here
should. begin in early fall,
according to Burnice Ransdell, acting commissioner of
the Kentucky Bureau of
Health Services.
The renovations, estimated
at $1.2 million, are necessary
before the hospital can be used
for chronic adult Psychiatric
patients. Ransdell said

Monday.
-The building will have to
meet all of the life safety
codes," Ransdell said. "Also,
we'll have to remodel certain
areas of the hospital for use as
day rooms. The r tuberculosis )
patients generally stayed in
bed and didn't need the day
rooms."
The state plans to.house 92
to 99 patients at the facility.

testing program.
The tests were given for the
first time this spring to
potential kindergarten or
first-grade students born
between Sept. 1 and Dec. 31 to
help determine if they should
be allowed to start school.
"I don't think any test will
tell us the first time we see
him if a student is ready to
start school," said Floretta
Keith, supervisor for Clay
County schools.
The tests stemmed from a
law passed by the 1978
General Assembly moving the
school entrance age from Dec.
31 to Sept. I. Beginning with
the next school year, a child
must be five by Sept. Ito start
kindergarten or six by that
dote to enter the first grade.
ten. Ken Gibson, DMadisonville, chairman of the
subcommittee, sponsored an
amendment to the bill
providing for exemptions to
children born between Sept. 1
and Dec. 31.
Among the complaints
about the tests are that they
were too hard and inappropriate for placing a child in
school; they gave a child a
failing situation in his first
exposure to school; undue
pressure was placed on
children 1)), some parents;
inconsistency in passing
--scores-antong school districts,
and bad public relations for
local schools.
Most of the educators' who
appeared before Gibson's
subcommittee Tuesday said

they favored the Sept. 1 date
without exception.
"The Sept. 1 date really
gives the kids of Kentucky a
better shake," . said Ann
Brewer, head of elementary
curriculum and instruction in
Fayette County.
The early entrance age
stemmed
from
studies
showing that younger students
had a greater chance of failing
in the first grade.
Gibson told the crowded
committee room that his
objective was to allow those
children who were ready to
start school a chance to go
ahead and not be held back.
Gibson agreed the experiences this year have not
been satisfactory, but he
blamed a breakdown in the
mechanism of administering
his amendment by 'local and
state school officials.
Dr. Kathy Thornbu-rg, a
specialist in early childhood
education at the University of
Kentucky, said she believes
10-15 percent of children born
between September and
December can start school
without major problems and 5
percent would be adversely
affected by not starting.
Carol Banks, director of
instruction for the Franklin
county schools, said she was
opposed to testing but hoped
educators and legislators
could get together to find a
reasonable and practical way
to identify students who are
ready to start school early.
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REAL
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Bar B 0, Coldwater Road,
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FREE STORE 759 4600
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Paducah Director Tells Of
Preschool Testing Problems
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1. NOTICE

Rivals To Head Campaign
By TOM EBLEN
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. IAPI Brown Jr, has apJohn
pointed two former rivals for
the Democratic gubernatorial
nomination to head- his _state
campaign while -the tither
three unsuccessful candidates
will be vice chairmen.
At a news conference at his
headquarters
state
in
Louisville Tuesday, Brown
appointed state Auditor
George Atkins and former
Louisville Mayor Harvey
Sloane campaign cochairmen.
"Instead of tbe Democratic
party coming out splintered
and fractured as Louie (Louie
Nunn, the' republican candidate for governor) had
hoped we would, I believe we
are coming Out stronger and in

Carroll in the primary; Lt.
Gov. Thelma Stovall: and U.S.
Rep. Carroll Hubbard would
be vice chairmen.
Brown said Mrs. Stovall
would head a statewide labor
support group; McBrayer
would direct the campaign in
the 4th, 5th and 7th
congressional districts; and'
Hubbard would head the
campaign in the 1st district.
Earlier this week, Brown
announced that Kentucky
Sens. Wendell Ford and
Walter "Dee" Huddleston
would be honorary campaign
chairmen.
All of the former candidates
for
the
gubernatorial
nomination attended the news
conference except Hubbard,
who sent his brother Kyle
Hubbard in his place.
greater'numbers than every
Others at the morning
before," Atkins said.
conference included the
Atkins ran as an anticandidate
partrs
for
administration candidate
lieutenant governor, Mart&
before withdrawing in favor of Layne Collins, and
former
frrewo 12 days before the May
candidates
for
that
elect
"
1- - •
-s vi,onirtittrort.Bill Cow arridd
Sloane, who was the runHollenbach.
nerup in the primary, polled
Brown said he will officially
25,445 votes behind Brown, begin his campaign
for the
5cc6rding to official totals
November -election at the
recently released.
Fancy Farm picnic on Aug.'4.
Brown. said_ former state
Politics has traditionally been
Commerce
Commissioner
the main item on the menu at ,
Terry McBrayer, the canGraves County comthe
didate favored by'Gov. Julian
munity's annual picnie.
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WHAT WE do best is care
Needline, 753-6333.

DO YOL1 OWN ANY
"IDLE-DIAMONDS?
Let us reset
them in lovely

41/
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'Ear Resistible"'
EAR

WANTED
RESPONSIBLE
lady to keep infant in my
home References required.
'
Phone 753.6511.
WANTED. PERMANENT
lob for a reliable woman, to
do housework 3 or 3I 2 days
weep,
be
per
would
responsible for 2 children
some of the time Live in
Lynn Grove area. Call 435/500 after 3 pm.
9. SITUATIONS WANTED
'HOUSECLEANING. Call
-5549. Reliable and offi ent. Can give references.
1W L do babysitting in my
hom 7530347.
WILL 0 housework. Fast,
efficie
provide
Can
referenc
Call 753 9801.
13. SALE
FOR SALE or trade: cabin at
Pine Bluff Shores, corn•
pletely furnished. Call 7537785.
14. WANT TO 111P(.
DINING ROOM Spite with
china". Phone 753-036‘.
JUNK CARS deliver ,or will
pick up. Call 474 8854
5271315.
1 TWO HUNDRED Watt
utility pole. Call 753-1596. \
WANT TO buy, good used
baby bed. Call 437-4371 after
4 pm.
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE
BABY
BEDT---rtattress7-- •
changing
table;
portible
electric
clothes dryer;
electric-lags, baby walker; 6'
cab over truck -camper,
sleeps 4; child's bicycle seat.
753,1566.
WE BUY and sell used air
conditioners. 753 1551 Or 753.
9104.
16, HOME FURNISHINGS
17' AMANA FROST FREE
freezer;
Wurlitzer oragn
with
revolving
Leslie
speakers; Philco console
stereo, 25" RCA color t.v.
Call 753-4865.
COUCH AND matching arm
chairs, 5165 Call after S pm,
753-2501.
COLDSPOT FROST FREE
refrigerator and freezer,
coffee color, $350 Also twin
bed with white headboard
and bedspread, $45. Call 7530421
FOR SALE: beautiful white
velvet couch and chair, $150.
Also 21 foot chest freezer,
530. 753-8598.
FOR SALE: Box spring and
mattress, like new. $50 for
both. Call 753 1854 during the
day or 753-3917 afterApm.
LIVING ROOM sofa, excellent condition Phone 753630.
17. VACUUM CLEANERS
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CLEANERS
1For factory authorized parts,
sales, and service call ,9011
643-7ILL 1.acated at 102 W
Washinel St., CourtSguare,
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FURCHES
S 4th Murray

RICKY ALEXANDER
CUSTOM
DOZER WORK
489-2$95
5. LOST & FOUND
FOUND: LADIES wrist
watch at Long John Silvers
Contact Manager.
6. HELP WANTED
APPLICATIONS 'BEING
accepted, apply in person
only at Fern Terrace Lodge,
1505 Stadium View Drive.
BELP_WANTE D. 34 hours
per day, 3-5 days per week,
to do general housework and
help care for 3 small
children.
References
required. Cell 753-8756.
JANITOR, HOURS 8 111 4.
Good benefits
Apply at
Roses Central Shopping
Center, an equal opportunity
employer.
NEEDED: BABYSITTER in
our home for 79 80 school
year
References
and
transportation required. 753
1463.
RN'S 8." LPN'S needed -for
part time staff relief- in
Kentucky. If interested call
Need A Nurse,
licensed
employment agency, (8121
425 1910, Monday through
Friday,9 till 4
STOCK PERSON, part time,
5 til 9, must be 16 or over.
Apply at Roses Central
Shopping Center, an equal
oppoidlunity employer

III. SEWING MACHINES
ONE
CABINET sewing
machine, good condition,
cheap Phone 753 6790
t9. FARM EQUIP.
FULL .1 HP electric weed
and grass trimmer, cuts with
fish line, has automatic line
dispenser, S41.99.
Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tennessee,
FOR SALE. two 400 gallon
Polyethylene tanks mounted
on steel skid withP hp Briggs
SI•ratton motwoand pump.
$875 . One 8 row trailer type
boom sprayer, 200 gallon,
$400. pistil Dunn, Crossland:
Kentucky.
1977 FORD 3000 DIESEL
with 875 hours. 18" 6' disc. 2
bottom
plow, one row
cultivator, 6' blade, 6'
pulverizer, 6'. bushhog, 6'
landscape rake, boom pole .
and
cab 759 4683 after 6
pm.
GAS POWERED weed and
grass trimmer, uses fishing
line, 31cc engine, automatic _
line dispenser, $99.99 Waffin
Hardware, Paris, Tennessee.
1973 K GLEANER combine..
382 2327.
6' THREE POINT hook up bushhog
Also a large
electric meat grinder Phone
436 5818
23. EX-T-E-W-64
-INATI NO

40 ,

MURDER
Kelley
'
s Termite
.cntrol
& Pelt

MAT PAINTING CONTRACTORS
Is looking for experienced painters, full time. Call
753-9382 or 0487 after 5p.m.

WALLIS DRUG
*PRESCRIPTIONS *FRESH FRUIT DRiNKS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
*HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
Fn.Delivery 06 Prescriptlee416 City thrift
-`

t

22.

STEP OUT OF YOUR CAP & GOWN
SW INTO SOMETHING EXCITING

.Like a uniform of a lifesaver in the
COAST GUARD. And if you are between
17 & 26, good health, and no police record,

we have the job that fits. For further information call collect(901)521-3944.
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MI Nit R HAY,Ky.,LEDGER &

Oh

Wednesday, June 26, 1979

YOUR KEYto Buy,Sell or Trade Anything

ARE THE CLASSIFIEDS

to
YS
be
on
in
5-

22. MUSICAL

I2x60 TRAILER CALL B.B.
Dill, 753 9104 or 753-1551.
THREE BEDROOM trailer,
5 miles east of Murray. Call
753 0187
2/. HEATING & COOLING
24. MISCELLANEOUS
AIR CONDITIONER, Gibson.
ALUMINUM STEP ladders, window unit, in good condition,
18,000 BTU, 230 volt.
4 ft , 118.79, 5 ft., 519 99, 6 ft.,
521 99, 811., 139.99; extension $125. Call 753 0394.
ladders, 14 ft , $28.48, 16 ft., TWO 110 VOLT Window air
$31 88, 20 ft., $45.9r-27 ft., conditioner& Call 753.4333.
55999, 28 ft., $70.99. Wallin 111) VOLT AIR conditioner, 4
Hardware, Paris, Tennessee. years old, 1100. Phone 753
BATHTUBS 5' STEEL, 3685.
white, $64 99. Colors, $69.99. 30. BUS. RENTALS
Wallin
Hardware, Paris, BUILDING WITH 6,000 sq ft
Tennessee.
at 401 N 4th Street. Call 753
CLOSEOUTS! CARPET, 7972 or 753-3018 after S pm.
vinyl linoleum, roll balances,
'31. WANT TO RENT
remnants,
discontinued
paint, interior and exterior SMALL FARM house, Quest
Big
savings!
Sherwin house, tenant house, or lake-Williams Company,753-3321. house, in Calloway County.
Murray professor; single.
ELECTRIC INSECT traps, Phone 753 7444
after 5 pm.
139.99, 49.99, $99 99, $134.99,
and 5149 99 Wallin Hard- 32. APTS. FOR RENT
APARTMENT FOR rent, 2
ware, Paris, Tennessee,
GO CART with jeep body, 3 blocks from University.
Pip Briggs and Stratton Furnished, water and sewer
paid, $95 per month. 753-4140
motor 489 2328,
or 436-2411.
KASHWAY
BUILDING
Materials, Highway 6411 FOUR ROOM apartment,
North, Benton, Kentucky. We partially- furnished, on 9th
stock treated lumber. 15022 Street. Call 492 8727 mornings.
27.1467.
NE
ALL-ELECTRIC TWO SMALL apartments,
nice
with air conditioning, on
h pital bed for sale, good
Blood River lake. 436.2427.
co ition. Phone 1.527-7026.
60 fOINT, KEEPSAKE 33. ROOMS FOR RENT
ROOM FOR rent in large
diarndsolitare. 753 9599,
SLAB'WOOD and sawdust house. Kitchen privileges,
for sate. Cadiz Lumber washer and dryer. 2 blocks
Compan$n, Cadiz, Kentucky. from University. $65 per
month all utilities paid. 753522 7994. ".•
4140 or 436 2411.
TOMA TOE\ JUICER, \PKtoria No 200\ No peeling, no 34. HOUSES FOR RENTcoring, and hp precooking. FOR RENT: 5 room unDoes a bushel tri 30 minutes, furnished house in county
$20.99. Wallin ‘. Hardware 753-3293.
Paris, Tennessee.
THREE BEDROOM house
WORMS, RED wo vms, Nite near Kentucky lake, comcrawlers,
Rex's\ Worm pletely furnished, including
Farm, lrvan Cobb\ Road, washer and dryer. Deposit
required. Call 753 8964 after 5
Highway 732. Phone 4345894
pm.
24. TV-RADIO
34 RENT OR LEASE
FOR
Realistic
SALE.
speakers,
still
under
warranty. Call 753-4949.
FISHER RECEIVER, 2
Craig 5000 speakers, Craig 8
track recorder, dual turn
table. 753.8043 and ask for
Greg.
WANTED . RESPONSIBLE
party to assume - small
monthly payment on 25"
Mini
color t.v. under warrenty.
Also used t v.'s. Clayton's .1
Warehouse
B Music, 753 7575.
Storage Space
27. MOB. NOME SALES
For Rent

de

at
m•
53•

43. REAL fSTATE

LABRADOR RETRIEVER
puppies, AKC, all shots and
wormed, $100. Also AKC
puppies
Dane
Great
Paradise Kennels 753-4106.
al. PUBLIC SALES
MOVING SALE! Friday and
Saturday, 8 til 4 pm. Toys,
games, -It-teazle, clothes for
boy? and girls and - adults,
curtains, many other items.
1701 Johnson Blvd

TARO
SALE
1802. GatesCiborough
,,rcle, 8 til 4,
'
ft,Friday, June 22.
Furniture, adult
childrens
and
clothing, accessoand
ries,
miscellaneous.

ith
ill
27
at?

ter

'bie
Cr;
;
r,
at.
air
.
751
EE
agn
she
le
t.v.
rm
Pm,
EE
zer,
in
a rd
753
rilte
150
zer
and
for
the

Office Space fot
rent. Call 7537M8 after 5:00.

ex
753

49 QSED CARS

CARTER1
9 DONE IT AGA11•1.1"

705341222

6

DISCOVER
THE GALLERY
OF HOMES
DIFFERENCE.

WILSON

INSURANCE

Warehouse
Storage
Space
For Rent

ing
it

eel
with
line
allin
see.
anon
nted
runs
type
Ilon,
land
SEL
isc. 2
row
, 6'

753-1222

pole
ter 6
and
thing
atic _
elfin
ssee
bine.

NORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

•k up
large
hone

A PROVEN
METHOD OF
MARKETING
YOUR HOME.

FOR SALE
BY OWNER

te

a

53. SERVICES OFFERED

1973 TORINO STA TION.
AGON, very good transporyation, all power, air.
14110 Call evenings 759-1718.
1979
THUNDERBIRD,
MUST sell, best offer. 753/330.
1967 VW GREAT condition,
YD-klAJORS
72 motor Asking $950. Call
REAL ESTATE
767.2548 after 6 pm.
'
753-8080
50. USED TRUCKS
1954 CHEVY PICKUP, good
Pr uf...60..nal Services
condition, $500. Call 753-0900.
With The Friendly Touer
1970 CHEVY PICKUP, V8,
standard transmission, new
Lot for Mobile Home
tires. 759-4683, after 6 pm.
1-4 acres with number
51. CAMPERS
of trees. 70' well, new
8' CAB OVER truck camper.
sleepS 4, range, oven, porta
septic system, 220
potti. Nice $675. 753 1566 or
elec. pole. South of 40
753 4599,
on Goodman Rd.
CONCORD TRAVEL trailer,
19', fully self-contained. Like
new. CAII 753-0314 after 5 pm.
1972 VENTURE POP-UP,
canopy, ice box and stove,
sleeps 6, excellent condition.
753-0011.
52. BOATS B MOTORS.
14' BOSTON WHALER bass
boat, 40 hp Johnson motor
PORCH SALE! Childrens
and trailer. New Humclothes, bikes, jewelry, etc.,
mingbird depth finder and
A
43. REAL ESTATE
sliturciav at uncle willies_ 43. REAL ESTATE
Pflueger
trolling
motor,
Trading Post,113outh 641.
A HOME
COMMERCIAL BUILDING
$1500. 437-4203.
_
THREE PARTY yard sale,
for Sale! Already rented or
HOLYSEBOAT, 31 FOOT
IN
YOUR
at
204
22nd
and
June 21st
put in own business. Located
Water House, 150 hp Chrysler
RANGE
South 15th St. Clothes, shoes,
on a well traveled corner.
Marine engine, I-0. Sleeps 6
dishes, camera, and plants.
___LuStirtvest today and reap
very good condition. Can be
We have recently
Many more goodies. 7 am tii
-reward _tomorrow. Call 753
seen at Kenlake Marina. Slip
listed several fine
5 pfn.1492. Offered by Loretta Jobs
40. Call owner at 314.471-6456.
Realtors.
homes - all price
YARD-SALE, 201 South 15th.
16' SPEED BOAT with 115 hp
8 til 4, Wednesday, June 20th
have
Evinrude. Boat, motor, fife
We
ranges!
and Thursday, June 21st.
preservers, Sk i is, ski rope,
several new listings in
only,
ANOTHER
YARD SALE, one day
everything you need. $4500.
the $30's. Beat the inThursday. June 21st, 7 til ?
Call 753-8223 most any time.
NEW LISTING
1601 west, Olive. Clothes,
flation crunch with an
Can be seen at 1416 B
of
lots
uniforms,
Stadium View Drive.
Three bedioom home
investment in new and
Live in and • operate
miscellaneous items. Don't
53. SERVICES OFFERED
with fireplace, atcomfortable
more
beauty
miss it!
own
your
ADDITIONS, REPAIR work,
tached garage with
"Home for Living."
YARD SALE! 6 party,
salon. Mobile home
circulating fireplaces,
breezeway and located
Friday and Saturday, 608 5
Phone 753-1222, Koproofing, insurance work. Call
located in Riveria
9th St.
one mile from city
Murray Remodeling. 753
perud Realty for fullCourt with large clien43. REAL ESTATE
5167.
limits. Priced in the
time Real Estate Sertele.
BYARS BROTHERS & Son
$30's. lone Kopperud
vice,
General home remodeling,
Realty, 753-1222. We
framing, aluminum siding,
WATERFRONT LOTS. We gutters, and roofing. Call 1
are members of the
have several waterfront lots 395 4967 or 1-362.4895.
Multiple Listing Serfor sale. These lots are
vice.
wooded and Slope gently to BUSHHOGMG AND yard
water. They are located in work. Call 753-6123.
the Pine Bluff area and are CONCRETE & BLOCK work
HAPPINESS FOR sale!
Never lived in - brand
ready for that waterfront Block garages, basements,
There's a heap o' happy livin'
home you have always driveways, walks, patios,
new 3 or 4 bedroom, 2
offered in this two bedroom
& REAL ESTATE
wanted. Nelson Shroat Co. steps, free estimates. 753bath,
Vick
with
lakeside cottage, located in
5476.
759-1707.
153-3263 ANYTIME
Center Ridge area. Built to
central heat and air,
CARPET CLEANING, fi'ee
45. FARMS FOR SALE
be a year around home, but
392N.
12111
SI,
satisfied
fireplace and 2,000 sq.
PERFECTLY LOCATED on estimates,
offered at a price that will
references, V ibra Vac steam
make the dream of a PLEASE
ft. of living area.
PAROON...our Graves-Calloway County or dry cleaning. Call Lee's
vacatiOn home something saw dust and walk' board. line,- 78 acres More or less
Large cypress deck on
you. can afford. Owner will s!...We have a new home with 3 bedroom house, 5 Carpet Cleaning, 753-5827 or
three sides. Located on
consider trade for property ready for your inspection. All outbuildings and 2;2 acres 753-8085.
in town. Call the Real Estate you ever wanted in a home. fire-cured
tobacco. Good CARPENTERS.
large, excellent main
_professionals at Guy Spann Cypress exterior; Great cattle or crop farm. Call AVAILABLE, quality work,
lake front lot. Built for
Realty, 753 7724
Barger Realty, Mayfield, reasonable prices. Call for
room
(11x281 2)
with
753-4758
FOR SALE: 12x58 mobile
estimates, 753-9987 after 4:30
year around living.
fireplace, 3 extra large Ky,(592) 247-2421.
home Ready for living or
bedrooms, Ten closets 2 THREE ROOM house with pm.
$61,900.
renting. $2900. Phone 753.
COMPARE
AND save on
baths, heat pump.,,Dial 753- bath and 10 acres, East of
chain link fencing. Circle A
John Smith, Realtor
1492 and let us 'show this Atm°. Phone 527-1764.
1973 GUERT3ON, 12 X 40,
Fencing. 753-8407.
home while the finished 46. HOMES FOR SALE
underpinned and tied down,
touches are being com•
CARPET CLEANING, at
all electric, funithed. Price
FOR
SALE:
2
bedroom
• A. k,11
Ji.)
pleted...Dffered by Loretta
frame house, $18,000. Call reasonable rates. Prompt
13250. Call 753-2762.
Jobs Realtors
and efficient service. Custom
753-0659.
12x60 MOBILE HOME, 2
BOYD-MAJORS
Carpet Care. 489-2774.
an
into)
753-7
-41
bedrooms, all electric. Call'
.HOUSE'FOR sale by owner
REAL
YS AND parking
ESTATE
after S pm,489 2714.
in
Westwood
Subdivision: 3
Ainley Auction &
A SMALL strawberry patch
e rocked and
Ideal for storing house
753-8080
bedroom, 1,/, baths, built-ins, areas w
MOR.GAN
MOBILE
1971
only S85,000. Also inctudes
for
graded,
bro
and while pea
Realty
Sales
double
car
garage,
central
full of furniture, cars,
home, 12)40, all electric.
a large 5 bedroom home
cot Mtn ARMY
Ser,I4 eX
heat and air, with apart. gravel. Fre"e estimates
Priced to sell. Call 437-4816.
business
antiques,
ideally arranged for an
Clifford Garrison, 753 5429
AuctIonerr ReWtor5% ill Mt, F nert,11,
men). Low 560'S. 753-6274.
1977 MOBILE HOME, 12x65.
active, involved family.
• tpir.iisee
after 4 pm.
overflows, etc. Phone
4 BR., 21
/
2 baths,
NEW LISTING:
bedroom
Ph sot 47',
247 4840
Large living room, for
2166 479-3713
753-7618 after 5:00 p.m.
brick, 2 baths, living room, DO YOU need stumps
ii!! . •,,ri Tenn
mom's social circle, com w/2,900
Sq.
Ft.,
den with WB fireplace, 2 car removed from your yard or
2$. MOB. HOME RENTS
fortable den for dad and a
fireplace w/heatolatogarage, central gas heat and land cleared of stumps? We
fantastic playroom for the
L1VESTOCK-SUPP.
NEW TWO .bedroom mobile 37.
r, wet bar, compactor,
electric air, brick porch and can remove.stumps up to 24'
all Guy Spann Realty,
home with hoose tuniture. EIGHT-HUNDRED bales ofpatio,- landscaped, kitchen below the ground, leaving
carpeting, sewingfhoonly sawdust and chips. Call
150 deposit, $150 per month, Fescue hay, $1 per bale,
incur
s,
APPROXIMATELY
60
-bby rm. Dbl. Garage
central heat and air. Couples picked up infield. 189-2447.
dishwasher, disposal, utility for free estimate, Steve Shaw
ACRES for sale. Located in
only. Call 753-2377.
room with W D connections, 753-9490 or Bob Kemp 435
38. PETS-SUPPLIES.
w/paved dr.
North Calloway County.
lots of storage, walk-in 4343.
bedroom AKC REGISTERED Boxer Over 1000 feet of road
TWO
SMALL
All
GROOMING.
closets.
Low
.560's. DOG
trailer on large lot, 3 miles Puppies. Call 759.1213 or 753- frontage with 20 30 acres IF YOU like individuality
By appointment.
Appointment only, 753-4)33 breeds.
out on 121 North in Stella No 1261
tendable. Will make a good and trees, call us to see this
Pick
Connie
up
and
delivery:
or (7131- 526-1592. 3844 Lake
pets, water furnished. $50 COCKER
PUPS,
AKC -cattle farm or tax shelter beautiful custom built split
Lampe,436-2510.
St., Houston, TX 77098.
deposit, $10 per month - Call registered, black and buff. while you improve your level country home. The lot is
FENCE SALES at Sears
489-2578.
47.-MOTORCYCLES
investment.
at nearly 2 acres, shaded by
Priced
$75 each. 753 0662.
Call Sears 753.2310 for
TWO BEDROOM trailer for FULL BLOODED German $25,000 Nelson Shroat Co., over 20 mature trees. Top
1975 HONDA CR125, 1973 now.
CHOICE
tree estimates for
your
quality building materials
rent. Shady Oaks Trailer Shepherd pups 7 weeks old 759 1707
Honda CR-125. Call 492-85E16.
needs.
have been assembled by
LAKE
Court 489.2533.
436-5473
48. AUTO. SERVICE
chain link
exacting -craftsmen to give
_EQR. _.)(0
PROPERTY
CAR BATTERIES. 24 month fencing
needs, contact
lasting value. Lavish ad•
guarantee.
month
$22.88,
36
Montgomery
Ward.
Free
or
extra
dition
features, such
Just listed, beautifully
guarantee 80 amp, $26.99; 60 estimates. 753-1966.
as built in co-axial cable
on
11
/
2
acres
Kentucky
month guarantee, $36.99.
outlets for t.v. throughout the
FOR
home
YOUR
NM Salm, Idnei
Wallin
Hardware, Paris,
home Indicates the attention
Lake.
Excellent
alterations, repair, and
Tennessee.
._
NEW OFFICE NOUNS
to detail found in this rare
Closed All Day Wed.
remodeling,, also new homes
location with lots of
TRUCK LOAD tire sale. The and commercial, call 753
offering. You will be thrilled
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
Saturday 7:30 ti15:00
shady oaks and easy
wide ones with raised white 6123,by discovering the - many
Price of
Is inflation beating you
letters, G 70x14" or 15",
other
suprising features_
water access. This is
GUTTERING
BY - Sears.
$29.79 and 52.90 FET; G
Priced below construction
NAIRCUT $2.00
PRICE MOE $1.15
down? One way to
Sears continous gutters
truly
a
choice
parcel
60x14",
cost
$36.65 and $3.17 FET;
so
don't
wait
to
call
the
I
plows 73 344/ *me day h.*Emma. apiary Palk Saralee,
per
installed
your
keep up is to own your
L 60x14", $41 14 and $3.79
Real Estate Professionals at
and priced at $19,500.
specifications. Call Sears
• Hardware,
FET.
Wallin
Guy Spann Realty for your
own home. Let us show
Phone
753-2310 for free estimates.
Kopperud
Paris, Tennessee.
appointment. The 24-hour
you this attractive 3
HOME REPAIRS; exterior
Realty, 753-1222.for all
num er is 753 7724.
TRUCK LOAD truck tire'
and interior' painting, car
BR home that is
your
sale, highway tread, 700x15
Real
Estate
pent ry
work,
small
6-ply, 528.98 and S2.95 FET;
conveniently
located
needs.
masonary jobs, decks and
750x16, 8 ply, $37.75 and $3.74
at 1510 Clayshire.
built, rooms paneled
patios
FET. Wallin Hardware,
492 8615.
Offered in low $30's.
WHERE CAN you find 30 Paris, Tennessee.
INSULATION BLOWN in by
bedroom
home,
acres, 4
TRUCK LOAD tire sale, 4 ply
John Smith. Realtor
extra mobile home hookup polyester premium grade Sears, save on these high
With separate septic system, white wall 7 rib with 12-32 heating and cooling bills
all for 145,000 'Call the Real tread depth. A78x13, 118.39 Calf Sears, 753-2310, for free
South Uhh at Sy ca more
;(:-4;,:.!"`!.
Estate 'Professionals at Guy and $172 FET; E78x)4", estimates.
TELEPHONE 753-1E61
Spann Real'', for directions $22.63 and 52 20 FET, JACK'S BLACKTOP'paving,
753 772.1
F78x14", 123.40 and 52.32 patchtng, also seal coating
753-7411 (snytime)
Every possibility is
F ET; G78x14" or 15". 525.39 Phone 753.1537.
available with the
and 52.54 FET; H78x15", MOBILE HOME anchors
FOR SALE by owner
underpinning.
527.52 and $2.76 FET, and
house at 522 South 6th
Approximately 60 acres on
L78x15", $29.86 and $3.06 aluminum, in 3 colors, and
Street! Seven, nice
Kentucky Lake, Blood River
FET. Wallin Hardware, fiberglass roofs sealed. Patio
area, 4 miles east of New
awnings and aluminum
Paris, Tennessee.
size rooms, large lot,
Concord off Highway 444
carports, single and double,
49. USED CARS
Murray Kentucky
good, sound house.
Call Paducah,442-4405.
in colors. Phone 753.1173.
1974 CAMARO LT, 'many
753-4451
Priced to be sold!
HAVE FUN in 'the Stan...this
FLAT ' or
extras, 42900. Call 753 9834 ROOFING,
summer on Kentucky Lake
shingles, water proofing and
after 5 pm.
and enjoy this 3 or 4
mobile homes. 15 year,̀
FOR SALE : 1978 Toyota 5125 experience. Call
bedroom, 2 bath home at the
435-4173.
Coupe Call after 5 pm, 753
lake with lots of extras at a
ROOF(No:REMODELING
0191.
price Vou cannot believe!
painting interior and ex
Call today for more in
1975 FORD ELITE, loaded, tenor. Anything to do with
fOrmation, 753 1492 .or 753
37,0004actual miles. 492 8256. carpentary we can do it
2249.. offered
by
Loretta
FOR SALE - 1973 Chevy Reasonable rates. 20 years
Jobs Realtors.
Caprice Classic, one owner. experience. Senior Citizens
Friday, June 22nd, 1 p.m., Rain or Shine. Two miles
()terry Corner Pottertovm Road next to Hick's Cemetcr, Everyone is inPower
steering, power discount. Phone 753 2418, 8
south of New Concord, KT. Leave Nwy 121 at Ni. Mt.
vited to come out and enjoy an afternoon of sun and bell) a good
brakes, air conditioning, AM am til 9 pm
cause _the needy people of Calloway County. Anyone having anything to
FM radio, $1900, Phone 759
3
4 mile.
Carmel Church on Lime Query Road,/
donate will receive a tax deductible receipt_ Call 7594400. Please call as
1147 after 5 pm.
noon as possible, so we can advertise your items. All proceeds go for food,
7
18
95
70
3, FORD FAIRLANE, 2
medicine
and
utilities
for
the
needy.
Mr. and Mrs. George Powel are moving and must
door, exzellent condition,
good tire, radio, A C 753
sell a house of nice furniture, appliances, dishes,
_
and collector items. Nice queen size bedroom suite,
BOYD-MAJORS
FOR SALE. 19/0 f
living worn suite, these are like new. Stove,
400 4-speed. excellent con
REAL ESTATE
refrigerator,,new washer and dryer, chest type
dition, S1350. 753 3704. •
753-8080
freezer„air conditioner, odd chests, Duncan Phyfe
1974
MONTE
CARLO,
midnight blue with white
droQ leattable and chairs, braided rugs, new range
Professional SerVir ee
vinyl top, 47,000 miles,
"Milne rrIPINIRETnark- hdbd, Tots o(disherand cooking uiSetsfls, sharp 1972
11577U0d7-ifr-Ifne07799flf-terr.Two adjoining lots
T-Bird in good shape. Kawasaki 125 dirt bike,
ditioD,Phone 753-0905.
souped up for cross country races. Large sale of odtotaling 122' frontage
1978 PINTO WITH all extras.
ds and ends, miscellaneous items.
$2950. Can 767-4235:
on Cakewood Rd. in
Floored and ready. Up to 12 a 24. Also barn style, of
1979 'RED Z28 Cartier°
Baywood - Vista. Can
fices, cottages, mobile home ad-ons, and patios, or U
Phone 474-2327 after 9 pm.
be
purchased
For information call:
1978 TOYOTA CELICA GT
BUILD, pre cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
separately for $2,250
F
00111141 Fromri,
Power steering,
fiftback
a 60. Buy he best for less.
power
brakes, automatic,
ea. or together for
5p.m. til sue 7 P-011.
air, AM FM stereo, 9,800 one
$4,250.
435-4121- Lynn Grovi,KY
owner miles, 16100. 1 901 64%
6018 before 2 pm
AN OLD upright Plano,
white, nice sound,$75 or bett
offer. Phone 753-6084.
FOR SALE: upright piano,
good condition, 1150. 437-4337.

at-

11

3/. PETS-SUPPLIES.

28. MOB.HOME RENTS

3 bedroom home on lot 90 x 150 located a
Panorama Shores. Has living room, kit
chen, utility„and bath. Bedrooms newl
carpeted. Priced in mid 20's.

KSN'S LAWNMOWER
rfpair. Parts. New and used
lawn mowers. 718 S alp. Fast
service. 753 7400,
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will do
plumbing, heating and air
conditioning. Call 753-7203.
MITCHELL BLACKTOP
PING, driveways and small
jobs a speciality, also patc
15h3i7hg and seal coating. 753-

1111AKNON
WORN &
BULLDOZING
437-4533
After 8 P.M.
354-8161

4111•111E11111111111111011=11111116_
53. SERVICES OFFERED
SMALL
DOZER
work,
landscaping and leveling.
Contact Bobby Crouse, 75349l4 days, 753 3527 evenings
WILL DO plumbing, heating
and air conditioning, repairs
and remodeling around the
home. 753 2211 or 753 9600.
WILL HAUL anything that
will fit in a pickup truck 7535857
WANTED: HOUSES
to,
paint. Free estimates. 4928746.
BASEMENT? We
WET
make wet basements dry,
work completely guaranteed.
Call or write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2, Box
409A, Paducah, KY 42001, or
call da or n' t, 1 442-7026.

CARTER STUDIO
WEDDINGS &
PORTRAITS
753-8298

AKC
FEMALE,
TWO
Minature
registered
$6. FREE COLUMN
Schnauzers, 6 weeks, $100.
FREE LONG haired white
Before 9. af ter 5, 437-4242., ..
white_kittens:Call 436 5650.
WILL HAUL driveway
rock and Ag lime, also have FREE! SMALL puppies,
any type of brown. or white cute and cuddly. Call 753Pea gravel. Also do backhoe,
work. Call Roger Hudson, PART IRISH Setter puppies. Call 753-6497 after 5 pm.
753-6763 or 753-4545.

Home window cleaning, no job too large
or small, reasonable rates, insured and
experienced. Call 759-1176 day or night.

WHY BUILD JUST
A GARAGE?
When you could build a garage,shop, plus
additional storage for the same amount
of money.
CALL

WICKES BUILDINGS
(502)522-6884
(502)586-8251

*14411'444
Saturday, June 23, 1979
10:00 A.M. Rain or Shine
LOCATION- Go to New Concord, take 444, go 4/
1
2
miles to gravel road, turn left and watch for auction
arrows.
_
-PERSONAL PROPERTY10'150' Mobile Home, day trailer, utility trailer, 1960 Ford 2 ton truck.
2speed aide and grain bed, Bass boat and 2 motors, 1972 Cadillac, 150
gallon tank with pump and full of regular gas, 300 gallon tank full of
diesel, 2 new sewing machines, several small electric motors, camping equipment. household items, miscellaneous electrical items,
construction tools and many, many items too numerous to mention.
---4tIAUSTATf100 Acres more or less in gross. Includes several nice Iota with access
to the lake Balance would have access to lake through 'NA owned
land.
Terms: Personal Property- Cash.
REAL ESTATE - 10% down day of sale,
balance on
delivery of deed within 20 days. Possession with
deed.
Owner

will finance. See
us for financial
arrangements or to inspect property prior to sale.
OWNERS-Frank & Ann Allot .

29;

APPROX 100 ACRES

(Or
4°TiffCluDED
5650

For Information Contact:

Henderson Real Estate
711W. Broadway, Mayfield, Ky, 47066
Phone 747.73117
Donald I. Henderson-Realtor

Purdom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate
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School of Animal Grooming
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Experts Believe American Male Is In Transition
By JOHN P. HAYES
For The Associated Press
He was always taught that
he represents power, wealth
and strength. In recent years,
he's been told that he's
egocentric, chauvinistic,
insensitive,
weak, and
sometimes. unnecessary.
Even more, he's been told
he is responsible for the woes
of American women.
Partly as a consequence,
some experts believe, the
American male is in a transition. Some suffer an identity
crisis. ¶ Across the country,
-clergymen, psychiatrists,
and
physicians
other
professional counselors report
thefle meeting American
-Men, 'particularly middleaged men, who are defensive,
confused, and bitterly searching for a place for themselves and a place in society.
Some find their identity in
this transitory period. Some.
indeed, recognize they were
thrust into an identity that
doesn't fit anymore.
. Transitians,--crises, or, as
Gail Sheehy described them in
her book by the same name,
passages,are as old as Admit\
What 'is new is that now men
are freely discussing their
frustrations, doubts, fears and
concern "Never before have
men had a cultural hook to
hang these expressions on,"
explains Dr. Frank Furstenberg, associate professor
of sociology at the University
of Pennsylvania.
-Now we're talking about
transitions and writing about
passages and we've developed
a language or vocabulary that
helps us perceive this issue.
Once the notion is felt, then it
has consequences. People feel
their lives should change, and
they feel obligated to do
something about it."
A lot of men would dismiss
Furstenberg's theory with the
statement, "My father .never
went through any transition or
crisis." But, counters Furstenberg, "His father endured
it silently because he wasn't
expected to talk about it.
"In socielo6 that's called
pluralistic ignorance, when
many people are experiencing
the same thing but nobody
knows it. Now we're breaking
that down."
The women's movement
deserves much of the credit
or blame) for "breaking it
down."
In "Dominus," a book by
Natalie Gittelson, wiao also
wrote -The Erotic Life of the
American Wife," hundreds of
men explain how their lives
have been changed by the
women's movement.
"As the '70s began, and with
them the epoch of militant
feminism," says -Ms. Gittelson,
was collecting
material for a book about the
then already more independent lives of women ...
As the '70s drew to an end, and
perhaps also the epoch of
militant feminism, I (have
written) this book about men's
lives.. 'Dominus' is a report
from men themselves about
how the present status and the
new psychology of women
have affected not only their
erotic lives but also their
entire experience - in office
and factory, campus and
kitchen, as much as in the
bedroom."
In evaluating the research
of her books, Ms. Gittelson
says she feels obliged "to
make an observation that will
startle only those astonished
by irony: the so-called
feminist revolution has
conthe
transformed
sciousness of American men
more dramatically, more,.
decisively - and perhaps
more dangerously - than the
consciousness of women."
The publisher of the new
Vision magazine, Casey L.
Clinger,says:
'The 1970s female liberation
movement slapped society in
the face and told the world to
wake up -- to appreciate
women for what they are equal. For a variety of reasons
women began to assert
themselves - they began to
question the societal values
inculcated into them from
birth. ... "Taking their cue
from women, men too have
begun to examine their 0• ttiksto and „actions. While
there are those people who
claim that women'have been
suppressed by rnfn, there are
. seemingly few people who
realize that men have suppressed themselves just as
much."
In a scientific' approach to
contemporary
men's
Daniel
Dr.
problems,
Levinson ,.of ,Yale University

produced the radical book,
"Seasons of a Man's Life." He
says the women's movement
has influenced men by forcing
them to think about gender.
-What does it mean to be a
man? What do men want from
women? And from men?" are
questions Levinson says men
are asking themselves today.
"Men are seeing how life
and development are limited
by too narrow a conception of
masculinity," continues the
plychiatrist who followed the
byes of 40 selected men and
studied their adult growth
development.
Levinson's
research, the foundation for
Ms. Sheehy's "Passages,"
shows that every man must
pass through a series of age-

linked phases which underlie
his personal crises, govern his
emotional states and attitudes
and even shape his behavior.
Prior to this the notion was
that adult growth was completed in early life.
Such findings come at a
time when the women's
movement and other social
factors have pushed many
men toward a greater selfawareness. Some men have
accepted what feminists say
about them and adjusted to
different lifestyles and values.
Othert, ‘, while outwardly
women's
accepting the
movement, can't come to
terms with it privately and are
looking forward to the day
when thejs›Ves will return to

"normal."
But most men have been
unprepared for this selfanalysis. As Levinson says,
"they become defensive in
their marriages, sex lives, at
work and in friendships." And
some of those who find no
solution to this strips grapple
with anxiety, depression,
liquor, affairs, drugs and
divorce.
Dr. Peter L. Brill, director
of the Center for the Study of
Adult Development at the
Hospital of the University of
Pennsylvania, says:"There is
nothing more beautiful in the
world than the man who
resolves his midlife crisis. He
comes out of it with a sense of
knowing. He becomes a

mentor for others and feels
value and potency. He feels an
emotional depth that hasn't
been there fpr 20 years."
Most affected by this
identity crisis, according to
Brill and Levinson, is the
middle-aged man, whose
values were taught and put in
practice before the dawn of
women's lib.
'Few people understand the
way men have been socialized
in this country," Brill says.
"What men have been taught
about emotion is destructive
to them. It hurts marriages, it
rums friendships with other
men, it makes men more
competitive than is healthy o,r
necessary.
"Eighty percent of all
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our society people marry
early, so the kids are teenagers when the father turns 40
and at about the same time the
wife goes out to develop
herself. Just when the man's
ready to return to -the family,
having sought his dream for so
many years, his family has
"Before age 40," explains scattered."
Brill, "people focus on the
For some men, Brill says,
number of years they've lived.
the midlife transition is
After 40, they think of the
liberating, "but the best we
number of years they have
know is that most men don't
remaining. Age 40 is a psychoresolve their midlife crises.
social marker for men and
when we hit it, it causes us to They're afraid to or they don't
know how. They leave it but
ask, 'Who am l?' and 'What's
they enter a state of staleness,
my life about?"
boredom,emptiness."
"What happens is that the
In Philadelphia, Brill
man needs love, closeness and conducts workshops which, he
family during this time. But in says, have had "powerful
American men will experience a moderate to severe
crisis around the age of 40, or
in midlife," says Brill, so it's
Important that they understand the phenomenon so it
can become a positive event in
their lives.

Impact" on participants, who
are taught skills to identify
and attain goals in their lives.
"It would be nice if there
were a recipe to give to men in
transition and crisis," says
Levinson of Yale, "but there
isn't. Some people are turtling
to their family physicians,
clergymen or psychoanalysts,
but many people don't want
professional help.
-The best we can tell them
is that a transition is a time for
review and exploration
a
time to explore the self.
People lead narrow lives.
They only live out a small part
of what's in themselves. Let in
the 'me' I haven't done much
with."
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